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Foreword

Digitalization affects the entire global economy. The impact of this new technological
wave can neither be ring-fenced to specific sectors of the economy nor be circumscribed to specific countries or regions. As a consequence, the use of new digital
technology has not only transformed traditional business models but has also
enabled the appearance of new digital-based business models that pose challenges to
how economies have traditionally been taxed. A major breakthrough has been the
ability to conduct business activities in a territory without having a physical presence
there; in addition, the increasing reliance on intangibles has made it more difficult to
differentiate value across different business functions, risks, and assets.
Altogether, digitalization has contributed to a new borderless world economy,
which, in turn, has brought to the fore how increased world trade affects the ability of
country governments to tax economic activities to fund public priorities. Increased
international digital trade has put in check established tax rules, and they need to be
updated. In the absence of an international digital tax system and a global tax authority,
the digital debate demands multilateral cooperation mechanisms and compromise
from all parties involved—mainly from digital producer and consumer countries but
also from multinational corporations in the digital services sector. Unless a coordinated
global solution is reached, a proliferation of unilateral tax measures could fuel trade
wars and negatively affect investment decisions, both cross-border and domestically.
The 2015 Addis Ababa Action Agenda on Financing for Development emphasized
“the importance of inclusive cooperation and dialogue among national tax authorities
on international tax matters” to support achievement of the Sustainable Development
Goals. This effort is especially relevant in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis,
when countries are facing an unprecedented fiscal deficit and online commerce is soaring worldwide. Taxation of the digital economy could be an important measure for
governments to generate new fiscal space and increase tax revenues. However, taxing
the digital economy is particularly challenging in countries with low tax administration
capacity. Special attention should be given to the tax administration dimension, which
is largely dismissed by most international tax practitioners. Digital technology has the
potential to transform tax administration and its interaction with taxpayers.
The World Bank recognizes that the digital economy, as a driver of growth and innovation, can help to accelerate the achievement of the World Bank Group’s twin goals.
For example, the World Bank Group Digital Economy for Africa (DE4A) flagship
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i nitiative, together with other development partners and sector stakeholders, supports
the transformation strategy for Africa that has been prepared by the African Union: to
achieve the All Africa Digital Transformation vision. But digitalization must also ensure,
as envisioned in the Addis Ababa Action Agenda, that “all companies, including multinationals, pay taxes to the governments of countries where economic activity occurs
and value is created, in accordance with national and international laws and policies.”
To this end, the Macroeconomics, Trade, and Investment (MTI) Global Practice leads
the World Bank Group’s dialogue and engagement with clients in macroeconomics, fiscal policy, and trade and conducts cutting-edge and innovative research in the area of
taxation of the digital economy. This publication is a product of the Global Tax Program
(GTP) in the Fiscal Policy and Sustainable Growth Unit (FPSG).
The book analyzes the distinctive features of the digital economy and their tax
impact. After identifying the tax-disruptive aspects of digital business models, the
authors review existing tax initiatives in light of traditional tax theory principles and
discuss a comprehensive solution that is mindful of the foundations of tax theory. In
this vein, the book proposes establishing a digital data tax (DDT) that could become a
significant source of tax revenues for market jurisdictions while respecting tax theory
principles. It also proposes creating a new global internet tax agency (GITA) under the
auspices of the United Nations that would provide technical assistance and help to
solve disputes around taxing the digital economy.
This is a technical piece, with a fresh view that contributes new ideas and original
thinking to a thorny subject. The authors, well known by academics and development
professionals, propose a new paradigm for digital taxation—one that would continue to
benefit from a collaborative and open intellectual debate. I hope that the contents of
this book will foster additional debate among all stakeholders and help to advance the
digital taxation agenda.

Marcello Estevão
Global Director, Macroeconomics, Trade, and Investment
World Bank Group
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Preface

The idea of writing this book came up in June 2019 while we were having dinner in
Riyadh, where both of us were working. We were talking about the interest spurred by
direct taxation of the digital economy and the scope and tax implications of the initiatives under debate to address the related tax challenges and respond to the G-20
mandate to reach a global and consensus-based solution during Saudi Arabia’s 2020
G-20 presidency. During our discussion, we realized that unilateral tax measures and
tax proposals had overlooked the importance of traditional tax theory principles,
which must guide tax policy design and tax administration decisions. Moreover, the
boundaries of what constituted the digital economy were becoming blurred, and the
scope of work was shifting its focus away from the original G-20 mandate. Therefore,
we decided to analyze the distinctive features of the digital economy and their tax
impact and, once we had identified the tax-disruptive aspects, to review existing tax
initiatives in light of traditional tax theory principles. We would try to contribute a
comprehensive proposal that would be mindful of tax theory foundations and that
would overcome the shortcomings previously identified during the critical analysis.
This book is the outcome of that effort, and the digital taxation debate is still ongoing.
Our objective was to explain in plain language difficult technical concepts, going back
to basics without preconceived ideas, and analyzing this new reality from a fresh and
unbiased perspective. Our goal was to make a meaningful contribution to the digital
taxation debate in a way that our message could reach all audiences, not only tax experts
and policy makers, but also nontax government officials, internet users, online business
operators, tax students, and even the general public, since all of them will be affected,
directly or indirectly, by the solution finally reached, if any. Taxpayers need to understand why they pay taxes and what they get in return for such taxes. When they are not
provided with a logical explanation and are pushed to endure an abusive tax burden, even
incurring double taxation, as digital multinationals are expected to do, then they lose
confidence in the tax system and look for alternative ways to find tax justice. With our
work, we aim to find a solution that can be understood by anyone and can be embraced
and supported by the global internet user and business community. Such global support
is essential to achieving tax compliance and fostering multilateral tax cooperation.
Finally, we have been privileged to have world-class, renowned tax experts review our
work. They have made very valuable contributions that have improved our analysis and
proposal; their comments have been incorporated in the text and notes.
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Executive Summary

This book is about the scope of state sovereignty, which entails two exclusive faculties
that are reserved for governments only: the power to tax and the power to punish. These
powers go together, and each needs the other. Governments levy taxes under the threat
of punishment, and the necessary institutional means to punish are funded through
taxes. The power to tax encompasses the power of states to obtain resources for public
purposes from their citizenry and their territory, which is the basis for residence taxation and source taxation, respectively. However, this power needs to be balanced to
ensure fiscal sustainability. Unfortunately, high-income economies are facing an
unprecedented fiscal deficit, which the post-COVID-19 crisis will exacerbate. In this
context, some countries are coming close to exhausting their fiscal space, especially as
to raising residence-based taxes, which are unpopular and have a high political cost.
Hence, they are shifting their revenue strategy toward increasing their source taxing
rights at the expense of claiming a portion of the residence taxing rights of other countries (mainly, the United States) over the digital economy. This approach, at first popular among constituents, might eventually backfire on them, since a significant share of
the tentative direct tax to be paid by nonresident digital companies probably would be
shifted to local customers, who already bear the burden of indirect taxes. On the one
hand, remote sellers and digital platforms lacking a physical presence pose challenges
for their role and responsibilities in the administration of consumption taxes on digital
transactions (registration, collection, remittance, enforcement mechanisms). On the
other hand, the digital economy has not altered indirect taxing rights, since the power
to tax consumption clearly corresponds to market jurisdictions where customers are
located. As a result, there is no additional tax revenue to gain for those countries.
Therefore, the digital debate focuses on direct taxation and the creation of new taxing rights arising from the tax claims of market jurisdictions on income obtained by
foreign digital suppliers conducting business therein without any physical presence
(digital services taxes, Amount A of the Unified Approach of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD]); these tax claims are the focus of
this book. Nonetheless, the digital debate is just the first step toward a much more ambitious plan aimed at increasing source taxing rights even more: by extending newly
created taxing rights beyond the digital economy, so as to cover consumer-facing businesses as well, and by allocating fixed returns for certain baseline marketing and
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 istribution activities taking place in market jurisdictions (Amount B of the Unified
d
Approach).
In theory, increasing source taxation would benefit market jurisdictions, especially
low- and middle-income countries; in practice, only high-income countries with high
tax administration capacity would be able to implement the new rules and to increase
their tax revenues. Many such high-income countries are facing rampant fiscal deficits
and are unable to increase fiscal debt due to strict fiscal discipline. They are aiming to
balance their accounts by sharing in the profits of foreign companies. However, they
seek to do so without contributing to funding the ecosystem needed for those businesses to blossom or bearing any losses from the failed cases.
Interestingly enough, this digital clash of national interests is not between rich countries and low- and middle-income countries; instead, it is between high-income economies that invested in technological innovation and high-income economies that
neglected the internet as a game-changing technology that could overcome the physical
limitations of trade and taxation. Now, after decades and billions invested by the former
(countries of residence of digital companies), the latter (market jurisdictions) want to
join in the investment return at any (noneconomic) cost, even if that requires dismantling the world tax order.
In brief, it all comes down to widely differing public expenditure priorities. For
decades, some countries have invested in welfare policies and social safety net mechanisms (public health, public pensions, public education), while other countries have
focused on developing their industrial and business capacities via research and development programs and tax incentives to support technological innovation. Nowadays,
welfare countries struggle to fund their public social expenditure programs and turn to
those less socially oriented economies, widely criticized even as we speak, to share in
the proceeds of their industrial and technological business base. Obviously, countries
in the latter group are not willing to surrender or share their tax bases voluntarily, and
the outcome of any possible negotiation would be to the detriment of their national
economic interests and the efforts and sacrifices endured by their populations.
Therefore, it is hard to imagine a scenario where all countries may reach a consensus,
since their interests are completely opposite, and unilateral tax measures have already
started proliferating (digital services taxes, equalization levies). In this regard, any measure is unilateral, not only when it is adopted by one country, but also when it is not
adopted by all countries. Even if a large group of jurisdictions (Inclusive Framework
members) were to agree on a solution, it would still create the same adverse consequences as a unilateral measure in relation to nonparticipating countries, some of
which would be relevant economies (China, United States) that would surely apply
defensive measures (tariffs) to counteract the negative effects.
The digital debate is just the tip of the iceberg that is heading toward the current
international tax order, and the only way to avoid a clash is to reach a compromise. So,
when the G-20 issued a mandate to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalization of the economy, what it really meant was to agree on how to increase source
income taxing rights and to use the digital debate as a pilot project. In fact, the references made in this book to the G-20 mandate are to be interpreted exclusively as
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evidence of the disconnect between the scope of the verbatim digital mandate and the
work and proposals of the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS). Indeed, considerations of political neutrality and inclusiveness should
at all times guide not only the digital debate, but any debate conducive to reforming the
international tax order substantially in a manner that is not aligned with traditional tax
theory principles, as is creating new source taxing rights in the absence of a physical
presence in the market jurisdiction.
The fundamental question is, on what basis should remote sellers be taxed by market
jurisdictions? In other words, what do market jurisdictions provide remote sellers that
may possibly justify source income taxation and to what extent? To answer this question, it is necessary to understand that traditional tax theory principles exist for a reason; they are not random ideas that can be applied or disregarded arbitrarily. Tax principles encapsulate the lessons learned throughout the history of tax practice, and it is
not an easy task to innovate and to create new arguments that may support the creation
of new source taxing rights in the absence of clear and verifiable benefits from the governments of market jurisdictions in return for the obligation to pay a new tax. Markets
are people, so unless buyers are deemed to belong to governments, it is hard to explain
why market jurisdictions should be entitled to a share of the income obtained from sales
in the market territory by remote sellers without a physical presence therein. To put it
in even simpler terms: what role do the governments of market countries play in the
creation and development of nonresident companies that operate remotely in their territories? In any business venture, to share in gains, you must also take losses; the opposite is not only unfair, but also, most importantly, economically inefficient.
In this book, we have analyzed the validity of the tax claims of market jurisdictions
from a technical perspective; to do so, we have rigorously followed traditional tax theory principles, which constitute the intellectual framework on which our world tax order
is constructed. Hoping to dismantle and tear down the tax foundations on which tax
systems worldwide are designed is not only unrealistic, but also very reckless.
As our analysis shows, market jurisdictions’ claims to tax the income of remote sellers without a physical presence in the territory are unsubstantiated and not aligned with
traditional tax theory principles. Having said that, if market countries still wish to subject such remote sellers to taxation, they should abandon income taxation and move to
a license-type tax, which is the idea behind our digital data tax (DDT) proposal. The
DDT is a tax that would consist of two components, one of them acting as a toll tax and
one acting as a service charge for contracted internet bandwidth (in the global DDT) or
for significant digital presence (in national DDTs). Obviously, implementing this proposal would not be exempt from difficulties, especially as it refers to reaching an agreement about the weights of components, the tax rate schedules, and the collection and
revenue allocation mechanisms among participant countries. In spite of these difficulties, the DDT could become a significant source of tax revenues for market jurisdictions
and a solution that would respect tax theory principles.
The DDT proposal also offers the best compromise out of all current digital taxes
and tax initiatives, since it takes into account not only the interests of both source and
residence countries but also those of digital multinationals; it represents a trade-off
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that requires a three-way compromise. For example, the fact that the DDT would not be
creditable against residence taxation may prompt multinational enterprises to oppose
it, as happens with current digital taxes (digital services taxes, equalization levies).
However, if the DDT were fully creditable, then residence jurisdictions would be the
ones to fight it, since they would have to absorb the entire DDT, which would erode their
tax base, as suggested by current proposals (OECD’s Unified Approach). Therefore, we
envision a half-way compromise. On the one hand, DDT is not an income tax (because
traditional tax theory principles do not support income taxation by source countries
without a brick-and-mortar permanent establishment), so residence jurisdictions
would not have to give away part of their tax base (via income tax credits). On the other
hand, a new taxing right would be recognized in market jurisdictions in the form of a
digital license-type tax, which multinational enterprises could deduct as an operating
expense against their income taxes back in their residence countries. Consequently,
nobody would win, which is the best possible compromise:
• M
 ultinational enterprises would not be subject to a full income tax (or, even worse,
to a presumptive turnover-based version of it), which most probably would not
be creditable; instead, they would be subject to the DDT, which would be tax
deductible.
• Market jurisdictions would get substantial revenues from the DDT, as shown in the
case study presented in chapter 7.
• Residence countries would not surrender taxing rights, but they would grant businesses a tax deduction for DDT as an operating cost.
Therefore, the current digital debate derives from political and economic motivations rather than from tax technical considerations. Most, if not all, of the countries
currently supporting this change in the status quo of source taxing rights had previously
agreed and committed by treaty to give up their taxing rights over income derived by a
nonresident in the source country unless the nonresident had a permanent establishment therein. What sudden interests have motivated this change of heart? The only
reasonable explanation lies in the fact that such so-called high-income market countries find themselves unable to secure more revenues from their own residents and opt
to increase source taxing rights at the expense of eroding residence countries’ tax bases
or creating double taxation on foreign digital companies. Furthermore, all unilateral
digital taxes and proposals to tax the income of foreign digital suppliers operating
without a physical presence are based on presumptive taxation (turnover-based digital
services taxes, formulaic approach to compute Amount A, withholding of income taxes
on e-payments). Presumptive taxation is a tax assessment method that has historically
been used only for resident taxpayers. Digital suppliers are foreign based, which creates
administrative feasibility issues in relation to nonresident taxpayers.
On a different note, it is interesting that China is not as concerned with the digital
debate as the United States is. The only reason is that the majority of jurisdictions claiming new source taxing rights are market countries of US digital multinationals, while the
penetration of Chinese digital suppliers in those same countries is almost negligible.
Yet China and other industrial countries should be aware that, as already mentioned,
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digital is just the first step toward a more grandiose plan to increase the scope of source
taxing rights beyond the digital economy.
Finally, although we started the tax technical analysis of this book without any preconceived ideas, we found ourselves with a very straightforward conclusion: traditional
tax theory does not support the income taxation of remote digital suppliers by source
jurisdictions. So, given market countries’ need to raise revenue from the digital economy, we decided to explore alternative untaxed digital transactions that could increase
their fiscal space. We came up with the international supply of internet bandwidth to
access digital markets, which is the digital transaction taxed by our DDT proposal. As a
consequence, our proposed DDT does not enter into conflict with other income tax
proposals (OECD’s Unified Approach), since it aims to tax different transactions from
the opposite tax perspective: our DDT proposal taxes foreign digital companies as consumers, while income tax proposals tax them as suppliers.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Taxing the
Digital Economy

What lessons can we draw from the history of international taxation that may be applicable to
taxing the digital economy? How different is the digital revolution from previous technological
breakthroughs? How does the digital taxation debate align with existing tax norms and proposals? Is the tax notion of permanent establishment obsolete? What is the scope of the G20 mandate
and to which extent are current initiatives compliant with it? On what basis do market countries
claim new taxing rights over the digital economy? This chapter addresses these questions.

Lessons from the Origins of International Taxation
Taxation has existed for thousands of years in various forms, dating back to ancient
kingdoms (Sumer, 4,000 BC; Egypt, 3,000 BC). Over time, it has evolved and adapted to
new economic and social realities. Yet the international component of taxation is fairly
recent, dating back to the mid-19th century, when the notion of permanent establishment first appeared in European mercantile laws and case law governing subnationallevel disputes involving business activities conducted across regions by enterprises not
registered therein. Prussia first used the term “Betriebsstätte” in 1845 in its Industrial
Code and later in 1885 in its internal tax law. Later, the term was incorporated into the
first ever tax treaty concluded in 1899 between the Austro-Hungarian Empire and
Prussia. By 1909, the German Double Taxation Act contained a definition of permanent
establishment (box 1.1).
After the First World War, the notion of permanent establishment became widely
used in tax treaties (box 1.2). However, efforts by the League of Nations to develop a
universally accepted definition failed, and important discrepancies existed across
countries regarding the tax treatment of several related aspects. Indeed, countries’
positions evolved over time, and countries often would conclude tax treaties containing definitions of permanent establishment contrary to those in their own internal tax
laws. Unfortunately, only moderate progress has been made toward advancing, unifying, and defining the notion of permanent establishment. Instead, the partisan interests
and normative profusion of international organizations and countries have resulted in
endless versions of the notion, increasing the complexity of the issue.
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Box 1.1 Background on the Relevance of the Permanent Establishment
Notion
It is common for jurisdictions to treat residents and nonresidents differently for tax
purposes. As a general rule, nonresidents are liable for tax on income derived in a
jurisdiction. While the individuals or companies deriving the income are not resident
in the jurisdiction, they have clearly benefited from the infrastructure, market, and
other features of the jurisdiction and should contribute to the jurisdiction by way of
tax on profits derived in it. Resident taxpayers are commonly taxed on their income
from all sources, although some jurisdictions assess residents in the same way as
nonresidents, imposing tax only on income sourced in the jurisdiction. Another small
group of jurisdictions impose tax on residents on a remittance basis, with income,
including amounts derived abroad, considered taxable only when the funds are
transferred to the jurisdiction in which the taxpayer resides.
The risk of double taxation coincided with the spread of income tax after the First
World War. If source countries levy tax on nonresidents deriving income from them
and resident countries impose tax on the worldwide income of residents, income
derived from sources abroad could be subject to tax in two jurisdictions: the source
country and the residence country. Initially, residence jurisdictions sought to relieve
the double taxation through unilateral actions. Three methods were used: (a) a credit
for tax paid abroad on foreign-source income, (b) an exemption for income from
abroad that had been subject to tax in the source country, and (c) a deduction for
foreign tax, providing partial relief only. A feature of the unilateral solution to double
taxation was that the source country ended up with first and primary taxing rights,
leaving the residence country with some residual rights only.

Accordingly, the early adoption of the concept of permanent establishment in
international tax treaties, well before it could be defined and developed properly at a
national level, prevented reaching international consensus on a universal and unique
definition. The root cause that has prevented the formulation of a unique definition
over the last century lies in initially adopting the wrong approach, which was to describe
rather than define the notion of permanent establishment. Likewise, the current debate
over taxation of the digital economy focuses more on creating new sources of taxing
rights over specific digital activities and industries than on defining the traits and
tax-disruptive aspects of digital business models that pose challenges to traditional tax
theory and practice.1
Another obstacle was the conflict of national interests between countries influencing the process of creating the norm and those affected by application of the norm. The
traditional notion and definitions of permanent establishment were influenced directly by the historical, geopolitical, and economic environment of the countries that participated in its design in the early 20th century. The current economic and geopolitical
scenario is radically different, but the actors controlling the law-making process
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Box 1.2 Evolution of the Concept of Permanent Establishment
in Tax Treaties
At an early stage in the spread of income taxes, countries looked for an alternative
to unilateral relief for double taxation and settled on bilateral tax treaties that divided
taxing rights over income derived by nonresidents between the source country and
the residence country. These early treaties incorporated the existing notion of
permanent establishment as a fixed place of business for a nonresident in the source
jurisdiction. In treaties that adopted this notion, the source country would agree not
to tax the business profits of a nonresident unless the nonresident operated through
a permanent establishment in the jurisdiction.
Following the First World War, a model treaty was developed by the League of
Nations, with alternative models developed in the latter half of the 20th century by
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the United Nations,
and some other organizations and individual states. Common to all of these models
was the adoption of the permanent establishment rule, with source countries agreeing to forgo taxing rights over income derived by nonresidents unless the nonresidents operated through a permanent establishment in the source jurisdiction.
Treaties provided some exceptions to the rule, allowing source jurisdictions to retain
taxing rights, sometimes limited to capped levels, over particular types of income—
most notably dividends, royalties, interest, and some capital gains—derived by nonresidents even when they had no permanent establishment in the jurisdiction.
Giving up all taxing rights over business profits, subject to the exceptions noted,
may appear to be a rule substantially lopsided in favor of capital-exporting residence
countries. The concern may be exaggerated for two reasons, however. The first
reason is that the source country’s claim to have taxing rights over business profits
other than specified types of investment income derived by a nonresident is difficult
to establish if the nonresident has no continuing presence in the source jurisdiction.
The second reason is a pragmatic matter. While it is not difficult to use withholding
taxes to impose tax on interest, dividends, royalties, and, to a lesser extent, capital
gains derived by a nonresident, there are practical difficulties in collecting tax on
active business profits where the taxpayer does not have a continuing presence in
the jurisdiction.
The development of the digital economy has upended the traditional approach
by making it possible for firms to offer a wide range of services in a jurisdiction and
to derive income from the provision of those services without having a presence in
the jurisdiction at all. The ease of communication via the internet, combined with the
ability to attribute significant values to intangible assets and rights, opened the door
for multinational enterprises to minimize their taxes by shifting profits out of host
countries by means of transfer pricing: subsidiaries or permanent establishments in
higher-tax jurisdictions could “buy” services or rights from related enterprises in the
same multinational group located in low-tax jurisdictions.
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are the same. The 1932–33 League of Nations’ Report on Taxation of Foreign and
National Enterprises states, “The major number of questions are presented by industrial
enterprises in the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Germany and other
European countries, and Japan, which manufacture in those countries and sell in the
territory of other countries throughout the world” (Carroll 1932, 1933). Therefore, to
protect their business activities abroad, they limited the notion of permanent establishment and narrowed its scope by imposing increasing limitations and exclusions. In
this context, the rich countries defined the 20th-century modern notion of permanent
establishment similarly to what is happening with current efforts to address the tax
challenges of the digital economy.
However, today’s new paradigm has reversed traditional roles: low- and middleincome countries manufacture tangible goods and sell them in the territories of highincome countries, while high-income countries export digital content and services
remotely worldwide through digital means, creating the so-called digital economy.
Accordingly, high-income countries are broadening the traditional notion of permanent establishment (Base Erosion and Profit Shifting [BEPS] Action 7), while, at the
same time, opposing initiatives to introduce a new significant economic presence test
that might help to capture the new digital business activity that takes place in a territory without any physical presence. Building on John Rawls’s theory of “justice as fairness” (Rawls 1971), any universal definition of a given notion should neither take into
account specific countries’ interests nor factor in historical, geopolitical, or economic
motives. Instead, it should be guided solely by technical considerations. Only in this
way will the definition be able to stand the test of time and adapt easily to new realities,
irrespective of the means used or the circumstances surrounding the performance of a
business activity in a specific territory. This definition applies not only to the notion of
permanent establishment, but also to the tax treatment of the digital economy, which
should be determined based on the defining traits of the digital business activity.
In this context, we have conducted a comprehensive tax analysis of the digital economy and have sought to develop an appropriate tax response that aligns with traditional
tax theory and helps to bridge tax principles, tax policy, and tax administration with the
digital economy. Our work aims to learn from lessons from the past.

G-20 Mandate on Taxing the Digital Economy
Back in the 19th century, the tax-disruptive reality that prompted the appearance of the
notion of permanent establishment was the physical presence in a foreign territory to
conduct a business activity, either manufacturing or selling, therein. Nowadays, in the
21st century, the digital economy has soared as a result of the spread of broadband
internet access that, combined with the advent of advanced mobile networks and mass
access to digital devices, has facilitated the online distribution of digital content to a
borderless market of worldwide users, without the need for a physical presence.
In 1998, at the Ottawa Ministerial Conference entitled “A Borderless World: Realizing
the Potential of Electronic Commerce,” the Taxation Framework Conditions published
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) were
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endorsed by member countries and nonmember economies as well as by the business
community (OECD 1998). On the one hand, this document provided the principles that
should guide governments in their approach to the taxation of e-commerce, stating that
e-commerce should be treated in a similar way to traditional commerce and emphasizing the need to avoid any discriminatory treatment, in compliance with the neutrality
principle. On the other hand, that same year, the World Trade Organization approved a
ban on tariffs for digital trade, which has been renewed ever since and is still in effect.
By 2001, the OECD had narrowed the focus in the area of direct taxation to key
issues like the application of tax treaty concepts to e-commerce and the allocation of
income to a permanent establishment involved in e-commerce transactions (OECD
2001). However, given the absolute lack of physical presence of digital business
models and the limitations of the notion of traditional permanent establishment as
a nexus rule, tax systems proved unable to capture the digital economy under existing tax norms. Better results were achieved in the area of indirect taxation,2 where
much policy work was advanced in how consumption taxes should be applied to
e-commerce. Unfortunately, the direct taxation of e-commerce remained a pending
issue to be addressed later.
In 2013, the OECD addressed the impact of digitalization on international taxation
through the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan (OECD 2013).3 Since
then, interest in and relevance of the topic have continued to grow. In 2015, OECD published Addressing the Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy, which recognized the existence of a new value creation paradigm and the emergence of new digital business
models (OECD 2015). In 2017, the lack of a regulatory framework for the rapidly digitalizing economy and the legal uncertainty that it generated for taxpayers and governments led the G-20 Finance Ministers to ask the OECD to deliver an interim report by
2018 on the implications of digitalization for taxation. Following the report’s publication
(OECD 2018), the G-20 mandated the need to reach a consensus-based solution on
addressing the (direct) tax challenges of the digitalization of the economy by 2020. The
G-20 entrusted the OECD’s Inclusive Framework on BEPS with this mandate, and the
Steering Group, supported by the OECD Secretariat, has been working extensively on it.
In the meantime, some countries have adopted unilateral measures to tax the digital
economy. In 2016, India introduced the first-ever turnover-based equalization levy on
business-to-business (B2B) online advertising payments made to nonresident digital
service suppliers. Following the failed attempt of the European Union (EU) to introduce an EU-wide turnover-based digital services tax (DST), several countries (Austria,
the Czech Republic, France, India, Italy, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom) have
enacted their own DSTs as interim measures until the G-20 reaches a consensus-based
solution. Some other countries (India, Italy, the Slovak Republic) and economies
(Taiwan, China) are introducing a significant economic presence test and amending
their definitions of permanent establishment. Finally, one country (Turkey) has also
imposed a withholding tax on e-payments.
It is important to recognize that there are significant theoretical and practical
differences in the range of unilateral measures adopted as well as in the OECD’s
Unified Approach proposals (box 1.3).
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Box 1.3 Summary of Direct Tax Measures That Target the Digital Economy
OECD/Inclusive Framework Pillar One proposal
The Pillar One proposal outlines new profit allocation rules for certain consumerfacing businesses. The profit is allocated using simplified, formulaic principles, including a fixed baseline return for distribution and marketing functions as well a share of
the group’s overall residual profits. Where there is no existing taxing right, the proposal prescribes rules for establishing a new taking right (“nexus”) in market jurisdictions, which can apply irrespective of physical presence. If such a nexus were
triggered, the profits would be calculated based on a share of the group’s overall
residual profits.
Withholding on digital services
These measures create and/or implement (by acting as a collection mechanism) a
source taxing right over payments made by residents to nonresidents in respect of
digital services. Withholding taxes, which are already commonplace for royalty, interest, and dividend payments, can be especially effective for taxing nonresidents with
no physical presence in a jurisdiction, although the practicalities of withholding an
amount in respect to tax and then remitting it to the tax administration mean that this
mechanism is better suited to payments made by businesses than by consumers.
Digital permanent establishments
These measures give jurisdictions the right to tax nonresident businesses that have
a sustained economic interaction with their economies. This approach can apply
even if the business has no physical presence in that jurisdiction. A taxable presence
is deemed if, for example, the business has a sufficient level of sales or user engagement in the jurisdiction.
There are considerable uncertainties about how profit is to be allocated to the
“nexus” and, in cases where a permanent establishment is deemed, how existing
attribution principles apply.
Digital services tax (DST)
These measures seek to directly tax businesses earning income from certain digital
services, such as online advertising and intermediary services. Some DSTs seek to
tax the income earned by digital service providers by reference to fees paid either
directly or indirectly by users or residents in their jurisdiction. Other DSTs apportion
global digital services revenue indirectly based on the number of users, views
(advertising services), or transactions (intermediary services) in the jurisdiction.
Equalization levy
This measure, introduced by India, imposes tax on certain activities of e-commerce
operators. Previously the levy only applied to advertising; however, in 2020 the levy
was expanded to cover the sale of goods, provision of services, and/or the facilitation thereof (for example, through a platform) by an e-commerce operator.
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The vast majority of countries worldwide have not adopted unilateral digital direct
taxes, although some are currently analyzing their benefits and disadvantages as
interim measures. The first G-20 Finance and Central Bank Deputies Meeting in 2019
reflected the lack of consensus on the use of interim measures; while some countries
(Canada, United States) oppose them because they may give rise to adverse consequences, other countries (France, the United Kingdom) argue that the challenges do
not outweigh the need to ensure that tax is paid on digital services supplied in market
jurisdictions. If countries do not reach a consensus, unilateral measures could proliferate, fragmenting the international tax scenario and resulting in double taxation.
The G-20 mandate refers to the tax challenges posed by the digital economy in the
area of direct taxation. It covers not only cross-border transactions, but also domestic
ones, which are harder for tax authorities to monitor given the intangible nature of
digital content. Accordingly, tax administration challenges affect not only market
jurisdictions, but also residence jurisdictions. Therefore, reaching a consensus-based
global solution requires multilateral cooperation rather than uncoordinated unilateral
actions. Although two-thirds of the countries worldwide have signed onto the Inclusive
Framework on BEPS, if the solution is to be coordinated and implemented globally,
the remaining countries must also join the debate and have their voices heard. Such
participation is needed to ensure the buy-in of the entire international community,
using whichever channels are needed.

Market Jurisdictions’ Tax Claims: On What Basis?
Market jurisdictions have spotted an opportunity to expand their tax sovereignty
and to claim new taxing rights over the digital economy. In the absence of any physical presence of the digital supplier in the market jurisdiction, this expansion clearly
contravenes the tenets of traditional tax theory, which allocates taxing rights to residence countries. On the quest for justifications to support these tax claims, some
proposals have resorted to new paradigms of value creation and innovative tax nexus
and profit allocation methods (box 1.4)—for example, the presumptive value created
by the interaction between different user groups, which encompasses positive
externalities that are captured and monetized by multisided digital platforms.
In short, the current debate revolves around the question of whether the countries
where users are located are entitled to tax the value that users contribute to digital
businesses that are tax-resident abroad. Such tax claims are intimately linked to both
the notion of permanent establishment (taxable presence) and the notion of source
taxation (taxable source).
It is of utmost importance to clarify the basis on which market jurisdictions claim
taxing rights over foreign digital suppliers operating in their territory without any
physical presence. Several options are available for new nexus rules:
• Tax claims on the basis of taxable presence, by way of formulating a revised notion of
permanent establishment that overcomes the physical presence limitation of new
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Box 1.4 Is There a Need for a New Paradigm of Value Creation?
The combined pressures of transfer pricing and the limited application of existing tax
norms to international digital economy enterprises led the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development and nonmember countries that joined the Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) program to propose allocating the profits derived
by multinational enterprises, including those providing digital supplies and services,
between countries on the basis of where “value is created.” There was, however, no
agreement on what constitutes value creation, and the concept remained vague and
undefined. Traditionally, jurisdictions looking for indicators of value creation when
seeking to allocate a share of profits by a multinational or multistate enterprise
focused on three inputs to value creation:
•
The value of tangible capital employed in the jurisdiction (premises and
equipment) relative to the total tangible capital of the firm
The cost of labor in the jurisdiction compared to total labor costs
•
•
The value of sales in the jurisdiction.
The question that tax policy makers are facing now is whether these inputs,
adopted in the era of traditional commerce, are fair indicators for determining the
share of global profits with a source in each contributing jurisdiction.

digital business models that operate either remotely or with a limited local presence
and derive income from a market jurisdiction (significant economic presence)
• Tax claims on the basis of taxable source, by way of establishing a new source of taxable
income deemed to arise from value creation within a market jurisdiction (user
participation, marketing intangibles)
• Other measures that counteract the use of tax avoidance schemes, although their scope is
much wider than just digital economy (diverted profits tax).
Unfortunately, as a result of the urge to secure new sources of tax revenue, some
countries have rushed to pass unilateral tax measures (digital services taxes,
withholding taxes, expanded permanent establishment rules) that aim to capture
some parts of the digital economy without previously conducting a thorough analysis
of whether such measures conform to tax theory principles.4 Such improvisation
creates juridical double taxation for foreign digital suppliers, which are taxed on
their income in their residence country as well as taxed on their revenue in the
market jurisdictions where they operate. Such double taxation jeopardizes their
financial viability.
From an economic double taxation perspective, policy makers have overlooked the
most basic economic implications of unilaterally introducing revenue taxes on foreign
digital suppliers without a physical presence in the market jurisdiction, since not only is
the same transaction taxed from both the supplier side (direct taxation) and the
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customer side (indirect taxation), but it is taxed thrice in case certain functions of the
digital value chain are outsourced to local providers (storage, distribution, customer
care), which are subject to tax as residents in the market jurisdiction. Indeed, by imposing new revenue-based taxes on foreign digital suppliers, while also taxing local entities
that provide logistical support for the operations of those foreign digital suppliers, the
market jurisdiction is double dipping5 on the same transaction from the viewpoint of
direct taxation.
Market countries that claim taxing rights are resorting to two different strategies
with the aim of minimizing conflict with existing national taxation systems, while
still creating double taxation. First, in the absence of an applicable tax treaty
between the residence and the market jurisdictions, some countries have expanded
the scope of the domestic definition of nexus rule beyond the traditional notion,
allowing them to capture income that foreign digital suppliers derive from within
the territory. For example, in 2015, Saudi Arabia used administrative guidelines to
introduce the concept of virtual service permanent establishment, which did not
consider the physical presence of nonresident service providers for establishing the
nexus to the source country. Along the same lines, countries like India and Italy
have amended their definitions of permanent establishment to introduce a significant economic presence test. Second, some countries have enacted new revenuebased taxes that avoid falling within the scope of income tax treaties, since the tax
base is turnover rather than income. This is the case of India’s equalization levy and
European digital services taxes, all of which raise the issue of potentially taxing
nonexistent profit for companies with either very tight profit margins or unused
tax losses.
In the absence of an international tax system and a global authority, the digital
debate comes down to a clash of national economic interests, where market jurisdictions claim new taxing rights at the expense of eroding the tax bases of residence countries. Since traditional tax theory supports the status quo, the only way that market
jurisdictions have to claim new sources of tax revenue is to dismantle traditional tax
principles. Moreover, unless countries are willing to renegotiate the allocation of taxing
rights, which is unlikely, the ultimate losers will be customers, who will bear the additional tax burden arising from double taxation.

Back to Basics: Philosophy of the Report
This report aims to analyze and understand tax-disruptive aspects of new digital business models as a first step to ascertaining the need for new measures to address the tax
challenges of the digitalization of the economy. Unlike many proposals, our work
focuses strictly on the tax aspects of the digital economy; it does not use the digital
economy as a pretext for dismantling the existing international tax framework or for
altering the current tax sovereignty status quo. The G-20 mandate is simple and clear.
Therefore, policy makers should refrain from distorting the scope of the work and regulating beyond it, as is unfortunately happening with some initiatives that unduly extend
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their policy work to business models that bear no connection with the digital economy
(consumer-facing businesses under OECD’s Secretariat Proposal for a Unified
Approach). Although some aspects of the digital economy may exacerbate the risk of
base erosion, this situation should not be used as a pretext for passing new tax norms
that address tax issues not related to the digital economy (shifting profit to entities
subject to no or very low taxation under Pillar Two of the OECD’s Programme of Work),
which clearly fall outside the scope of the G-20 mandate (box 1.5).

Box 1.5 The OECD’s Programme of Work: Pillars One and Two
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Programme of
Work is a document that explores all relevant issues and options in connection with
the two pillars (OECD 2019j). Pillar One focuses on the technical options for revising
the nexus and profit allocation rules (OECD 2019h). The revision of nexus rules can
be addressed either from a taxable-presence perspective—that is, the connection
between a taxing jurisdiction and a person deemed to be resident of it (residencebased taxation)—or from a taxable-source approach—that is, the connection
between a taxing jurisdiction and income derived from within it (source-based taxation). In both cases, the nexus rules set the minimum requirements for the taxing
jurisdiction to impose tax on the taxpayer. However, profit allocation rules determine which and how much profit and losses to attribute for tax purposes in relation
to new taxing rights. Specifically, profit allocation rules comprise the scope of profit
subject to the new taxing right (all profit or only residual profit, profit from the multinational group or only from one or some entities), the choice of method for calculating and allocating profit subject to the new taxing right (modified residual profit split
method, fractional apportionment method, modified deemed profit method), and
the preferred treatment of losses (symmetric or asymmetric treatment of losses,
use of a claw-back mechanism).
Pillar Two addresses the continuous risk of profit shifting to entities subject to no
or very low taxation (OECD 2019i). Also known as the Global Base Erosion (GloBE)
proposal, Pillar Two consists of a series of coordinated rules (income inclusion rule,
switch-over rule, undertaxed payments rule, subject-to-tax rule) that seek to guarantee a global minimum tax rate. To achieve this result, the rules assign new taxing
rights to jurisdictions over income taxed in another jurisdiction at an effective rate
below a minimum rate. Some of these rules require amendments to tax treaties
(switch-over rules, subject-to-tax rule), while other rules apply only to related parties
(undertaxed payments rule). This proposal aims to eliminate the exemption method
from tax treaties and to replace it with the credit method, to prevent double nontaxation or taxation below the minimum rate (switch-over rule). Finally, these rules
may operate alongside or even replace controlled foreign corporation (CFC) rules.
Some countries have already amended their domestic tax laws based on Pillar Two
discussions.
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It is essential to go back to basics—that is, to validate all proposals in light of traditional tax theory on which worldwide tax systems and international tax norms like tax
treaties are based—with special emphasis on compliance with traditional tax principles. Failure to do so will result in tax measures disconnected from countries’ own tax
systems. Moreover, it is necessary to discard all assumptions and to revisit the most
basic tax notions that inform the design of sound tax policy and tax administration
practices. Current initiatives have ignored this validation process and have jumped
directly into creating new taxing rights (Amount A under OECD’s Unified Approach
consisting of a share of deemed residual profit allocated to market jurisdictions using
a formulaic approach), without having a valid technical rationale to support the
change. Needless to say, the G-20 mandate does not give policy makers carte blanche
to disregard the foundations of our tax systems and to get creative in ways that do not
conform to tax theory principles. Besides, any solution should be the result of a technical analysis of the tax challenges posed by the digital economy. Accordingly, the
starting point should be to assess the scope of the digital economy and its distinctive
features and elements that may justify the need for new tax rules and then to determine whether solving such tax challenges requires a tax policy response, new
tax administration mechanisms, both, or none. Sometimes, doing nothing is doing
something, as long as it is properly justified.

Organization of the Report
The report is organized into seven chapters, including this one, that are intended to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the tax-disruptive aspects of new digital business
models. Chapter 2 examines the challenges of taxing the digital economy, including the
scope and features that distinguish the digital economy from the traditional economy,
which may require a revision of the current tax rules. With this aim, we have developed
an inclusive typology of the digital elements of economic transactions, a categorization
of transactions and business models, and a complete taxonomy of tax-disruptive digital
business models, all of which are analyzed against traditional business models in order
to identify the challenges of taxing the digital economy.
Chapter 3 analyzes those tax principles that have traditionally informed and guided
the development of tax systems and have a direct impact on taxing the digital economy:
horizontal equity, benefit principle, neutrality principle, tax sovereignty, and administrative feasibility. We have determined the scope of digital and tax-disruptive digital
business models that are taxable in market jurisdictions as well as the interplay of such
tax principles as applied to the digital economy.
Chapter 4 analyzes the economic and legal consequences of taxing the digital economy, such as the double taxation of digital suppliers, revenue recognition issues arising
from the need to monetize value, the tax impact of legal structures, monetization strategies used by digital business models, and the double revenue threshold mechanism.
Chapter 5 analyzes the impact of the digital economy on the taxing rights of countries as well as the new nexus rule based on sales proposed by the OECD’s Unified
Approach. It also examines the distinction between routine and residual profits and
revised profit allocation rules, compares the use of presumptive taxation (turnover tax)
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by digital services taxes to income taxation, and considers taxation of other types of
digital income.
Chapter 6 analyzes tax administration issues related to taxing the digital economy, such as the tax registration of foreign digital companies; assessment, accrual,
and application of presumptive digital taxes; and collection and enforcement of
digital tax claims.
Chapter 7 proposes the creation of a new digital data tax (DDT) and a global internet
tax agency (GITA), which would be entrusted with supporting all countries in administering the digital data tax. It analyzes all defining elements of this original proposal,
which would overcome the challenges posed by current tax measures and initiatives,
while abiding by traditional tax theory.
A final chapter presents the main conclusions from the analysis of the tax-disruptive
aspects of digital business models and provides a critical assessment on the future of
taxation of the internet.

Notes
1.

Some scholars have raised concerns, shared by us, about the misuse of the digital debate to
increase the taxing rights of source countries. Digital taxes would be only the first step
toward the greater goal of reforming the current scope of source taxing rights.

2. The reason why better results have been achieved in the area of indirect taxation may be
because businesses that can pass on indirect taxes are less concerned about them, so long
as they get their input refunds.
3.

The BEPS Action Plan consists of 15 actions intended to equip governments with domestic
and international rules and instruments to address tax avoidance, ensuring that profits are
taxed where economic activities generating the profits are performed and where value is
created. For a complete and detailed explanation, refer to the BEPS section of the OECD
official website.

4. Some international tax experts argue that there may be a solid policy grounding for implementing such unilateral tax measures on the basis of overlapping policy objectives with
existing practices (source taxation of service income) and with existing norms (Article 12A
of the United Nations Model Convention on Fees for Technical Services). The United
Nations is currently discussing a new article to its Model Convention (Article 12B), which
explicitly provides a source taxation right over digitally provided services. This new
approach would make it possible to reconcile digital services taxes and withholding taxes
with the principles of traditional tax theory. This perspective has been considered internally at the World Bank, and a discussion is likely to be published in a forthcoming discussion paper by Ben Stewart and Colin Clavey (Stewart and Clavey 2021).
5.

Some scholars have argued that double dipping is not relevant in economic terms. Instead,
they consider that what really matters is the total effective tax rate, not who gets it. They
are absolutely right from an economic viewpoint. However, from a legal perspective, it is
extremely relevant to establish the rationale behind taxing rights, their allocation, and
those who are subject to them. A low effective tax rate cannot serve as a pretext for recognizing or creating new taxing rights without proper legal justification. Indeed, as more
taxing rights are recognized over the same economic transaction, the greater is the risk that
those entitled to such taxing rights will alter the combined total effective tax rate. Double
dipping also may have administrative and compliance costs implications.
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CHAPTER 2

Tax Challenges of Taxing the
Digital Economy

To define the digital economy, it is essential to understand the elements of an economic transaction that may involve the use of digital technology. Some of those digital elements may pose
challenges to the application of traditional tax rules that may require special tax measures.
Based on the presence or not of such tax-disruptive digital elements, digital transactions and
digital business models are subcategorized for tax purposes into tax disruptive or not. The tax
analysis focuses mainly on the subcategory of tax-disruptive digital business models, comparing them to traditional business m
 odels and other tax challenges.

Digital Elements of Economic Transactions
The first challenge is to understand what digital means. Digital refers to binary-digit
data-encoding technology. A binary code represents text, computer processor instructions, or other data using a two-symbol system of zeros and ones. Something is said to
be digital if it uses such data-encoding technology, which enables the transfer of data
worldwide in practically real time at zero marginal cost.
Any element of an economic transaction that relies on this data-encoding
technology is considered a digital element. Likewise, any economic transaction and,
by extension, any business model that comprises one or more digital elements (digital communication, digital content, digital automation, digital distribution, digital
payment) is categorized as digital for taxonomical purposes and is considered part of
the digital economy. For tax purposes, special emphasis is placed on the analysis and
impact of economic transactions and digital business models that have digital elements with tax-disruptive aspects. These transactions and models form a separate
subcategory of tax-disruptive digital business models, which are the main focus of
our analysis in this report. Therefore, tax-disruptive digital elements, such as
digital content, digital distribution, and digital automation, are only present in
tax-disruptive digital business models, since they are interconnected and operate
together. For example, digital content can only be delivered online through digital
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distribution, and supply of and access to digital content are mostly digitally automated. Moreover, digital distribution uses the internet as a delivery channel, which
also operates as an element of digital communication. Table 2.1 contains a typology of
the digital elements of economic transactions.

Tax-Disruptive Aspects of Digital Elements
Some digital elements may disrupt the way transactions have been traditionally carried
out, monitored, and taxed. This section analyzes which digital elements have tax-
disruptive features that may require special tax treatment and how the presence of such
elements affects the categorization of business models. Digital business models that
contain tax-disruptive digital elements are grouped into a subcategory of tax-disruptive
digital business models. They are the main focus of our analysis, given the challenges
they pose for taxing the digital economy.

Table 2.1 Typology of the Digital Elements of Transactions
Digital elements

Description

Examples

Digital communication

Networking infrastructure used by the
parties to an economic transaction to
connect and communicate with each
other

Internet (e-mail, internet telephony, online
streaming)

Digital content
(tax-disruptive)

Any content that exists in the form of
digital data or digital object; digital
content relies heavily on intangibles
since its support is digital (bits) instead of
physical (atoms) and is intrinsically linked
to the existence of digital technology

E-books, software, domain names, mobile
apps, social media, digital audio, digital
images, websites, World Wide Web
(www), digital video streaming, website
hosting, webpages, cybersecurity, website
positioning, antivirus protection, cloud data
storage, search engine, internet access,
online games, cloud-based apps, digital data
and databases, digital platforms

Digital automation
(tax-disruptive)

Minimum or no human intervention is
required on the provider side since the
process is automated and controlled
by consumers, who contribute data and
content and customize the content

Search engines, data mining, media
streaming, visa processing, price
comparison, online booking, customer
support, translation, employee analytics,
résumé drafting, ticketing

Digital distribution
(tax-disruptive)

Distribution over an online delivery
channel, like the internet, thus bypassing
physical distribution methods

E-mail, e-commerce, online gambling, online
gaming, peer-to-peer file-sharing networks,
online advertising, online tax filling, online
digital media streaming, software and video
game downloads, e-learning, digital content
delivery networks

Digital payment

Payment methods based on binary
encoding technology

Source: Original table for this publication.
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Electronic funds transfer methods
(for example, credit and debit card
payments, automated teller machine
transfers, wire transfers, stored-value cards,
online bill payments)

Tax Challenges of Taxing the Digital Economy

Digital elements are considered tax-disruptive when they increase the complexity of
traditional tax administration and tax enforcement practices. For some elements (communication, payment), digitalization has improved their functionalities (network
bandwidth capacity, data transfer, data compression, identity verification, data security,
customization of consumer experience). For other elements (content, distribution,
automation), the spread of digital technology has enabled new economic realities that
have altered the traditional business ecosystem and prompted the rise of tax-disruptive
digital business models.
It is important to distinguish between the use of digital technology to enhance
existing business functions (communication, money transfer) that were previously
fulfilled through traditional channels (for communication, person-to-person, telephony, radio, television, postal mail, newspapers; for money transfer, money
orders, traveler’s checks, magnetic stripe bank and nonbank credit cards, bank
checks) and the core role of digital technology in the advent of tax-disruptive
realities (intangible content, online platforms, online delivery, zero marginal cost
supply) that did not exist previously and may render tax norms and economic
postulates inapplicable.
To begin with, the use of financial sector–based digital payment methods (electronic
funds transfer systems, like credit and debit card payments, automated teller machine
transfers, wire transfers, stored-value cards, online bill payments) barely disrupts traditional business and tax practices, since similar methods of transferring money have
been used for decades in traditional transactions. In fact, financial sector–based money
transfer payments provide tax authorities with greater control and monitoring mechanisms. Therefore, digital payment methods based on electronic funds transfer are not
considered a tax-disruptive digital element.
Similarly, on its own, the communication channel has limited impact on tax enforcement, since digital communication does not differ significantly from traditional telecommunication channels like telephony, postal mail, radio, newspapers, or television.
Assuming that the other elements to the economic transaction are not digital, using the
internet to communicate with customers to arrange a physical transaction does not
pose major tax challenges: the tangible nature of the content of the transaction and the
channel of distribution allows effective control and taxation by the tax authorities.
In contrast, using the internet to attract users and to influence customers raises some
tax concerns because the internet functions as a digital channel for delivering online
advertising content; it is not just a digital channel for communicating with customers.
Therefore, using the internet as a digital communication channel is not considered as a
tax-disruptive digital element.
The digital automation of business processes has enabled digital business models
to reach scale without mass at zero marginal cost. The physical workforce (human
workers) have been replaced by the use of digital innovation to streamline business
processes and maintain a competitive edge. Digital automation intervenes in the supply of digital c ontent (media-streaming platforms) and is only present in tax-disruptive
digital business models. Moreover, it always requires the internet as a communication
channel. So, digital automation is considered as a tax-disruptive digital element.
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Lastly, digital content and digital distribution are analyzed jointly, since they are
interdependent: only digital content can be distributed digitally, and digital content can
only be distributed digitally. Both elements have drastically transformed the supply of
goods and services by making it possible to do so without a physical presence in the
market jurisdiction. This change poses a very serious tax challenge, since tax authorities
may not even be aware that such digital transactions are taking place within their territory. For example, no customs need to be cleared, neither raw materials nor labor force
intervenes, no factories or warehouses are needed, and no inventories are kept since
online content is digital (bits) instead of physical (atoms). Likewise, digital distribution
comprises online delivery of digital media content, either downloaded (allowing users
to store it permanently) or streamed (sharing content at the user’s request or on
demand), which overcomes any physical barriers to trade. Therefore, both digital content and digital distribution, together with digital automation, are considered as taxdisruptive digital elements that are only present in tax-disruptive digital business
models. Table 2.2 categorizes transactions and business models.

Tax-Disruptive Digital Business Models
The spread of broadband internet access not only has transformed traditional business
models, but also has enabled the appearance of new digital business models, some of
which pose challenges for traditional taxation. Indeed, for tax purposes, digital business
models that entail tax-disruptive digital elements are categorized as tax-disruptive
digital business models. Non-tax-disruptive digital business models adapt traditional
business models to the digital economy by using the internet as a communication channel and by using digital technology as a tool to enhance traditional business functions.
Still, the underlying goods and services are tangible and physically delivered, which
allows tax authorities to be aware of the economic activity happening within their borders. The focus of our tax analysis is on tax-disruptive digital business models.
Tax-disruptive digital business models in their most basic form entail the online
distribution of automated digital content (online sales, online subscription plans,
online license agreements) or the granting of online access to automated digital content
or multisided digital platforms that connect online users, in all cases in exchange for
financial compensation (final price, subscription fee, user license fee, perpetual license
fee). Therefore, tax-disruptive digital business models may adopt multiple arrangements, depending on the number of transactions and parties, the nature of the financial
compensation, the type of digital content, the monetization strategy employed, the
geographic scope of operations, the digital distribution technology used, and the assets
and resources, functions, and risks assumed by different parties to the transactions.
Another distinctive feature is the central role that users occupy in the digital value
proposition. This feature must offer a valuable solution to solve an important problem
or create additional benefits for the users. Consequently, users tend to influence the
monetization strategies of business models.
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Table 2.2 Categorization of Transactions and Business Models
Digital elements present
Categories of transactions and
their business models

Communication

Content

Automation

Distribution

Payment

X

X

X

X

X

In-person transactions involving the
physical supply of goods and services
paid using digital payment methods
(credit card sales, online utility bill
payments)

X

X

X

X

✓

Online transactions involving the physical
supply of goods and services paid using
a physical payment method (free posting
sites for classified advertisements, like
Craigslist; websites of physical retail
stores to reserve goods online)

✓

X

X

X

X

Online transactions involving the
physical supply of goods and services
paid using a digital payment method
(online marketplaces, like Amazon or
eBay; online ride-hailing services, like
Uber; online food delivery services, like
Uber Eats; online booking of hotels, like
Marriott; online stores of physical retail
stores, like Zara)

✓

X

X

X

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Traditional transactions and business
models
In-person transactions involving physical
supply of goods and services paid using
a physical payment method (babysitters,
street vendors, flea markets, cash sales)
Digital transactions and business
models

Tax-disruptive digital transactions
and business models
Online transactions involving online
supply of digital content, digitally
automated and digitally distributed,
paid using digital payment methods
(online marketplaces, like Amazon;
online retailers of digital content, like
Apple iTunes Store or Amazon Kindle
Store; digital distribution platforms, like
Microsoft Store; digital media services,
like Netflix or Spotify; web search
engines, like Google)
Source: Original table for this publication.
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The following are the most common user-centered monetization strategies:
• Sale of users’ demographic data (race, gender, economic status, level of education,
family status, income level, employment)
• Sale of users’ behavioral data (values, personality, attitudes, opinions, lifestyles,
interests)
• Sale of users’ activity data (browser history, purchase history, recent activity)
• Sale of user-targeted advertising (based on user traits and preferences)
• Sale of user-created content (blogs, reviews, opinions, databases, media file
sharing)
• Appropriation of user-developed intangibles (video games’ fan-made content, collective translations, server emulators)
• Sale of the digital business (exit) after its value has been enhanced by the contributions of users in exchange for free-of-charge access to digital content and digital
platforms.
Such free-of-charge access is not really free for users, since they contribute,
knowingly or not, personal data and digital content, which digital companies use as
commodities and monetize. The reverse is also true: users do not contribute data and
content for free; they do it in exchange for access to digital content and platforms that
are supplied free of charge but have a cost for the provider. Still, users are not always
aware that their personal data and user-created content are being shared, which raises
concerns about data privacy that fall outside the scope of this analysis. In brief, online
users act as suppliers of digital input (personal data, user-created digital content) in
exchange1 for free access to digital content and digital platforms. Afterward, digital
businesses process such digital input by means of proprietary digital automation
technologies (data storage, data mining, data analytics, data visualization) and extract
marketable information (user-based segmentation data sets), which is monetized.
Furthermore, tax-disruptive digital business models may comprise one or multiple
transactions by the same taxpayer, which aim to monetize the business idea. For this
reason, at least one of the digital transactions involves financial compensation.
Additional transactions may serve the purpose of obtaining digital input (user data,
user-created content, user-developed intangibles, user base) that may enhance the
value of the digital business (know-how, goodwill), enable the digital business model
(sale of user-targeted online advertising), or be sold as a digital commodity. From a tax
perspective, all costs incurred to obtain and process such digital input (free-of-charge
supply of digital content, technical platform development, automation technology)
should be taken into account when assessing the taxable income from the other transactions that monetize the business model (sale of digital content, subscription for
online access to digital content, licensing of digital content, sale of user data and usercreated digital content, sale of user-targeted online advertising services).
Table 2.3 contains a comprehensive taxonomy of tax-disruptive digital business
models. Although some company examples are provided, internet companies usually
develop several business activities simultaneously through different business models.
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Table 2.3 Taxonomy of Tax-Disruptive Digital Business Models
Type of tax-disruptive digital business model
(and examples)

Digital transactions (by the same taxpayer) to monetize a
business idea and get user input

Content-related
1.  Sale of nonuser digital content
(Kindle Store, Apple iTunes Store)

1.1. O
 nline sale of digital content digitally automated and
digitally distributed for a price

2. L icensing of nonuser digital content
(Microsoft, IBM, Cisco, Oracle)

2.1. O
 nline licensing to use digital content (software end user
license) for a license fee

 ubscription to nonuser digital content
3. S
(Netflix, Spotify, Amazon Prime)

3.1. O
 nline subscription to access digital content and other
benefits for a subscription fee

Regulated activities
4. V
 irtual banking
(First Direct, ING Direct, Revolut)

4.1. Internet-only bank offering retail banking services
remotely via digital channels

 irtual insurance
5. V
(ZhongAn, Bowtie Insurance)

5.1. Internet-only insurance company offering retail insurance
services via digital channels

6. O
 nline gambling
(Bet365, Bwin, Betfair, 888)

 nline gambling and betting activities directly between
6.1. O
the user and the website

Multisided platforms
7. O
 nline e-commerce marketplace
(Amazon, Uber, Airbnb, Booking, eBay,
Alibaba, Tencent, Expedia, crowdfunding
platforms, online poker)

7.1. Free online access to multisided platforms
7.2.  Digital platform operator acting as a broker and charging a
transactional fee for each trade executed between users of
the digital platform

User-related
 ale of user-related data and user8. S
contributed digital content
   (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)

8.1. O
 nline access to digital content in exchange for legal
rights to sell user data and content
8.2. Sale of user-related data and digital content

9. Online user-targeted advertising
  (Google Ads, Amazon, LinkedIn, Alibaba,
YouTube, Facebook, Reddit)

9.1.  Online access to digital content in exchange for legal
rights to exploit user data and content
9.2. Sale of online user-targeted advertising

10. Sale of user-related goodwill as part of the
sale of a digital business (exit business
strategy) (Instagram, LinkedIn, WhatsApp,
Skype, Waze, YouTube, Fitbit)

10.1.  Online access to digital content in exchange for legal
rights to benefit from user base, user-related data, and
user-created digital content
10.2. Sale of digital business (exit) whose value is enhanced by
user-related goodwill

Source: Original table for this publication.

They may even use multiple business models to develop the same business activity,
depending on the geographic location and the domestic tax and legal regulations.
For clarification purposes, online gambling, where users bet against the website
(online casinos) must be distinguished from multisided gambling platforms, where
users bet against other users and the website takes a brokerage fee (online poker).
Multisided gambling platforms must be analyzed separately.
Additional explanation may be needed in relation to the telecommunication industry, which is another regulated sector, like banking, insurance, or gambling. The reason
why it is not considered as a separate tax-disruptive digital business model is because
internet telephony and messaging providers (WhatsApp, Skype) mostly monetize
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through the sale of user-related goodwill (WhatsApp was sold to Facebook; Skype was
sold to Microsoft), the sale of user data and user-targeted online advertising (WhatsApp),
and subscription plans for making calls or using a phone number (Skype). Therefore,
internet telecommunication providers use monetization strategies that fall within
other tax-disruptive digital business models, and the nature of the service provided is
not unique in nature. Banking, insurance, and gambling are analyzed in chapter 3.
Moreover, unlike most providers of other digital services, internet telecommunication providers offer their digital service through the physical infrastructure of their
competing traditional business models (internet service providers [ISPs], especially
tier-3 ISPs that provide local access to the internet for end customers, through cable,
digital subscriber line [DSL], fiber, or wireless access networks). Users need to have
internet access to use internet telecommunication services (WhatsApp and Skype
require an internet connection). In this special case, the tax-disruptive digital business
model is dependent on its competitor, which operates as a traditional business model.
Without the physical infrastructure of the traditional telecommunication business, the
internet telecommunication business cannot operate; the same is true of any other
internet-based business. As a consequence, the telecommunication industry is more of
a backbone for the digital economy than a business model in and of itself.
Finally, to a certain extent, something similar happens with virtual banking when
customers need to have access to cash. In that case, virtual banking companies are forced
to enter into agreements with traditional banks that own automated teller machines so
that they can connect their systems and virtual banking customers can withdraw funds.
This dependence on the traditional banking system is minor compared with the central
role that traditional telecommunication companies (tier-3 ISPs) play in relation to
internet telecommunication providers, which fully depend on their infrastructure.

Network Effect of Multisided Digital Platforms
Many digital businesses use multisided digital platforms that create value by facilitating
connections between different but interdependent user groups. Each side of the network
depends on the presence of the other, as demand by one group increases demand by the
other group and vice versa. This interdependence increases the value of the digital business to the extent that it attracts more users, a phenomenon known as the network effect.
This network effect is part of the user-related goodwill that enhances the value of a
digital business, which is monetized when the digital business itself is sold as part of its
business exit strategy. The increase in the number of users also provides a greater
amount of user-related data and user-created digital content, which is either appropriated by the digital company to enhance its own business operations or sold to third
parties for different purposes (to provide online user-targeted advertising services, to
adapt the design of product to users’ preferences, to improve service, to optimize customer support and after-sales services). Online targeted advertising is only one of the
many purposes for which user-related data and user-contributed digital content may be
used. Consequently, the network effect is one of the mechanisms for creating and
obtaining value from digital business models based on multisided digital platforms.
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One of the tax challenges associated with the network effect from multisided
digital platforms is the role of data and user participation in the creation of value
and how it should be taxed. In this regard, as mentioned, users supply digital input
(data, digital content) in exchange for access to digital content (Google web search
engine, Amazon e-commerce marketplace, Facebook social media platform, Gmail
e-mail services). Basically, users trade their data and content in exchange for online
access to digital c ontent, which includes digital goods, digital services, and access
to digital platforms. Furthermore, users enter into such exchanges voluntarily and,
in principle, knowingly, since they have the opportunity to read and accept or reject
the terms and conditions of the privacy policy regarding the treatment of their personal data. However, for tax p
 urposes, it is currently a subject of debate whether the
countries where users are located are entitled to tax the value contributed by users
to digital businesses that are tax-resident abroad. This discussion is addressed later
in the book. For now, the main takeaway is that multisided digital platforms rely
heavily on users, who contribute data and digital content that generates value for
the digital businesses and whose allocation of taxing rights is currently contested.
Another tax challenge posed by the network effect is the new value creation paradigm derived from the interaction of different user groups. This paradigm encompasses
positive externalities that are captured and monetized by multisided digital platforms.
For example, the main source of revenue for many multisided digital platforms derives
from the sale of online targeted advertising rather than from the business developed to
attracts users, which often is supplied free of charge to generate a base of users.
However, the network effect is not limited to user-focused multisided digital platforms
that monetize via the sale of online user-targeted advertising or the sale of user-related
data and digital content. It is also present in online e-commerce marketplace platforms
that act as brokers and monetize by charging a transactional fee for each trade executed
between users of the digital platform. In this business model, the network effect is
monetized via user transactions rather than via user data. It is important to distinguish clearly both business approaches, although they are not exclusive. Indeed, one
digital company may benefit from both simultaneously (Amazon). At the same time,
Table 2.4 Network Effect in Tax-Disruptive Digital Business Models
Tax-disruptive digital business model

Presence of network effect

1. Sale of nonuser digital content

X

2. Licensing of nonuser digital content

X

3. Subscription to nonuser digital content

X

4. Virtual banking

X

5. Virtual insurance

X

6. Online gambling

X

7. Online e-commerce marketplace

✓
✓
✓
✓

8. Sale of user-related data and digital content
9. Online user-targeted advertising
10. Sale of user-related goodwill
Source: Original table for this publication.
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the network effect is not common to all digital business models; it is only common to
tax-disruptive digital business models that use multisided digital platforms, as shown
in table 2.4. The physical or digital nature of the products traded is irrelevant.

Lack of Physical Presence and Scale without Mass
Digital technology allows business to operate in a country without a physical presence.
This ability renders the notion of a brick-and-mortar permanent establishment inapplicable and allows digital activities to go untaxed. It poses a significant tax challenge
since, traditionally, physical presence has been the main factor used to determine the
right of a country to tax foreign businesses generating activity conducted within its
borders. In the absence of a physical presence and lack of applicable nexus rules, current
tax rules cannot determine the existence of a permanent establishment in the territory,
and income generated from digital activities therein goes untaxed. Digital automation
and the intangible nature of digital content have facilitated the handling of a growing
amount of work or sales in a more cost-effective manner, with zero marginal investment
cost, allowing digital businesses to reach scale without mass.
Current initiatives to overcome the limitations of the permanent establishment
notion focus on revising traditional nexus rules (box 2.1). However, such efforts should
aim to define—not describe—the notion of permanent establishment, as the descriptive approach taken initially has weighed heavily on the effectiveness and evolution of
this construct since its inception over a century ago. In other words, defining an idea is
not the same as providing examples of such an idea. While the latter may prove easier to
understand and more effective in conveying the concept, the former is the only way to
build a notion that will stand the test of time and adapt to new realities and tax challenges, such as those posed by the digital economy.

Box 2.1 South Dakota v. Wayfair: A New “Economic Nexus”
Even a conservative-dominated United States Supreme Court, in South Dakota v.
Wayfair, has acknowledged the importance of a jurisdiction being able to tax remote
sellers (Avi-Yonah 2018; Hellerstein, Owens, and Dimitropoulou 2019). The Wayfair
case involves the ability of a state to impose on a remote seller the burden of collecting a state use tax (for which the taxpayer is the in-state purchaser). The constitutional issue in the case was whether this was permitted under the “dormant”
commerce clause. The Supreme Court held that it was, and most analysts would
agree that the ruling removed the barrier to imposing an income tax on remote sellers. Several states have adopted “economic nexus” standards to impose income tax
on remote sellers. While this may seem too forward-leaning and US-centric, in the
United States, there apparently is no constitutional barrier to taxing remote sellers
under an income tax and, as academic literature recognizes in a reserved tone, the
rationale of the Supreme Court in Wayfair strongly supports such a tax.
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The traditional definition of permanent establishment has focused on the means—
whether material (fixed place of business) or personal (dependent agent)—used to
conduct the business activity rather than on the business activity itself. The descriptive
approach has resulted in a listing of means (physical facilities that constitute a permanent
establishment), special situations (building sites), limitations (temporary, independent
agents), exclusions (activities of a preparatory or auxiliary character, storage, display,
delivery), and special rules (insurance companies) that have turned the permanent
establishment notion into a mishmash of examples and exceptions, lacking any sense of
cohesion, consistency, and structure. Such examples derive from the German law back in
1932, as reported in the 1932–33 League of Nations’ Report on Taxation of Foreign and
National Enterprises (Carroll 1932, 1933). Nowadays, 90 years later, the list remains
unchanged, proving that the notion of permanent establishment has become obsolete
and must be reworked to address the tax challenges posed by the digital economy.
As a proposal de lege ferenda, a proper definition of permanent establishment should
focus on the nature and traits that define the existence of foreign business activity in a
territory, to make sure that the definition is not contaminated or limited by historical
or factual considerations. The general clause dealing with traditional permanent
establishment focuses on the physical nature of the presence and means needed to
undertake a business activity. Today, business activity may be carried out remotely,
with little or no physical presence in a territory, especially when dealing with digital
services. Permanent establishment should be defined based on the traits of a business
activity that are considered sufficient to create value in the territory and that are worth
being taxed therein, on the premise that the territory is central to the value creation of
such business activity. Hence, new digital technologies conduct business in novel
ways, and a flexible definition is needed that can adapt the concept of permanent
establishment to the new digital economy. Yet, as shown in table 2.5, not all tax-
disruptive digital business models would be covered by a revised definition of permanent establishment, since multisided digital platforms do not provide goods or services to users; instead, they only facilitate trade between user groups.
Table 2.5 Scope of Application of a Revised Notion of Permanent Establishment
Within the scope of a revised notion
of permanent establishment

Tax-disruptive digital business model
1. Sale of nonuser digital content

6. Online gambling

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

7. Online e-commerce marketplace

X

2. Licensing of nonuser digital content
3. Subscription to nonuser digital content
4. Virtual banking
5. Virtual insurance

8. Sale of user-related data and digital content

X

9. Online user-targeted advertising

X

10. Sale of user-related goodwill

X

Source: Original table for this publication.
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Note
1.

This is a variant of the very old tax problem of determining the correct value of goods
exchanged (barter) rather than bought and sold in a free market. We fully agree and recognize the intrinsic valuation issues arising from exchanges involving digital content and
user data. These exchanges are among the most hard-to-value intangibles, especially since
raw data are different from processed data.
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CHAPTER 3

Tax Principles Applied to Taxing the
Digital Economy

Tax principles have traditionally informed and guided the development of tax systems.
However, not all tax principles have the same impact on the taxation of the digital economy.
For example, vertical equity is normally applied to personal taxation, while the digital
economy is business-centered, where progressive taxation is absent. Some tax principles are
intended mainly to address tax policy considerations (equity, benefit, neutrality), while others
aim to facilitate tax administration (certainty, simplicity, enforceability). Consequently, the
former have greater importance than the latter, since, for example, an unfair tax will never be
admissible on the basis of its enforceability or its simplicity. Accordingly, this chapter analyzes
those tax principles that have a direct impact on taxing the digital economy.

Horizontal Equity
The concept of horizontal equity provides that two taxpayers with equal ability to pay
should pay the same amount of tax. It also implies that two taxpayers with similar economic circumstances should receive an equivalent tax treatment. Why is this implication relevant and necessary? Fairness requires treating equally those that are equal and
differently those that are different, so the first step is to determine whether two taxpayers are equal or different for tax purposes. As a consequence, before we measure their
ability to pay, it is necessary to assess the economic circumstances of the taxpayers and
their respective business models. Unless done this way, there is a risk that we might try
to apply the horizontal equity principle to taxpayers that do not share similar economic
circumstances and that, therefore, are not comparable from a tax perspective. Only
once it is established that the taxpayers share similar economic circumstances will their
ability to pay and the application of horizontal equity enter into play.
How does the presence of digital elements affect the economic circumstances
of taxpayers in terms of their comparability for purposes of applying the horizontal
equity principle? In other words, do traditional business models and digital business
models share similar economic circumstances? Do traditional business models and
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tax-disruptive digital business models share similar economic circumstances? What
about digital and tax-disruptive digital ones?
The use of digital technology has enabled the appearance of new business models
that operate differently from traditional business models. As already discussed, some
new business models do not differ excessively from traditional ones (digital business
models), while others have introduced features that significantly alter traditional tax
practice (tax-disruptive digital business models). In this context, it is crucial to assess
how the presence of digital elements has affected the economic circumstances of taxpayers operating business models that are comparable from a business perspective,
though potentially different from a tax perspective.
To answer these questions, it is necessary to distinguish digital business models
clearly from tax-disruptive digital business models. As seen in chapter 2, digital business models incorporate certain digital elements (communication, payment) that do
not significantly alter traditional tax practices: the essential elements of the transaction
(content, distribution, automation) continue to be tangible and require a physical presence in the territory. Consequently, digital business models should be considered comparable to their equivalent traditional business models if they share similar economic
circumstances: the nexus for tax purposes does not change, given the need for a physical
presence in the market jurisdiction. The same should apply to taxpayers that operate
such models.
For example, let us consider two companies that sell the same tangible goods, one
with a physical store and the other with an online website for processing orders; the
former accepts cash payments, while the latter only processes credit card payments. In
principle, both companies conduct an equivalent business activity and share similar
economic circumstances, since both businesses require similar infrastructure in terms
of inventory, storage, handling, and distribution. The only exception is the presence the
physical store, which is a business decision, since alternative nondigital communication
channels are available to publicize the business activity (printed yellow pages, infomercials and shopping channels, word of mouth), as traditionally used to commercialize
tangible goods and services. Both businesses may opt to outsource any or all of the value
chain functions (production, storage, delivery, customer service), irrespective of
whether or not they use digital communication or digital payment; outsourcing is irrelevant for tax purposes as long as the business activity involves a physical presence in the
territory. Even more, many companies conduct their business by simultaneously operating through both a physical store and an online website, since the digital presence has
become an additional communication channel.
Each type of tax-disruptive digital business model must be analyzed separately to
determine if it is comparable to its equivalent traditional business model, meaning that
they share similar economic circumstances. As explained, tax-disruptive digital businesses are characterized by the lack of a physical presence in the market jurisdictions
where they operate, which is facilitated by the digital nature of all of their elements.
However, the tax-disruptive character of these business models arises from the intangible nature of the content, the automation, and the distribution, which enable the lack
of a physical presence in terms of product, labor, and delivery.
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More precisely, the intangible nature of the content, apart from escaping traditional
customs controls, eliminates any need for storage facilities given the absence of physical inventories,1 which has an impact on a firm’s economic circumstances. Such savings
are offset by the additional investment required to develop the product technology,
which may cost even more to develop than its equivalent tangible product (for example,
the cost of developing the technology for e-books may well exceed the cost of printing
paper books). The savings from digital automation also lower the costs of hiring labor
and having a workforce physically present in the territory. Since processes are digitally
automated, human intervention is reduced to a minimum, which precludes the need for
either physical premises (factories, stores, storage facilities) or dependent agents or
employees (who are replaced by digitally automated processes). Finally, the online distribution channel allows the delivery of digital content without the need for physical
infrastructure (transportation, physical stores, delivery providers, logistics contractors, postal mail services), which renders untraceable by means of traditional monitoring the delivery of digital content to online customers in market jurisdictions. As with
digital content and digital automation, this new online distribution channel entails a
significant cost to develop the technological infrastructure needed to distribute the
automated content digitally, which adds to the disconnect in economic circumstances.
Therefore, the presence of digital elements, like content, automation, and distribution,
has an impact on the economic circumstances of tax-disruptive digital business models
as compared to their equivalent traditional ones.
The impact of such digital elements may differ from one tax-disruptive digital
business model to another, when compared to their respective equivalent traditional business models. The tax-disruptive trait of digital elements is their lack of
physical presence—that is, their intangible nature—but not all digital elements
have an impact on the economic circumstances of taxpayers (digital communication, digital payment). However, content may be intangible due to either its digital
nature (e-book) or its own nature (intermediation services, user data, customer
lists, goodwill), independent of the tangible nature of the support used to communicate or distribute it (optical discs, paper format). Accordingly, some tax-disruptive digital business models may share similar economic circumstances with their
equivalent traditional business models when the role of digital elements is merely
accessory to the unique, intangible nature of the content. For example, data can be
transmitted and shared in writing, online, or over the phone, but its defining intangible trait prevails. The same applies to goodwill, irrespective of how it originates,
and to intermediation services, which connect people, whether done in person or
online through a multisided platform. Sometimes, the unifying intangible nature of
content prevails over the tax-disruptive digital nature of the other elements.
It is necessary to analyze each type of tax-disruptive digital business model to assess
whether the economic circumstances are significantly altered by the digital nature of its
content, automation, and distribution in comparison to its equivalent traditional business model. To begin with, taxpayers that sell nonuser digital content face different
economic circumstances than taxpayers that sell tangible goods and services, especially
with regard to physical presence (business premises, workforce, labor costs) and
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investment costs (technology development costs, digital infrastructure maintenance).
For example, as a product, an e-book bears little similarity to a printed book, and their
respective underlying economic business structures differ greatly. However, a bookseller may commercialize only printed books through both online and physical channels, in which case the business structure will be common or very similar since the
product is the same (and requires inventory, storage, and physical delivery); the website
will be simply an additional channel through which to commercialize the product and
process orders.
Accordingly, the tax-disruptive digital business model that sells nonuser digital content does not share similar economic circumstances with either its equivalent traditional or its digital business model; it must be treated differently when applying the
horizontal equity principle to taxpayers operating under a tax-disruptive digital business model. The same is true about both digital content licensing and subscription
models, with the only difference being that, instead of transferring full ownership of the
content, these tax-disruptive models only transfer limited rights of use (license, rental).
The content itself is entirely different from the tangible version of the product in the
respective equivalent traditional business models. For example, let us compare an
internet-based video-streaming subscription model (Netflix, Hulu, Disney+) to either a
traditional business model like a video rental physical shop (Blockbuster Video) or a
digital business model like a DVD-by-mail service that processes orders via a website (as
Netflix started). Both traditional and digital business models rent physical DVDs that
require inventory, storage, and physical delivery, while the internet video-streaming
business model provides online access to digital content without any need for physical
support or presence in the market country. Likewise, the tax-disruptive digital business
model that licenses digital content (Microsoft Office online access, McAfee antivirus
online protection) is not similar in economic circumstances to its traditional business
model (packaged software distributed through physical stores or ordered online and
physically delivered). To summarize, taxpayers conducting tax-disruptive digital business models involving the sale, licensing, or subscription-based access to digital content must be treated differently, for purposes of the horizontal equity principle, from
taxpayers selling, licensing, or renting tangible goods and services under both traditional and digital business models.
The tax-disruptive digital business models of virtual banking, virtual insurance,
and online banking have in common that they are usually heavily regulated by local
authorities, which require special permissions and impose enhanced mechanisms of
control. As a result, monitoring of these regulated sectors is reinforced, including
from a tax perspective. In horizontal equity terms, all three models differ substantially from their respective equivalent traditional business models in the lack of a
physical presence to conduct such activities, which has an impact on their economic
circumstances. As an example, traditional gambling facilities (physical casinos,
betting shops, bingo halls, physical slot machines) require costly workforce (security
personnel, croupiers and dealers, maintenance staff) and have to manage greater
risks (handling huge amounts of cash, restricting access to adult players, monitoring
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cheating practices) than online gambling businesses have to manage. However, some
of these cost savings are compensated by the risks of cybercrime that affect these sectors, including banking and insurance, and any online business that processes a high
volume of financial transactions. Both virtual banking and insurance businesses are
substantially different from traditional banking and insurance businesses, since the
lack of a physical presence has an impact on their economic circumstances. Their
workforce has been replaced by digitally automated processes, such as the use of
robo-advisers that provide automated algorithm-driven financial planning services
with little to no human supervision, application of artificial intelligence in risk management for insurance purposes, and use of data mining and big data analysis to
improve risk measurement and financial returns.
Furthermore, all three industries are highly dependent on aleatory contracts,
where an uncertain event determines the parties’ rights and obligations. For example, banking depends on the uncertain returns of investment portfolios, gambling
depends on the odds of the bets placed, and insurance depends on whether uncertain events will occur at all or when certain events will occur. Traditionally, such
activities required actively soliciting business by directly asking potential customers, either through employees in physical premises (bank branches, casinos, insurance offices) or through the services of dependent agents (commissionaires, insurance sales representatives). In both cases, the businesses would be considered to
have a taxable presence in the market jurisdiction, either as an incorporated entity or
as a permanent establishment. The virtual nature of these tax-disruptive digital
business models has significantly altered their economic circumstances, which are
very different.
As refers to tax-disruptive digital business models that benefit from the network
effect, which were analyzed in chapter 2, such models have in common that their economic circumstances, in comparison to their equivalent traditional business models,
are not affected significantly by the lack of a physical presence, given that their content
is intangible by its very nature (user data, intermediation services, customer lists, goodwill), irrespective of the digital nature or not of the business model. In other words,
traditional business models that involve any of these intangible contents should be
considered to share similar economic circumstances with their equivalent tax-
disruptive digital business models. For example, business models based on user-related
data share the same content as traditional businesses conducting public polls and public surveys, with the differentiating factor being the method of obtaining such data
(online processing of automated data versus collection of data in person or by telephone). Moreover, all business models use the data obtained for similar purposes (usertargeted advertising, sale of user-related goodwill, sale of user data). Likewise, online
marketplaces offer intermediary services that traditionally were offered via alternative
venues (trade fairs, trade exhibitions, industry conventions, brokerage firms). In any
case, the value of the business model lies in the networking effect, which is intangible by
nature and has a minor impact on the economic circumstances of the taxpayers conducting such businesses in either form, digital or not.
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Table 3.1 summarizes the similarity of economic circumstances between taxpayers
conducting different types of business models, in order to assess whether they should
be treated as equals or not when applying horizontal equity.
Thus, businesses that share similar economic circumstances should be assessed on
their ability to pay against a common benchmark—that is, they should be subject to the
same tax regime, irrespective of their digital nature or not, and should be taxed equally
whenever they have similar ability to pay. The taxation of these new business models is
addressed in the analysis of the neutrality principle. The taxation of tax-disruptive digital business models that are different in economic circumstances from their equivalent
traditional business models is addressed in the analysis of the benefit principle.

Benefit Principle
In the absence of a physical nexus between companies operating tax-disruptive digital
business models and their market jurisdictions, an alternative tax principle could justify
the existence of taxing rights of market jurisdictions over the proceeds derived from
their operations therein: the benefit principle. Not all taxes are based on ability to pay.
For instance, governments may impose taxes on resident and nonresident companies
that derive a benefit from the goods and services they provide. This practice is known as
the benefit principle of taxation, which holds that tax burdens should be assigned
according to the benefits that taxpayers receive from government goods and services,
which can be specific or general in nature. While this principle is more obvious for individual taxpayers, who benefit from government services like health, education, police,
fire, or defense protection, it is also relevant for corporate taxpayers, which benefit from
advantageous and operational legal structures for the proper functioning of their
Table 3.1 Comparison of Economic Circumstances of Business Models
Do operators share similar economic
circumstances as those using equivalent
traditional business models?

Digital or tax-disruptive digital business model
Digital business models (all types)

✓

Tax-disruptive digital business models
1. Sale of nonuser digital content

X

2. Licensing of nonuser digital content

X

3. Subscription to nonuser digital content

X

4. Virtual banking

X

5. Virtual insurance

X

6. Online gambling

X

7. Online e-commerce marketplace

✓
✓
✓
✓

8. Sale of user-related data and digital content
9. Online user-targeted advertising
10. Sale of user-related goodwill
Source: Original table for this publication.
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 usiness—for example, in the form of a stable legal and regulatory environment,
b
protection of intellectual property and the knowledge-based capital of the firm,
enforcement of consumer protection laws, or well-developed transportation, telecommunication, utilities, and other infrastructure.
However, the range of benefits varies widely among businesses depending on their
residence status, since tax-resident companies derive much greater benefits from their
governments than do nonresident companies operating in a given territory. Even
assuming that countries potentially offer the same benefits to all businesses irrespective of their tax-residence status, the exercise of the corresponding rights is significantly more burdensome and costly for nonresident companies, to the point that the
effective benefits derived by nonresidents may well go unnoticed. Thus, a new distinction must be introduced into the analysis: resident versus nonresident tax-disruptive
digital businesses. Mere digital businesses require a physical presence in their market
jurisdictions that automatically creates a nexus for tax-residence purposes (in the form
of a permanent establishment), while tax-disruptive digital businesses may operate
their entire value chain without having any physical presence in the market country,
even when the digital supplier is a tax resident. As a consequence, as also happens in
transfer pricing, it is necessary to distinguish between the domestic and international
digital economy, since digital transactions may originate within or across borders,
depending on whether the digital supplier is a tax resident in the market jurisdiction or
somewhere else.
For purposes of applying the benefit principle, two parameters are relevant when
assessing the benefit derived by legal entities:
• Degree of physical presence. Businesses involving tangible products and using physical facilities benefit more from physical infrastructure, like transportation or utilities, than businesses involving intangible content by nature, like software or digital
advertising companies.
• Tax-residence status. Tax-resident companies benefit more from the legal structure
and protection offered by their government than nonresident businesses
effectively do.
Accordingly, the benefit assessment may range from a minimum in the case of nonresident entities operating tax-disruptive digital business models to a maximum in the
case of resident companies operating traditional and digital business models. In
between, both nonresident entities operating traditional and digital business models as
well as resident companies operating tax-disruptive digital business models benefit
from different government goods and services. Table 3.2 summarizes the extent to
which different types of business models benefit from government goods and services
based on their tax residence. As shown, benefits may refer, on the one hand, to legal
structure and protection of rights and, on the other hand, to a more tangible dimension,
including physical infrastructure and property protection. The former is applicable to
all resident businesses, while the latter is limited to companies operating business models that require a physical presence.
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Table 3.2 Scope of Benefit, by Type of Business Model and Tax Residence
Type of
business model

Benefits received by companies from government

Is the business a
tax resident?

Legal environment

Physical infrastructure

Tax-disruptive

No

X

X

Regulated

No

✓⁄X

X

Digital

No

X

Traditional

No

X

✓
✓

Tax-disruptive

Yes

Regulated

Yes

Digital

Yes

Traditional

Yes

✓
✓
✓
✓

X
X

✓
✓

Source: Original table for this publication.

Most companies operating tax-disruptive digital business models obtain no benefit
from the foreign governments of market jurisdictions where they operate. In the first
place, they do not benefit from physical infrastructure given their intangible nature. For
example, digital content does not require any transportation infrastructure, any police,
fire, or defense protection, or any utilities (water supply, gas supply). Yet foreign taxdisruptive digital companies do benefit from physical infrastructure in the market
jurisdiction (fiber optic network, power grid). However, such physical infrastructure is
often privately owned,2 which means that such benefits are not provided by the government, but instead are contracted and paid for by the tax-disruptive digital business and
its users, acting as customers.
This consideration is very important. The benefit principle focuses on benefits
derived by entities from governments, not from companies or individuals located in the
market jurisdiction, since governments do not own such companies or individuals. This
point is relevant because, in tax-disruptive digital business models, users contribute
data and content in exchange for access to digital content and digital platforms that is
supplied free of charge but has a cost for the provider. In this regard, it has been argued
that market jurisdictions might have a claim over taxing rights on the basis of the value
contributed by users in the form of data and content. Nevertheless, such user contributions are not made for free. Instead, businesses provide in-kind compensation to users
in the form of free access to digital content and platforms for which users would otherwise have to pay. Therefore, tax-disruptive digital businesses do not obtain any unpaid
benefit from users and even less from governments of market jurisdictions.
Consequently, such claims of market jurisdictions over taxing rights cannot be justified
on the basis of the benefit principle, despite any market asymmetries.
Finally, nonresident businesses do not draw any benefits from the legal environment
in market jurisdictions, since, apart from the already mentioned difficulties of exercising and enforcing their rights (costly access to judicial system, burdensome bureaucracy to enforce foreign court decisions, expensive discovery pretrial procedures), the
legal and regulatory framework, including enforcement of consumer protection laws,
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imposes duties and obligations on companies rather than providing them with benefits;
the rationale behind those norms is to protect consumers rather than businesses.
In addition, intellectual property protection is not granted on a general basis to any
company; it is only granted to those that have previously filed for such protection, upon
payment of substantial filing fees in each jurisdiction where they seek legal protection.
Notwithstanding the above, there is an exception to the lack of benefit that nonresident businesses draw from the legal environment in market jurisdictions: the case of
companies conducting business in regulated sectors (banking, insurance, gambling).
Nonresident entities operating such tax-disruptive digital business models do benefit
from legal and regulatory protection in the jurisdictions where they operate because
they must fulfill the mandatory procedures and requirements to be legally authorized to
conduct such activity therein. Still, nonresident entities may attempt to operate without the appropriate authorization in the territory, by taking undue advantage of the lack
of a physical presence and the added difficulty of detection by the legal authorities. In
this case, legal action should be taken.
However, tax-resident entities, irrespective of their business models, enjoy the benefits of the legal environment of their residence country, which in this case is the same
as the market jurisdiction where they operate. These benefits are associated with the
notion of tax residence, which entitles tax-resident businesses to benefit from tax
treaty provisions that provide relief from double taxation, whenever they operate in
foreign market jurisdictions that apply source taxation. There is no doubt about the
right to tax resident entities on the basis of the benefit principle. Additionally, the same
resident entities whose businesses involve a physical presence in the territory—
basically taxpayers operating traditional and digital business models—should bear
higher taxes than taxpayers that operate tax-disruptive digital businesses, which do not
benefit from the physical infrastructure provided by governments, if any at all, given
their intangible nature and their lack of a physical presence.
From the analysis of the benefit principle, we must conclude that nonresident
entities conducting business in a market jurisdiction through a tax-disruptive digital
business model should not be subject to taxation in such territory because they do not
derive any benefits from its government. The exception is those companies developing
business activities in regulated sectors like banking, insurance, and gambling, which
derive benefits to the extent that the government of the market jurisdiction provides
legal protection of the regulated activity; otherwise, such nonresident companies in
regulated sectors should not be taxed. Finally, in accordance with the benefit principle,
nonresident digital businesses should be taxed in the same manner as their equivalent
nonresident traditional businesses, since they derive similar benefits from physical
infrastructure, as long as it is government owned.

Neutrality Principle
According to the neutrality principle (also referred to as efficiency), taxes should neither distort economic decisions nor interfere with the investment and spending decisions of businesses and workers. In this regard, tax policies that systematically favor
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one kind of economic activity over another can lead to the misallocation of resources
or, worse, to schemes whose only purpose is to exploit such preferential tax treatment.
If individuals or businesses make their investment or spending decisions based on the
tax code rather than on their own preferences, then the tax system fails to meet the
neutrality principle and could lead to negative economic consequences in the long run.
As concluded from the analysis of the horizontal equity principle, businesses that
share similar economic circumstances should be assessed on their ability to pay against
a common benchmark—that is, they should be subject to the same tax regime, irrespective of their digital nature or not, and taxed equally whenever they have similar ability to
pay. In this context, both digital business models and tax-disruptive digital business
models where a network effect is present, all of which share similar economic circumstances to their respective equivalent traditional business models (as shown in
table 3.1), should be taxed by reference to their equivalent traditional business models,
without taking into account the presence of any digital elements. The rationale behind
this approach is that when two comparable business models have the same commercial
result, they should have the same tax result. Commercial decisions on the structuring of
transactions and business models should not be distorted by tax considerations.
In contrast, the neutrality principle only applies to comparable business models that
share similar economic circumstances, which excludes from its scope those tax-
disruptive digital business models that differ significantly from their equivalent traditional business models (table 3.1). Hence, such tax-disruptive digital business models
should be taxed differently than their equivalent traditional business models, since the
presence of certain digital elements (content, automation, distribution) makes them
substantially different and requires separate tax treatment. As a consequence, the taxation of these tax-disruptive digital business models should be designed on the basis of
other tax principles, such as the benefit principle or the source taxation principle,
assuming that the business entities are not tax residents in the market jurisdiction.
Obviously, all tax-resident companies operating digital and tax-disruptive digital business models should be taxed as any other resident corporate taxpayer, although additional tax monitoring and enforcement mechanisms may be needed.
It is as discriminatory to breach neutrality when taxing companies that share similar
economic circumstances as it is to apply the same taxation to businesses that are significantly different from the perspective of horizontal equity. The basis of a fair tax
system is treating those that are equal equally and treating those that are different differently. First, as already analyzed, the economic circumstances of business models
need to be compared to determine whether horizontal equity is met. Next, the ability to
pay of those that are comparable needs to be assessed against a common benchmark,
specifically the tax regime applicable to the traditional business model, in compliance
with the neutrality principle. Finally, once the ability to pay is assessed, the same taxation should be imposed on those businesses with equal ability to pay, irrespective of the
presence of digital elements, in compliance with the horizontal equity principle.
Taxation of tax-disruptive digital business models that are not comparable to
their equivalent traditional business models in terms of horizontal equity should be
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determined in accordance with alternative tax principles, like the benefit principle or
source taxation principle. Consequently, tax principles are interconnected and complement each other.
Those digital and tax-disruptive digital business models to which the neutrality
principle is applicable should be taxed the same as their equivalent traditional
business models.3 As already said, focus should be on nonresident companies, since
resident ones should be subject to taxation on the basis of tax residence, irrespective
of their physical presence in the territory (any company considered a tax resident in
a territory will be subject to taxation in that territory, without the need for an
additional nexus).
Accordingly, nonresident companies operating digital business models without a
permanent establishment in the market jurisdiction should be taxed like nonresident
companies operating equivalent traditional business models, if and whenever they are
taxed in the absence of a permanent establishment. For example, in general, nonresident (in the market jurisdiction) companies operating traditional business models
consisting of nondigital transactions (phone sales, postal orders) involving the physical
supply of goods or services using traditional payment methods are not taxable in the
market jurisdiction, unless a permanent establishment is considered to exist there. As a
consequence, based on application of the neutrality principle, nonresident companies
operating digital business models without a permanent establishment in the market
jurisdiction should not be subject to taxation in the market jurisdiction, in the absence
of a valid applicable nexus in accordance with traditional tax principles. The opposite
would violate the existing and long-standing tax principles on which worldwide tax
systems are based and currently operate at an international level.
Nonresident companies operating tax-disruptive digital business models where the
network effect is present (online e-commerce marketplace, sale of user-related data and
digital content, online user-targeted advertising, sale of user-related goodwill) should
be taxed like nonresident companies operating equivalent traditional business models,
if and whenever they are taxed in the absence of a permanent establishment in the market jurisdiction. For example, nonresident (in the market jurisdiction) companies operating traditional business models consisting of nondigital transactions that monetize
intangibles such as advertising rights, intermediation services, user data, customer lists,
or goodwill (telephone survey companies offering phone market research, customer
survey services, and customer service satisfaction surveys; media brokers and advisers
for media agencies acting as wholesalers of advertising space; commodity brokerage
firms) are not taxable in the market jurisdiction, unless a permanent establishment is
considered to exist there. As a consequence, based on application of the neutrality principle, nonresident companies operating tax-disruptive digital business models where
the network effect is present, but lacking a permanent establishment in the market
jurisdiction, should not be subject to taxation in the market jurisdiction, in the absence
of a valid applicable nexus in accordance with traditional tax principles (table 3.3). Once
again, the opposite would violate the existing and long-standing tax principles on which
worldwide tax systems are based and currently operate at an international level.
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Table 3.3 Taxable Digital Business Models Based on the Neutrality Principle
Nonresident

Companies operating digital business
models that are taxable based on the
neutrality principle
Digital business models (all types)

Resident

Permanent
establishment

No permanent
establishment

✓

✓

X

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

X

Tax-disruptive digital business models
7. Online e-commerce marketplace
8. Sale of user-related data and digital content
9. Online user-targeted advertising
10. Sale of user-related goodwill

X
X
X

Source: Original table for this publication.

The domestic digital economy comprises digital transactions carried out in a m
 arket
jurisdiction by tax-resident companies or permanent establishments of n
 onresident
entities. The neutrality principle should be taken into account when t axing this domestic digital activity.4 In this respect, the use of tax thresholds and safe harbors should be
avoided, to prevent behaviors like fragmentation and other tax avoidance schemes
aimed only at unduly escaping taxation. Similarly, granting tax incentives to certain
digital activities or business models may result in companies maneuvering to exploit
such advantageous tax treatment, which clashes with the main purpose of the neutrality
principle: to prevent taxes from distorting businesses decisions.
Finally, by way of summary, based on the benefit and neutrality tax principles, companies operating digital and tax-disruptive digital business models at a domestic level
should be taxed like companies operating the equivalent traditional business models,
while companies operating without any physical presence in the market jurisdiction
should be taxed in their country of tax residence.

Tax Sovereignty
Taxation has always been a key feature of state sovereignty. However, the digital economy
may pose a new threat to tax sovereignty in the form of additional competitive pressure on
the part of other jurisdictions that claim new taxing rights. More specifically, market jurisdictions where foreign digital companies operate without any physical presence have
started to claim new taxing rights over the proceeds arising from digital activity conducted
within their borders. These jurisdictions argue that value is created within their territory
and that digital companies benefit from data and content contributed by users located in
the market jurisdictions. Based on this view, these countries are attempting to create new
taxing rights and to establish new nexus and profit allocation rules that may justify their
claims of additional taxing rights over the proceeds obtained by foreign digital companies
(digital services taxes, equalization levies, significant economic presence). Indeed, some
countries have already introduced unilateral tax measures along these lines.
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This section analyzes whether these claims from market jurisdictions may be validated by traditional tax theory. Tax sovereignty refers to the power of states to
tax their citizenry and their territory, which is the basis for residence taxation and
source taxation, respectively. Historically, the rationale for residence taxation has
been that the state of residence provides certain facilities and services (benefits) to
its residents. In contrast, the justification for source taxation has been that the source
state makes the generation of income possible. It has already been established that
companies operating digital and tax-disruptive digital business models are taxable in
their state of residence on their worldwide income on the basis of residence taxation,
unless a territorial system applies. Similarly, permanent establishments of nonresident entities operating digital and tax-disruptive digital business models are taxable
in the market jurisdiction, which is also the source state, on their local income on the
basis of source taxation.
The question becomes whether market jurisdictions have grounds to tax nonresident companies operating digital and tax-disruptive digital business models without a
physical presence in their territories. This question leads to our previous analysis,
which we summarize here. Obviously, these market jurisdictions cannot tax nonresident companies on the basis of residence taxation; the only other option is to claim
taxing rights on the basis of source taxation. Source taxation is justified by the view that
the country that provides the opportunity to generate income should have the right to
tax it. However, without any physical presence or any benefits derived from the source
state, the only argument left to justify the tax claim over the proceeds of nonresident
digital companies is to consider the local users who contribute data and content as part
of the source state. This argument should not be accepted given that people are not the
property of anyone and do not belong to any state. Governments cannot misappropriate data and content generated by users and treat them as government benefits provided to nonresidents, especially when they have not contributed to generating such
data or digital content. Moreover, many of those users may not even be citizens or tax
residents of such market jurisdictions (tourists who consume digital content while on
vacation).
Even more, it is important to remember that such users do not contribute data and
content for free. Businesses provide in-kind compensation to users in the form of free
access to digital content and platforms that users would otherwise need to pay for to
obtain. Therefore, tax-disruptive digital businesses obtain no unpaid benefit from users
and even less benefit from governments of market jurisdictions. Additionally, the economic value of user contributions is widely contested, since, in most instances, raw data
and digital content cannot be monetized straight ahead. Instead, the real value for the
digital businesses lies in the methodology and technology used to process the data by
means of their proprietary digital automation technologies (data storage, data mining,
data analytics, data visualization) in order to extract marketable information (userbased segmentation data sets) that can be monetized. As we have seen, the majority of
digital and tax-disruptive digital business models do not even benefit from data and
content contributed by users (online sale, licensing, and subscription of nonuser digital
content; online regulated activities like banking, insurance, or gambling), which
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a utomatically discards such justification. For these reasons, source taxation cannot be
applied to such nonresident business models.
Another reason that supports the allocation of exclusive taxing rights to the state of
residence—therefore impeding any claims from foreign market jurisdictions—is the
issue of tax losses generated by failed digital businesses. Such tax losses are borne by the
state of residence, especially if the resident digital company is part of a consolidated
group of enterprises, which allows such tax losses to be offset against the profits of
other group entities. Assuming that the digital company goes out of business before
making any profit, only tax losses are left for the state of residence, which endures the
tax sacrifice from failed digital businesses without sharing it with market jurisdictions.
This situation is similar to what happens with failed lines of research in the pharmaceutical industry.

Administrative Feasibility
Based on the analysis of tax principles, nonresident companies operating digital and
tax-disruptive digital business models in a territory without a permanent establishment
should not be taxed on their proceeds by the market jurisdiction. Yet the digital economy comprises digital transactions that can be subject to taxation not only from the side
of the digital supplier but also from the side of the digital user who is located in the
market jurisdiction. Therefore, most digital transactions are taxable in market jurisdictions by way of indirect taxation that, quite often, is ultimately borne by users located in
the territory where the digital consumption takes place.
Indeed, indirect taxation of the digital economy is internationally accepted, with the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development having issued international guidelines and other materials related to the value added tax (VAT) and goods
and services tax (GST) (OECD 2017a, 2017b, 2019) and countries increasingly expanding the scope of indirect taxes (VAT/GST) to digital supplies. Additional efforts are also
being invested in developing mechanisms for the effective collection of VAT/GST where
the supplier is not located in the jurisdiction of taxation (the market jurisdiction) as
well as in defining the role of digital platforms in the collection of VAT/GST on online
sales. Moreover, business-to-consumer (B2C) digital transactions involve an additional
layer of complexity for tax administration purposes, since nonresident digital suppliers
or tax agents (digital platforms) are responsible for collecting the VAT/GST from users
and for remitting the taxes collected to the tax administrations of market jurisdictions
where those users are located. This creates opportunities for tax evasion if the nonresident digital supplier contravenes the obligation to register for VAT/GST in a market
jurisdiction and chooses to keep the taxes collected. Exploiting the lack of physical presence and the intangible nature of the goods and services rendered in the territory makes
it very difficult to monitor and identify such digital activity.
Although the same risk exists for domestic digital transactions involving resident
digital suppliers, monitoring and enforcement mechanisms of tax administrations are
more effective when dealing with resident entities, in terms of both access to information and enforcement measures (seizing property, freezing accounts). Indeed, taxpayers
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do not fear tax audits; taxpayers fear effective tax enforcement, which ultimately may
have two types of consequences: loss of assets (property and funds seized) and loss of
freedom (imprisonment); both have a greater deterrent effect in the country where
assets are located and individuals are present (corporate officers and directors).
With regard to domestic digital transactions, from the side of the digital supplier, not
only is the collection of indirect taxes at risk, but so is the direct taxation of both resident digital suppliers and permanent establishments of nonresident entities. This risk
is a consequence of the added difficulty derived from the intangible nature of digital
content, which escapes the traditional monitoring techniques used by tax administrations. Furthermore, although tax evasion is widespread and existed long before digital
technology appeared, digital elements of transactions have introduced new disruptive
aspects that require specific measures to tackle tax evasion arising from digital transactions. Moreover, tax evasion is not exclusively a domestic issue; indeed, it is quite the
opposite. While there are domestic tax evasion schemes that benefit from digital technology, the majority of tax evasion schemes in digital transactions involve nonresident
suppliers.
For example, digital transactions could be tracked via digital payments. Although
some digital payments do not require the intervention of traditional financial institutions (cryptocurrencies, virtual currencies, stored-value cards), the majority of digital
payments are channeled through banks and credit card companies. Most internet users
still earn their income outside the internet, so their salary payments are channeled
through banks in traditional ways. Only users whose economy relies exclusively on
digital payment methods outside the traditional financial sector may escape such financial sector control. Unfortunately, the financial sector is not always eager to collaborate
in tax enforcement tasks (applying withholding to their customers), because they fear
losing clients to financial institutions located abroad that do not abide by the same
national legal obligations or simply are not subject to them. As a consequence, any effort
undertaken in this direction should be at the global level, well beyond national boundaries and local legislations.
Tax policy principles (horizontal equity, benefit, neutrality, tax sovereignty) must
always prevail over tax administration considerations (certainty, simplicity, enforceability),5 even if the tax policy is rendered unenforceable. The use of rebuttable presumptions is relevant in the case of presumptive taxes (turnover taxes). Taxpayers need
to have an opportunity to provide adequate evidence that supports accurate and fair
taxation: they should be allowed to submit accounting and financial documentation to
show their net income and claim a refund, if appropriate, of amounts withheld on
account of revenue-based taxes like recent turnover taxes on digital businesses. The
trade-off between tax accuracy and administrative feasibility must always be resolved in
favor of the former, as long as taxpayers cooperate and provide supporting evidence.
Certainty and simplicity are other important tax administration principles that
should be taken into account when designing tax measures to address the digital economy. Tax rules should specify clearly how the amount of tax is assessed so that taxpayers
can comply in a cost-efficient manner and governments can easily monitor and enforce
taxes. Proposals to tax the digital economy should avoid any unnecessary complexity in
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the tax assessment, especially in the profit allocation rules (scope of profit subject to
taxing right, method for calculating and allocating profit, treatment of losses).
Ultimately, the effectiveness of any tax is constrained by the capacity of tax administrations to enforce it. Indeed, the majority of market jurisdictions are low-tax-capacity
countries, which demands that any tax initiative be aligned with their tax practices and
available resources. Otherwise, only high-capacity countries will be able to implement
these initiatives effectively, increasing the gap between countries.
To conclude, figure 3.1 summarizes the interplay of tax principles as applied to digital
and tax-disruptive digital business models. As shown, the horizontal equity principle
serves as the backbone of tax design theory and as the unifying axis under which the
remaining tax principles fulfill their various functions and missions. Accordingly, the
first step is to analyze any given digital business model against its equivalent traditional
business model to assess whether they share similar economic circumstances. If they
do, then they are considered equal for tax purposes. Assuming that they have a similar
ability to pay, they should bear the same amount of tax, which is achieved at a subsequent stage by applying to the digital business model the same tax regime as is applied
Figure 3.1 Interaction of Tax Principles as Applied to Digital Business Models
HORIZONTAL EQUITY
Does the digital business model share similar economic
circumstances with its equivalent traditional business model?
YES

NO

NEUTRALITY PRINCIPLE
Is the equivalent traditional
business model subject to tax?
YES

BENEFIT PRINCIPLE
Does the digital business model
obtain benefits from government?
YES

NO
No taxation

NO

No taxation

TAX SOVEREIGNTY
Do taxing rights exist on the basis
of residence or source taxation?

NO

YES

ADMINISTRATIVE FEASIBILITY
Is tax design informed by tax
administration principles?

Source: Original figure for this publication.
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to the traditional business model. This choice of taxation must be governed by the
neutrality principle in order to prevent any discrimination between taxpayers that
are deemed to be equal. It must also be based on either residence or source taxation.
Hence, if the traditional business model is subject to tax, the same taxation should apply
to the digital business model. If no taxation applies to the traditional business model,
no tax should be imposed on the digital business model.
If taxation of the digital business model is deemed appropriate, then administrative
feasibility principles should inform the design of the digital tax. If business models do
not share similar economic circumstances, then the equivalent traditional business
model should not be used as a benchmark to determine the taxation of the digital business model, and the benefit principle should be used to assess whether any benefits are
derived from the government. In the absence of benefits, no taxation should be
imposed, unless residence taxation is applicable on the basis of tax sovereignty, in
which case, administrative feasibility considerations should be taken into account.

Notes
1.

Although no inventory storage facilities are required for the product (digital content, digital goods, digital services), digital business models require specific and huge electronic
infrastructure (server farms), which involves significant investment and maintenance
costs that need to be considered.

2. Some scholars have correctly pointed out that physical infrastructure may sometimes be
publicly owned, and service may be provided at subsidized costs. Thus, it is not always clear
that governments provide no net benefit. Digital businesses may also benefit from the
presence of consumers who are receiving subsidized services. In situations where either
the infrastructure is publicly owned or the service is subsidized by the government, taxdisruptive digital business models will derive a public benefit.
3.

Some scholars have a different view and consider that the critical element of the neutrality
principle is the baseline used. They think that the essential element is substitutability. For
them, neutrality is important to the extent that taxation alone pushes someone into an
alternative that would not be adopted absent the tax. They think that this is a broad standard: the narrower the baseline used, the greater the risk of unintended effects.
Consequently, they consider that differentiating tax-disruptive models from other models
by definition increases the risk of discrimination and reduces the importance of
neutrality.

4. In the Wayfair case, described in box 2.1 in chapter 2, the United States Supreme Court’s
decision was strongly motivated by its view that South Dakota’s approach would advance
the objective of nondiscrimination by creating a level playing field between in-state and
out-of-state traders selling to local purchasers. Some scholars have stressed the true global
importance of Wayfair for endorsing new nexus rules embodying a virtual presence that
reflects the economic reality.
5.

Some scholars have expressed reservations about this statement, since they consider that,
in a very real sense, tax administration is the same as tax policy in low- and middle-income
countries. We agree with their position, but the scope of our analysis is not limited to l owand middle-income countries; it encompasses all countries. The world is not two-
dimensional: low- and middle-income countries versus high-income countries. Viewing
countries as being in one camp or the other has real limitations.
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CHAPTER 4

Economic and Legal Issues of Taxing
the Digital Economy

Current initiatives for taxing the digital economy may have adverse consequences, which
need to be analyzed before making any policy decision. For example, new taxing rights
claimed by market jurisdictions (Amount A of the Unified Approach of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], turnover-based digital services taxes
[DSTs]) create double taxation of digital suppliers, which are subject to tax both in their
residence country and in the market jurisdictions where they operate. New tax claims also
pose challenges for revenue recognition, since the new value creation paradigm seems to overlook the fact that value needs to be monetized to generate taxable income, which may occur or
not. Other aspects to be considered are the tax impact of legal structures and monetization
strategies used to develop digital business models, which leads to an analysis of the applicability of the substance-over-form doctrine and the double revenue threshold mechanism in
connection with tax progressivity and tax discrimination effects.

Avoidance of Double Taxation
The digital debate comes down to a clash of national economic interests, where market
jurisdictions claim new taxing rights at the expense of eroding the tax bases of other
countries where foreign digital suppliers are tax residents. As a result, absent an agreement between conflicting tax claims, double taxation arises, affecting not only digital
businesses but also individual customers, who ultimately bear the additional tax
burden derived from such double taxation.
Double taxation may exist in two forms: economic and juridical. To begin with, we
refer to juridical double taxation, which is defined as the imposition of comparable
taxes in two countries on the same taxpayer in respect of the same subject matter for
identical periods. Accordingly, the introduction of unilateral measures to tax digital
business models without a physical presence in a market jurisdiction creates juridical
double taxation on digital suppliers operating o
 utside their countries of residence,
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if those countries of residence apply a worldwide taxation system. If their countries of
residence apply a territorial tax system, which only taxes income earned domestically,
then, in principle, no juridical double taxation should arise, since income earned in
foreign markets would only be taxed therein by such unilateral tax measures. This issue
demands further analysis, which is conducted in chapter 5.
Traditionally, companies have physically provided services in foreign countries
without the activities constituting a permanent establishment due to the lack of a fixed
place of business (building sites and construction or installation projects for a duration
not exceeding the statutory period of time required to create a permanent establishment). Thus, income could be considered local-source income and be subject to
withholding tax in the country where services are physically provided and, at the same
time, be subject to tax in the country of residence of the company, if a worldwide tax
system is applied. To prevent juridical double taxation, tax treaties could provide for an
exemption from such withholding tax or a reduced tax rate; in the absence of a tax
treaty, the country of residence could provide unilateral tax relief (a tax credit).
Accordingly, if tax-disruptive digital business models that render digital services in
market jurisdictions without such activities constituting a permanent establishment
were to be subject to an income-based withholding tax therein, a similar solution could
be offered to prevent double taxation, since both scenarios are substantially similar.
Unfortunately, the majority of initiatives and unilateral tax measures are based on turnover, which falls outside the scope of income tax treaties. Neither measure can be credited against income-based taxes in residence jurisdictions. Therefore, if double taxation
is to be avoided, any initiative to tax the digital economy must be based on income, so
tax treaty benefits and unilateral tax credits may be applied.
However, taxation of local-source income in the case of companies providing physical services is supported by the benefit principle because, given the physical nature of
the services, the government of the market jurisdiction does provide physical infrastructure and a legal environment for the benefit of foreign companies. This is not the
case for foreign digital suppliers, which, as already seen, do not derive any benefits from
the governments of market jurisdictions where they operate their tax-disruptive digital
business models, given the intangible nature of their content. In the absence of a benefit, taxation of local-source income derived from digital suppliers may be difficult to
justify on the basis of traditional tax theory, which would ultimately eliminate the issue
of double taxation.
A different approach to preventing double taxation would be to establish the
obligation for all foreign digital companies wishing to operate in a market jurisdiction
to register as permanent establishments or to incorporate as local subsidiaries. If
market jurisdictions required this registration as a precondition to operate in their
territories, permanent establishment norms would be applicable and double taxation
would be addressed by tax treaties or unilaterally by residence countries via tax
credits—always on the basis of income. Yet this new scenario, where foreign digital
suppliers are compelled to operate through permanent establishments in market
jurisdictions, may exacerbate the risk of base erosion (profit shifting to entities
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subject to no or very low taxation). This risk should be addressed by existing transfer
pricing rules rather than by new tax norms outside the scope of the G-20 mandate
(Pillar Two of the OECD’s Programme of Work).
On a different note, unilateral measures aimed at taxing non-tax-disruptive digital
business models create economic double taxation, which can be defined as the taxation
imposed on two different persons in respect of the same income or capital. In this case,
the persons taxed are the foreign digital supplier and the local entities providing logistical support for its operations, since goods and services are tangible for non-tax-disruptive digital business models. This situation creates not only economic double taxation,
but also discrimination in the tax treatment of the domestic and cross-border digital
economy. More precisely, digital suppliers that are tax residents or operate through a
permanent establishment in the market territory have the right to deduct operating
costs (logistics) to assess their taxable income. In contrast, foreign digital suppliers
without any physical presence are taxed on their gross revenue according to the new
unilateral tax measures (DST), without having the right to be taxed on their real profit
after deducting all operating costs.
Consequently, the digital transaction is taxed not only twice, from both the supplier
side (direct taxation) and the customer side (indirect taxation), but thrice in the case
that certain functions of the digital value chain are outsourced to local providers
(storage, distribution, customer care) that are subject to tax as residents in the market
jurisdiction. In normal circumstances, as mentioned, the revenue of local providers
would be a tax-deductible cost for the suppliers. This is not the case when foreign digital
suppliers are subject to tax on their gross revenues. From a tax perspective, the market
country taxes the same income stream from a single digital transaction twice. By imposing new revenue-based taxes on foreign digital suppliers, while also taxing local entities
providing logistical support for their operations, market jurisdictions are double dipping on the same economic transaction from a direct taxation viewpoint, which creates
economic double taxation.

Tax Impact of Legal Structures
The choice of legal structure used to conduct any business does have an impact on the
resulting typology of business model and its taxation (legal schemes may be used to
avoid permanent establishment status artificially), especially across countries, where
different legal and tax systems apply. More precisely, several factors are of utmost
importance to determining the type of business model and its tax i mplications:
• Legal aspects like control over the material means needed to carry out the business
activity
• Nature and degree of dependency between the company and the individuals rendering the services
• Characteristics of the chosen monetization strategy
• Use of multiple legal structures in different countries by the same company.
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All of these considerations are of exceptional relevance for the digital economy and
have particular repercussions on digital and tax-disruptive digital business models.
To begin with, the level of control that a foreign digital supplier exercises over the
material means located in the market country needed to carry out the business activity
(physical facilities) is relevant to determining whether the foreign digital supplier has a
fixed place of business in the market jurisdiction that constitutes a permanent establishment. On the one hand, if the foreign digital company has control over such physical
facilities (branch, office, factory, workshop), either as an owner or as a lessee, thereby
having the right to use them, it will be deemed to have a permanent establishment in the
market territory and be subject to tax therein accordingly. On the other hand, if such
physical facilities are under the control of a third party, even if it is a subsidiary of the
foreign digital entity, then the foreign digital supplier will not be deemed to have a permanent establishment status in the market jurisdiction. These considerations apply to
all digital business models, although non-tax-disruptive digital business models (online
sale of tangible goods or services) have a greater need for physical onsite logistics support given their tangible content.
The degree of control over the material means may also have an impact on the type
of digital business model. Accordingly, entities with their own physical infrastructure in
the market jurisdiction are more likely to operate a digital business model that monetizes through the online sale of tangible goods and services, whereas digital companies
with no material means at their disposal may choose to act as brokers and to operate
under a tax-disruptive digital business model (online e-commerce marketplace) that
monetizes by charging a transactional fee for each trade executed between users of the
digital platform. For example, the same online ride-hailing services may be provided
through multiple legal structures with very different tax implications:
• By a foreign digital company that owns both the digital platform and the vehicle
fleet and hires the drivers (digital business model with a physical presence in the
market country)
• By a foreign company that provides the digital platform to connect users who need a
ride with private drivers who have their own vehicle (tax-disruptive digital business
model without any physical presence)
• By a foreign digital platform operator that charges a transactional fee to a local company that hires drivers and provides them with the material means (a vehicle fleet).
In this last case, if the digital platform operator and the local company were deemed
to be related parties for transfer pricing purposes, then transfer pricing issues could
arise that would need to be addressed by local transfer pricing laws. As already
explained, base erosion and profit-shifting issues should not be used as a pretext to
influence taxation of the digital economy and should be dealt with separately.
Another example of the relevance of legal structures is the case of gambling activities,
which may be conducted under different business models, depending on whether the user
gambles against the digital supplier or against other users of the digital platform. In the
first situation, online users place bets (online sports betting) or play games (online slots);
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the website operator bears the risk of the gambling outcome, which obviously requires
higher financial controls to guarantee the payment of prizes as well as stricter monitoring
of the technology used to ensure the fairness of the games (enough online jackpots and
prizes are awarded). This monetization strategy is associated with the online gambling
tax-disruptive digital business model. However, if users gamble against other users on the
digital platform (online poker, online casino), then the platform operator’s financial risk
is significantly minimized since the monetization strategy shifts to merely a brokerage
activity, where the platform charges a transactional fee for each bet placed or takes a percentage commission on the gains from the game. This is a multisided digital platform that
operates as an online e-commerce marketplace tax-disruptive digital business model; it
acts as a clearinghouse for online gamblers’ activities, as a broker connecting gamblers,
and also as a gambling platform providing the technology and the virtual space to conduct
the gambling and betting activities. As shown, the choice of legal structure has a direct
impact on the type of digital business model, on its monetization strategy, on its taxation,
and on the functions and risks associated with the digital business activity.
As refers to the degree of dependency of human resources, digital companies may
decide to outsource the part of their activity that requires onsite human intervention or
may opt to hire employees and build an in-house workforce. Under the first scenario,
the human resources act as independent contractors or as employees of a separate legal
entity. In principle, this approach eliminates the dependency factor that could give rise
to the existence of a dependent agent of the foreign digital supplier in the market jurisdiction and create a permanent establishment therein. For example, in a digital business
model where customers’ orders are placed and paid for online, physical delivery of the
tangible goods may be outsourced to a local entity that provides logistical support services. This approach is economically efficient—it allows flexibility in adapting to the
volume of orders to be delivered, without the need to keep a permanent workforce—but
it may have an impact on service quality. Under the second scenario, local employees of
a foreign digital supplier are deemed to be dependent agents, and, therefore, a permanent establishment exists for tax purposes. However, the same result may be achieved
by incorporating a local subsidiary, which would lower the foreign company’s tax and
legal exposure in the market jurisdiction.
As seen, legal schemes may be devised to prevent permanent establishment status in
market jurisdictions, basically by avoiding control over material means and outsourcing
human resource needs. In other words, the same business model may be pursued in
ways that minimize the taxable presence of a firm in the market country. Moreover,
alternative legal structures may prove to be not only tax advantageous, but also economically efficient, since having a greater presence in terms of material means and
human resources implies the assumption of higher financial obligations and higher
risks for the companies. In the case of foreign digital suppliers, these obligations and
risks may prove challenging in the midst of uncertain initiatives to tax their activities in
market jurisdictions. Another very important factor to be considered when designing
legal structures is, obviously, the legal system and the tax regime applicable in every
country, because the same legal structure may have different tax treatments and legal
consequences. For this reason, it is not uncommon to find digital companies operating
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in different countries through different legal structures depending, for example, on
labor and administrative regulations (license to operate in certain sectors like ridehailing services, banking, insurance, or gambling), which result in different digital business models, diverse monetization strategies, and varying tax implications. In cases
where legal schemes are aimed at unduly avoiding taxation, countries may apply antiavoidance measures, like resorting to the substance-over-form doctrine, which would
allow tax authorities to disregard the legal structures used and to tax digital business
models based on their underlying economic rationale, rather than on artificial legal
schemes. This is difficult to do in practice, and even high-income countries struggle to
apply this doctrine.

Tax Dimension of Monetization Strategies
The monetization strategies used by digital businesses are interrelated with the type of
business model, the legal structure, and the invoicing scheme that determines the
direction of the flows of income. For example, multisided digital platforms acting as
brokers charge a transactional fee, but they can do that in many different ways, based on
the scope of services provided by the platform (channel to connect, payment processing, fulfillment services). Multisided platforms may charge the brokerage fee to only
one of the parties or may split it between both parties to the transaction. They can
charge a fee in advance to gain access to the database of users of the platform or after the
transaction is completed. Moreover, the fee may be charged directly to the parties, it
may be deducted from the price of the transaction, or it may be charged to the provider
of payment-processing services.
Online suppliers of digital content may monetize in different forms, either through
sale, licensing, or subscription models, which may affect the characterization of the
proceeds obtained, depending on the legal framework of each market jurisdiction.
Similarly, the sale of user data may be treated differently based on the nature and scope
of the rights associated with the data being transferred as well as on the value added by
the digital company when processing such data. For example, depending on the terms
agreed by users and digital businesses that trade with user data and digital content,
users may grant rights to access the data for internal use only (technical enhancements,
quality control, process improvements) or to process the data and distribute it to third
parties for commercial purposes (sale). Similarly, user-targeted advertising may be
provided either directly by the same digital company that previously compiled and processed the data or indirectly by third-party online advertising companies that acquire
the ad placements (understood as a specific group of ad units on which advertisers can
choose to place their ads using placement targeting) to commercialize them to advertisers. The former business model monetizes differently from the latter, since the target
customers are totally different, as are the nature and scope of the services provided
(advertising versus ad placement).
Obviously, monetization strategies and invoicing schemes have an impact on the tax
presence of digital business models in market jurisdictions in connection with the legal
structures, as analyzed. For instance, monetization strategies that revolve around the
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notion of brokerage fees are less prone to be subject to taxation on the basis of taxable
presence, since digital platform operators are not parties to the underlying transaction,
but rather facilitators. In contrast, digital business models are involved directly in digital transactions as suppliers of digital content for an economic consideration.
Furthermore, invoicing schemes must be aligned with digital monetization strategies to
avoid conflicting flows of income and, most important, to support the legal structure
that determines the roles, duties, and obligations of the parties to the transaction. While
this is not specific to digital business models, the risk of incurring contradictory billing
mechanisms is exacerbated in the digital economy, which may result in other questionable tax practices, such as transfer pricing, treaty abuse, or tax evasion.
The scope of legal obligations and the extent of the liability of the digital company
may be affected by the invoicing scheme since, despite the terms of the legal contract
that ultimately governs the digital transaction, customers tend to identify as their contractual counterparty the firm to which they make the payment, irrespective of whether
the recipient then settles the associated costs with other providers. Therefore, billing
constitutes supporting evidence of the legal appearance of a transaction, which may be
used when applying anti-avoidance measures (substance-over-form doctrine). As an
example, booking sites (accommodation, travel) may opt to bill only their fee to one or
both of the parties, while the parties privately arrange for payment of the service or may
choose to collect from the customer the full price with the built-in commission fee and
later transfer the payment of the service to the supplier. In this case, the digital platform
may incur greater liability, not only financially, but also at a tax level. If a unilateral tax
measure is applied in the form of a turnover-based withholding tax, the volume of revenue will determine the tax to be withheld, unless appropriate accounting and financial
mechanisms are in place to identify and allocate under separate accounts the different
cash flows, always aligned and supported by the terms of the underlying legal contracts.
Accordingly, invoicing arrangements might have significant tax implications if
revenue-based taxes were introduced at a general scale to tax the digital e conomy. They
might artificially misrepresent the real volume of business activity of digital business
models that opt to retain control over the financial payments. They might do this to
limit their risk exposure in case of breach of contract or any other incident attributable
to the supplier, which would ultimately result in reimbursement claims, or to secure
their liquidity. Initiatives also may include tax thresholds and simplification regimes,
whose correct application might be affected by the overreporting of business revenues
as well as the tax liability of digital platforms that process third-party payments in their
role as withholding agents.

Value Creation versus Revenue Recognition
Newly created tax claims by market jurisdictions pose challenges for revenue recognition
since market jurisdictions aim to replace the physical nexus with a new value creation
paradigm in which value is created within the market territory by users who contribute
data and digital content. Such value must be monetized to generate taxable revenue, which
may occur or not, since the mere compilation of data may be worthless without the appro-
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priate technology to process it. Moreover, this raises the question of whether the value lies
in the data or in the technology: surely it lies in both, and that is the problem. Therefore,
taxation of nonexistent revenue becomes an aggravated tax burden since it is a form of
presumptive taxation, based on potential value creation. Digital suppliers also incur an
economic cost when they grant free access to digital content in exchange for user data.
The reason why market jurisdictions have resorted to this new paradigm of value creation is that, according to traditional tax theory, in order to apply t axation based on taxable
source in the absence of a taxable presence (permanent establishment), it is necessary to
demonstrate that the services supplied were effectively rendered in the source country,
which is hard to prove for tax-disruptive digital business models. Without physical nexus
to the market territory, taxing tax-disruptive digital business models is challenging from
the perspective of both taxable source and taxable presence. This challenge leads to the
need to replace the traditional nexus with a new value creation paradigm that justifies
taxation based on taxable source. Yet replacing one nexus rule by the other implies shifting away from the benefit principle. Previously, local-source taxation was justified on the
basis of benefits received from the government of the market jurisdiction by foreign suppliers effectively rendering services in the territory, even if no taxable presence could be
established. Under the new value creation paradigm, the value derived by foreign digital
suppliers without any physical presence in the territory is no longer connected to the benefits provided by the government; rather, it is connected to the contributions made by the
population of users located therein. As already discussed, users usually are compensated
by granting them free access to digital content and platforms. Furthermore, even if users
are not compensated, they have the right to make any free contribution they wish, without
triggering any government right to attract taxation. Otherwise, governments would be
claiming rights arising from private actions that are excluded from the public arena and
are unrelated and unsupported by public resources. This situation mainly affects usercentered tax-disruptive digital business models, as shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Potential Revenue Recognition Issues of Business Models
Digital and tax-disruptive digital
business model

Potentially taxed ahead of time on
nonexistent revenue?

Digital business models (all types)

X

Tax-disruptive digital business models
1. Sale of nonuser digital content

X

2. Licensing of nonuser digital content

X

3. Subscription to nonuser digital content

X

4. Virtual banking

X

5. Virtual insurance

X

6. Online gambling

X

7.   Online e-commerce marketplace

X

8. Sale of user-related data and digital content

✓
✓
✓

9. Online user-targeted advertising
10. Sale of user-related goodwill
Source: Original table for this publication.
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Thus, new unilateral digital taxes may potentially tax user-centered tax-disruptive
digital business models on nonexistent revenue presumptively derived from value creation occurring within the market territory. In this respect, we refer to nonexistent
revenue rather than to unrealized revenue because, though related, recognition is
different from realization. According to the revenue recognition accounting principle,
revenues are recognized and earned when they are realized or realizable (usually when
services are rendered or goods are transferred), no matter when cash is received. In the
context of the new value creation paradigm, no goods or services are involved, just userrelated contributions; no realization exists, much less recognition, until the digital
company monetizes through the sale of data, goodwill, or advertising services. This
situation creates a serious timing issue of revenue recognition, which is not to be
confused with issues related to taxation of income accrued, which has been earned but
not yet received. It also should not be confused with tax issues related to the taxation of
nonexistent income of nonprofitable digital businesses subject to newly introduced
turnover-based digital taxes in market jurisdictions. In these two events, there is recognized revenue, unlike in our first case.

Double Revenue Threshold Mechanism
The tax principle of generality is a reflection of the broader characteristic of law that
requires tax norms to be applicable to all taxpayers. It does not mean that fiscal benefits
and exemptions may not exist. The principle of generality constitutes a specification of
the principle of equality, which requires that all taxpayers contribute on the same, equal
terms. Therefore, although the principle itself demands impersonality and abstraction,
it is not incompatible with personalized tax treatment, as long as the treatment is not
arbitrary. To this end, it is mandatory to provide the appropriate motivation to exclude
certain taxpayers from general application of the tax norms. In this context, the use of
tax thresholds, which some unilateral tax measures incorporate, is controversial.
Tax thresholds may serve different functions. For example, they may segment taxpayers into different tax regimes (simplified tax obligations for smaller businesses,
enhanced reporting obligations for specific sectors of activity, tax registration duties by
type of business) to facilitate tax compliance and make tax enforcement more efficient,
or they may introduce an additional layer of tax progressivity by excluding certain
taxpayers from the obligation to pay taxes, similar to an exemption or fiscal benefit. The
latter is an expression of the tax principle of vertical equity, which is normally applied to
personal income taxation rather than to corporate income taxation, where tax progressivity is uncommon.
In this context, digital services taxes introduced by some market jurisdictions as well
as multilateral tax initiatives currently under debate (OECD’s Unified Approach under
Pillar One) use revenue thresholds as a key element to determine the scope of application of such tax measures. For example, the OECD Secretariat’s Proposal for a Unified
Approach creates a new nexus based on sales, which could have country-specific sales
thresholds that would be used as the primary indicator of a sustained and significant
involvement in the market jurisdiction, replacing the traditional nexus that is dependent
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on physical p
 resence. Additionally, a global revenue threshold could be introduced, as
for country-by-country reporting (€750 million).
Enacted DSTs and tentative proposals have also introduced this double revenue
threshold: a global revenue threshold (set at €750 million in Austria, the Czech
Republic, France, Italy, Spain, and Turkey; £500 million in the United Kingdom; and
Can$1 billion in Canada) plus a local revenue threshold (€3 million in Spain and
Turkey, €4 million in the Czech Republic, €5 million in Italy, €25 million in Austria
and France, £25 million in the United Kingdom, and Can$40 million in Canada). Some
proposals have even replaced the local revenue threshold with a regional one
(Belgium’s failed proposal established a European Union revenue threshold of
€50 million), while others only use a single revenue threshold (Ft 100 million in
Hungary). Indeed, most unilateral tax m
 easures and proposals have introduced revenue thresholds to limit their scope of application. The double revenue threshold
mechanism exempts from taxation all digital companies that do not meet both
thresholds. If the company only meets one threshold, it falls outside the scope of
taxation, which becomes a powerful tool to exempt local digital companies that are
successful only or primarily in the domestic market, but do not reach the highest
global revenue threshold set for operations worldwide.
As a result of the significantly higher global revenue threshold, this double revenue threshold system not only introduces tax progressivity, but also de facto
discriminates against digital companies with global operations. The use of thresholds is also discriminatory because major local companies operating online
marketplaces escape the global revenue threshold only because the covered services
still account for a minority of their revenues (sales by third-party sellers are still
significantly less than their own direct sales); in contrast, large technology firms
that were established as internet companies from the beginning and whose business models were based on delivering the services covered by DSTs are affected and
essentially penalized for their commercial success. Furthermore, thresholds are set
arbitrarily, and the global revenue threshold has been replicated from the countryby-country reporting requirement (€750 million), which bears no direct relationship with the digital economy. Surely it is intentional that the same threshold used
to assess the transfer pricing risks of multinational companies is also used to tax the
digital economy. As a result, the threshold exclusively targets multinational digital
companies, the majority of which are tax resident in very few specific jurisdictions
(China, the United States).
As refers to the tax progressivity effect of revenue thresholds, some observations are required. First, the digital economy is business centered and subject to
corporate taxation, where tax progressivity hardly applies. Second, vertical equity,
which is the basis for tax progressivity, fulfills an income redistribution function by
taxing more heavily those taxpayers with higher incomes, not those with higher
revenues. Third, digital business models may easily avoid revenue thresholds by
way of fragmenting their operations to fall below them, given their lack of a physical
presence. For all of these reasons, the use of tax thresholds in digital economy
taxation should be discouraged.
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CHAPTER 5

Tax Policy Issues of Taxing the
Digital Economy

This chapter analyzes the impact of the digital economy on the taxing rights of c ountries from
multiple perspectives: source versus residence taxation, worldwide versus territorial taxation,
and taxable presence versus taxable source. As a continuation of this discussion, the new nexus
rule based on sales, which has been proposed in the Unified Approach of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), is explained, critically reviewed, and
contrasted with the traditional rule of physical presence. The distinction between routine and
residual profits and the revised profit allocation rules are also analyzed, while the use of
presumptive tax methods like turnover taxation by digital services taxes (DSTs) is compared to
traditional income taxation. Finally, taxation of other types of digital income (capital gains,
interests, royalties) is considered.

Digital Impact on Taxing Rights
Countries may exercise taxing rights based on different criteria: connection with
individuals or entities, based on having their residence in the territory; connection with
the income, based on having its source in the territory; and, even, connection with individuals, based on their having a certain immigration status in the territory, regardless of
tax residence (United States citizens and lawful permanent residents living abroad).
Only residence and source criteria are applicable to taxation of the digital economy, as
analyzed in chapter 3 in connection with the application of traditional tax principles.
In this chapter, we move beyond traditional tax theory to evaluate alternative
approaches to taxing the digital economy and examine the taxing rights of countries.
The scope of taxing rights of both residence and source countries is analyzed, as
applicable to the digital economy. When the taxing rights of both jurisdictions overlap,
juridical double taxation arises, as already discussed. It is fundamental to identify
clearly the circumstances under which conflicting claims over taxing rights appear and
to determine the impact of the digital economy on the traditional allocation of taxing
rights between residence and source countries. From the perspective of residence
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countries, taxing rights vary depending on whether the jurisdiction applies a worldwide
taxation system or a territorial taxation system. From the perspective of source
countries, taxing rights vary depending on whether the nexus is the taxable source or
the taxable presence therein (permanent establishment). As shown in figure 5.1, the
allocation of taxing rights under the traditional physical presence nexus rule poses
some tax challenges when applied to digital business models.
As shown, when the residence country applies a worldwide taxation system,
conflicting taxing rights overlap, and double taxation arises. Such double taxation can
only be avoided either by allocating taxing rights under a tax treaty or by providing
unilateral relief as a tax credit. Double taxation also may arise when the residence
Figure 5.1 Allocation of Taxing Rights as Applied to Digital Business Models
Taxing rights on digital economy
What is the nexus to claim taxing rights by countries?

Income

Person

Residence taxation
People and firms must contribute
towards public services provided
by their country of residence

Source taxation
The country which provides the
opportunity to generate income or
profits must have the right to tax it

What is the scope of taxation?

What is the nexus for source taxation?

Taxable source

Taxable presence

What is the scope of taxation?

Worldwide
taxation
Double Taxation

Territorial
taxation
Residence Country

What is the tax base?

versus
Total profit

Residual profit (OECD)
or Revenue (DST)

Territorial
taxation
Market Country

No physical
presence
NO Permanent
Establishment

New nexus
(sales)

What is the tax base?

Source: Original figure for this publication.
Note: OECD = Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development; DST = digital services tax.
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country applies territorial taxation and both jurisdictions claim that the digital activity
takes place in their territories. However, determining the source of income from digital
businesses differs widely based on the physical or intangible nature of the object of the
economic transaction. Accordingly, digital business models, which involve the trading
of physical goods or commodities and the rendering of physical services, must be
differentiated clearly from tax-disruptive digital business models, which are
characterized by the supply of intangible digital content.
Regarding digital business models, physical services are taxed differently than
physical goods or commodities. Taxing rights on income from physical services are
allocated to the jurisdiction where the services are physically performed. For instance,
income from services physically rendered abroad without a fixed place of business
(building sites and construction or installation projects for a duration not exceeding the
statutory period of time required to create a permanent establishment) may be
considered local-source income in the foreign country where physical services
are provided and may be subject to withholding tax therein. Similarly, income derived
by a digital company that renders physical services in a foreign country may be
considered local-source income in the market jurisdiction and, therefore, subject to
withholding tax on income therein.
Regarding physical goods or commodities, the place where they are bought and
sold and where contracts are negotiated and executed, which may be interpreted
differently across countries, may have implications when determining the source of
income obtained by digital business models from the trade of physical goods or
commodities. For instance, income from contracts concluded via electronic means is
generally considered local-source income in the country where the digital company
operates and is tax resident—that is, the residence jurisdiction. However, the market
jurisdiction may also claim taxing rights over the same income on the basis that
contracts are executed in its territory and governed by local consumer protection
laws or that physical goods or commodities are manufactured or bought and sold
therein. Accordingly, several facts have to be assessed when determining the source
of income from international trading profits, and each territorial tax jurisdiction has
its own set of definitions, interpretations, and jurisprudence. Therefore, each specific
digital business model must be analyzed separately, taking into account all of the facts
and considerations.
In contrast, tax-disruptive digital business models derive income from digital
content, which comprises digital services, digital goods, and access to digital platforms.
Given its intangible nature, determining the source of income from digital content
poses a double challenge: for the market jurisdiction, to demonstrate that digital activity
took place therein, despite the lack of any physical presence in the territory, and for the
country where the company is fiscally domiciled, to prove that the digital activity was
provided in its territory, so it falls within its territorial taxation system. In this regard,
the lack of physical presence renders the traditional nexus inapplicable, which prevents
the market country from claiming taxing rights on the basis of taxable presence.
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The other option is to claim taxing rights on the basis of taxable source, but, once
again, it is necessary to prove that the digital supply activity occurs within the market
territory, which is subject to interpretation by the different countries. For example,
from a direct taxation perspective, the economic activity that generates the taxable
income takes place in the residence jurisdiction, where the digital company has its
workforce and technology that make it possible to supply the digital content remotely;
from an indirect taxation perspective, which focuses on the consumption side of the
digital transaction, the taxable activity takes place in the market jurisdiction, where
users and customers are located. In this scenario, where a digital company operates
a tax-disruptive digital business model across jurisdictions and is resident in a country
that applies territorial taxation, the remote supply of digital content should be
deemed to have been conducted locally for a foreign client, and the corresponding fees
should be treated as local-source income in the digital company’s country of residence.
This position is supported by the rule that allocates taxing rights to the residence
jurisdiction, when contracts are concluded via electronic means, as is the case for tax-
disruptive digital business models.
Figure 5.1 also shows how the physical presence nexus rule could be replaced by a
new nexus based on the volume of sales of the digital supplier in the market jurisdiction,
as proposed by the OECD’s Unified Approach, which is analyzed next. However,
although sales are used to establish a taxable presence in the market country, the tax
base of this proposal is still income based. In contrast, the tax base of digital services
taxes is revenue based, which increases the risk of double taxation, since traditional
income-based relief mechanisms are not available to offset turnover-based taxes. At the
same time, a double revenue threshold is used to limit the scope of application.

Sales Threshold as a New Nexus Rule
The revision of nexus rules for source taxation can be addressed either from a taxable
presence approach, which is the connection between a market jurisdiction and a person
deemed to have a physical presence therein (permanent establishment), or from a taxable source perspective, which is the connection between a market jurisdiction and
income derived therein. In both cases, nexus rules set the minimum requirements for
source countries to impose taxes on income derived by foreign digital companies from
operations conducted in the market territory, like in a territorial taxation system.
The taxable presence perspective aims to formulate a new nexus that overcomes the
limitation of physical presence and enables taxation of new digital business models that
operate either remotely or through a limited local presence and derive income from the
market jurisdiction. This is the idea behind the significant economic presence proposal.
The taxable source approach aims to establish a new source of taxable income derived
from value creation activities happening in the market jurisdiction. This is the rationale
behind the user participation and market intangibles proposals, both of which are built
into Pillar One. This section focuses only on the new nexus rule based on the significant
economic presence proposal.
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The significant economic presence proposal was first advocated by the Group of 24
and described in the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action 1 Final Report
(OECD 2015). The proposal aims to expand the definition of taxable presence. According
to the proposal, a taxable presence would arise in a jurisdiction when a nonresident
company has a significant economic presence on the basis of a combination of factors,
including, but not limited to, revenue generated on a sustained basis, that evidence a
purposeful and sustained interaction with the country via technology and other
automated means. Apart from the revenue requirement, which is mandatory, other
factors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existence of a user base and the associated data input
Volume of digital content derived from the jurisdiction
Billing and collection in local currency or with a local form of payment
Maintenance of a website in a local language
Responsibility for the final delivery of goods to customers
Responsibility for the provision by the company of other support services (aftersales services, repairs, maintenance)
• Sustained marketing and sales promotion activities, online or not, to attract
customers.
This initial proposal served as the starting point for developing the new sales-based
nexus rule proposed under the OECD’s Unified Approach, which significantly expands
its original scope (OECD 2019).
The new nexus rule of the OECD’s Unified Approach would apply to large
consumer-facing businesses that generate revenue from supplying consumer
products or providing digital services that have a consumer-facing element. This new
rule would define a revenue threshold in the market as the primary indicator of a
sustained and significant involvement in the market jurisdiction, irrespective of its
level of physical presence in that jurisdiction. Moreover, the revenue threshold would
cover certain activities, such as online advertising services, that are directed at
nonpaying users in locations that are different from those in which the relevant
revenues are booked. However, this scenario could create triple taxation—at the
residence jurisdiction, at the source (of the revenues) jurisdiction, and at the country
where nonpaying users are located—since the latter could argue that consumerfacing digital services are provided in its territory.
Consequently, the scope of the Unified Approach goes well beyond the scope of the
G-20 mandate. It shifts the focus from highly digitalized businesses (what we call taxdisruptive digital business models), which are targeted by the user participation
proposal of the United Kingdom, to large consumer-facing businesses, irrespective of
their digital nature, which is more aligned with the marketing intangibles proposal first
advocated by the United States. The rationale behind this expanded approach is that
consumer-facing businesses may use digital technology to develop a consumer base.
Nevertheless, the use of digital technology is not required to establish the new nexus,
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which only uses sales as the primary indicator. Theoretically, the Unified Approach
might well apply to traditional business models as well as to digital business models that
communicate digitally but trade physical goods and render physical services. Hence,
there is no tax-disruptive digital element that requires a new nexus rule based on sales.
The disconnection with the digital scope of the mandate is reflected in the
evolution of the factors required to establish the taxable presence. Under the
significant economic presence proposal, revenue generated on a sustained basis is
the main factor, but not sufficient, since the presence of other factors is required,
some of which are linked to the digital activity (volume of digital content derived
from the jurisdiction, maintenance of a website in a local language). By contrast, the
new sales nexus does not require any additional factors apart from meeting the
revenue threshold, which is much broader than the original factor, given that no
reference is made to the sustained basis of revenue. This intentional omission
eliminates the need for business continuity over time. Furthermore, the absence of
additional factors linked to the digital activity expands the scope of application to
traditional business models, as already mentioned.
Furthermore, according to the Unified Approach, the revenue threshold would
create a nexus both for business models involving remote selling to consumers
and for groups selling in a market through a distributor (whether a related or
nonrelated local entity) to capture all forms of remote involvement in the economy of
a market jurisdiction. Baseline distribution and marketing activities, irrespective of
their digital nature, would be subject to new profit allocation rules (fixed returns
under Amount B) that aim to reduce the dissatisfaction with the current transfer
pricing rules. This work is clearly outside the scope of the G-20 mandate. Once again,
under the false pretense of addressing the tax challenges of the digital economy,
nondigital issues (transfer pricing, dispute resolution, profit shifting) are modified
without the appropriate authority.
Another very important criticism of this new sales-based nexus rule is the lack of a
real nexus. The proposal uses the revenue threshold as the primary and only indicator
of a taxable presence in the market jurisdiction, while the function of tax thresholds
has traditionally been to limit the scope of application of tax norms, not to establish a
nexus between a taxing jurisdiction and a taxpayer. Indeed, if the volume of sales of a
foreign company in a market country suffices to create a taxable presence, then,
according to the tax principle of horizontal equity, all traditional business models
that are equivalent to digital business models (international trade of physical goods
or commodities) and conduct cross-border operations should be taxed in all of those
countries where their sales exceed the revenue threshold. Such taxation would
contravene the benefit principle and would again exceed the digital scope set by the
G-20 mandate. Moreover, the revenue threshold may fulfill a double function as both
nexus and tax threshold, which is difficult to reconcile with tax theory since the result
would be discriminatory in terms of vertical equity, as discussed in chapter 4, but, in
this case, in terms of the nexus.
Additionally, the use of a revenue threshold as nexus would be more consistent
with traditional tax theory if applied to establish a taxable source, rather than a taxable
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presence, since the connection is between the market jurisdiction and the sales therein,
not between the market and the foreign supplier. This distinction is relevant because the
significant economic presence proposal would assign taxing rights based on taxable presence, which applies to the entire profit of the entity. However, both the user p
 articipation
and the marketing intangibles proposals would assign taxing rights on taxable source and
would only tax residual profit of the entire group. Therefore, the Unified Approach uses
a nexus that creates a taxable presence, but the new taxing right (Amount A) applies
profit attribution rules more aligned with a taxable source approach (residual profit).

Routine versus Residual Profits
Profit allocation rules determine which and how much profit and losses to attribute
for tax purposes in relation to new taxing rights. More specifically, profit allocation
rules comprise the scope of profit subject to the new taxing right (all profit or only
residual profit, profit from the multinational group, only profit from one or some
entities), the choice of method for calculating and allocating profit subject to the new
taxing right (residual profit split method, fractional apportionment method), and the
preferred treatment of losses (symmetric or asymmetric treatment of profit and
losses, use of claw-back or “earn out” mechanism). In short, both the user participation
and the marketing intangibles proposals aim to tax residual profit of the multinational
group, using the residual profit split method, while the significant economic presence
proposal aims to tax all profit, both routine and residual, of the entity operating in the
market territory, using the fractional apportionment method, which requires
determining the allocation keys and the respective weights for dividing the tax base
(sales, assets, employees). The Unified Approach combines both approaches, which
poses some tax challenges.
The distinction between routine and residual profits comes from the arm’s length
principle and its interpretation through the transfer pricing guidelines. On the
one hand, routine profit arises from readily identifiable—and generally less
complex—business activities for which comparable pricing is available. Under
current transfer pricing rules, routine activities are allocated a return benchmarked
by reference to reliable comparables. Examples of routine profit are income attributable to t echnology-related intangibles generated by research and development and
income attributable to routine marketing and distribution functions, which is now
covered by Amount B. On the other hand, residual profit (also referred to as nonroutine profit) is the profit remaining after routine profit is subtracted from total profit;
it is typically allocated to entrepreneurial activities performed within a multinational
group. In businesses that are heavily reliant on intangibles, it is generally assumed
that residual profit is highly correlated with the return on intangible assets. Calculating
residual profit is complex and burdensome given the lack of reliable comparables.
Some examples of residual profit are income attributable to ownership of valuable
intangibles (marketing related), income from performance of economically

significant functions, and income derived from control and assumption of

economically significant risks.
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Another important difference is the kind of nexus for source taxation associated
with each type of profit, since the amount of taxable profit varies depending on whether
the taxing right is based on taxable presence or on taxable source. As explained, the user
participation and marketing intangibles proposals establish a taxable source that would
tax residual profit of the entire multinational group, not only that of the entity operating
in the market jurisdiction. The rationale behind this profit allocation is that routine
functions, which are linked intrinsically to the core business activity of any company,
cannot be conducted in the source country absent a taxable presence; therefore, routine
profit cannot be taxed therein. Consequently, taxable source founded on market proposals would only allow market countries to claim taxing rights on residual profit, and
such tax claim would extend to the entire multinational group on the basis that economically significant intangibles, functions, and risks are mobile and easy to relocate
within a group of entities. This proposal is based on transfer pricing. In contrast, taxable
presence established under the significant economic presence proposal would tax all
profit, including both routine and residual profits, but only of the entity deemed virtually present in the market jurisdiction. This proposal is more aligned with the traditional taxation of nonresident entities with a taxable presence in a source country.
However, Amount A of the OECD’s Unified Approach introduces a new taxing
right for market jurisdictions over a portion of a multinational group’s deemed residual
profit that is within the scope of definition. It combines features of both the residual
profit split method, by introducing a threshold based on profitability to exclude the
remuneration of routine activities, and the fractional apportionment method, by relying
on formula-based calculations. This mixed approach creates some issues due to the conflicting rationales behind the combined methods, as just explained, in connection with
the type of nexus. To begin with, the application of a transfer pricing framework (residual profit split method) to the digital economy is not appropriate. Transfer pricing aims to
prevent base erosion of residence jurisdictions’ taxing rights, while the Unified Approach
aims to do the opposite with the same tools—that is, it aims to erode residence jurisdictions’ taxing rights in favor of creating new taxing rights, absent a taxable presence that
may justify such profit shifting from residence to market countries. Furthermore, residence jurisdictions have taxing rights over all profit of all companies fiscally domiciled
therein, which includes both routine and residual profits. For that reason, transfer pricing rules can effectively claim not only routine but also residual profits when multinational groups try to shift residual profit abroad. The Unified Approach does the opposite:
it tries to strip away from residence jurisdictions taxing rights over residual profits that
are, indeed, protected by transfer pricing rules. Basically, it would require residence jurisdictions to give up taxing rights over income generated by nonroutine business activity.
Another troubling issue about the Unified Approach and the new taxing right under
Amount A is the fact that the sales variable is assigned a triple function within the
proposed system:
• First, as a primary and only indicator for the new nexus rule, as already discussed
• Second, as a tax threshold that limits the scope of application of the new taxing
right, in the form of a country-specific revenue threshold, as also analyzed
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• Third, as a key to allocate the relevant portion of the deemed nonroutine profit
among the eligible market jurisdictions.
Consequently, the system is sales centered, which poses serious concerns by
creating a new direct taxing right on the basis of a consumption variable like revenues
from sales. Conversely, it is the same as imposing a new consumption tax based on the
physical presence of suppliers in the market jurisdiction, irrespective of whether such
suppliers conduct sales or not in the territory. Moreover, digital consumption is already
addressed by indirect taxes (value added tax [VAT]/goods and services tax [GST]) and
could be taxed further if the World Trade Organization decides to lift the ban on tariffs
for digital trade that has been in place since 1998. Therefore, if the aim of the market
jurisdiction is to increase tax collections from the digital economy, using customs
duties on digital goods may be a better option than introducing new direct tax measures
based on sales.
Finally, as pointed out in chapter 3, the real issue about the treatment of tax
losses is the loss-absorbing capacity of residence jurisdictions when a digital company goes out of business without having declared any profit, but its tax losses are
offset against the profits of other entities in the group, in application of either a tax
consolidation regime (Australia, France, Spain, United States) or a system of group
relief (United Kingdom). Accordingly, residence countries have to endure the tax
sacrifice from failed digital businesses, without sharing it with market jurisdictions.
Besides, characterizing profit as routine or residual depends on the type of function, asset, or risk to which the income is attributable, which raises the question of
whether tax losses arise only from routine activities or also from entrepreneurial
activities that generate residual profit. The answer is that tax losses should also be
characterized as routine or nonroutine, depending on the type of activity and the
nature of the assets, functions, and risks from which they originate. Market jurisdictions should be allocated and bear tax losses from nonroutine activities, so as to
guarantee the symmetric allocation of both residual profits and losses, and lossmaking multinational groups should be able to claim tax refunds from market jurisdictions for nonroutine losses.

Income versus Turnover Taxation
This section deals with sales as the tax base, not as nexus, threshold, or allocation key; in
other words, it analyzes turnover taxation as applied to the digital economy. This
revenue-based tax regime is the core of DSTs that many countries worldwide are
increasingly introducing unilaterally. As an alternative to income taxation, turnover
taxation is considered a form of presumptive taxation, which consists of inferring the
base of taxation from some simple indicators (gross turnover, net assets, net worth)
that are easier to measure than going through the regular process of computing income.
Presumptive taxation is used mostly as a proxy for income taxation. From a practical
perspective, the major issue raised by turnover taxation is the trade-off between accuracy and administrative feasibility. The issue is the extent to which the benefit from
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improving administrative feasibility of a tax is worth the cost of lowering its accuracy.
Another related issue is whether turnover taxation by DSTs should (a) be used as a permanent replacement for income taxation or (b) be viewed as merely a transitional
phase until tax administrations are capable of applying income taxation without using
presumptions.
Many countries have used turnover taxation as a form of presumptive taxation for
decades, but in very different circumstances and for very different reasons. Low- and
middle-income countries have used turnover taxation mainly for small businesses—in
some cases, as a minimum tax, due to the lack and low reliability of available tax
information and the limited tax capacity of tax administrations. Instead, high-income
countries apply DSTs to tax digital multinational companies, despite the availability of
financial information and the high tax capacity of governments. Some low- and middleincome countries using turnover taxation provide presumptive deductions based on
ratios developed for types of industry or income, to acknowledge that different
industries have different profit rates. However, DSTs treat all digital business models as
if they share similar profit margins, which is far from being true, since cost structures
vary widely between tax-disruptive digital business models. Turnover taxation has
always been used by residence jurisdictions, while in the current situation this form of
presumptive taxation is being enforced by source countries on the basis of dubious tax
claims. Traditionally, turnover has been the most easily measured financial variable for
a business and is readily available to tax administrations since it must be computed for
the payment of other taxes (for example, VAT). The disadvantage of a turnover-based
tax is that turnover bears no necessary relationship to any measure of income, so it does
not provide a good proxy for income.
Consequently, it is difficult to see the attractiveness of turnover taxation beyond the
fact that it is relatively easy to administer and thus raises revenue. Given that most of
the jurisdictions that have introduced DSTs are high-income countries with robust tax
administrations, the only plausible reason for the choice of revenue as a tax base is the
deliberate intent to prevent any conflict in the application of tax treaties and other
income-based tax regulations in force. Therefore, from a policy perspective, the most
interesting issue is to determine the extent to which presumptions like turnover taxation can be used to simplify the task of tax administrations without fundamentally
changing the tax base, as happens with DSTs.
Furthermore, presumptive techniques have traditionally been employed for a variety of reasons, including, but not limited to, combatting tax avoidance and tax evasion;
simplifying and reducing the burden of tax compliance for taxpayers with very low
turnover; achieving a more equitable distribution of the tax burden by providing objective indicators for tax assessment to limit administrative corruption; or promoting and
encouraging taxpayers to keep proper books and records on the basis of which their
actual income may be properly taxed. None of these reasons is applicable to digital services taxes.
High-income countries have an income tax structure that has evolved over the last
two centuries away from presumption, which led most of them to reject revenue-based
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taxation in the 1960s. Therefore, it is surprising that, in the 21st century, the same highincome countries, which have much greater tax administration capacity, are resorting
to an outdated form of taxation to claim their share of the digital economy. Historically,
presumptive taxes offered a way for low- and middle-income countries to achieve a
substantive broadening of the tax base, given their economic structure and the
information vacuum in which their tax administrations were forced to function. This
scenario is the opposite of the current use of turnover-based DSTs. Indeed, experience
suggests that the shortcomings of presumptive taxation stem mostly from a lack of clear
objectives. When overstretched for revenue purposes, a presumptive tax may lead to
corruption and oppression of taxpayers, even for digital multinationals. Furthermore,
turnover taxation does not account for costs, which may result in taxation of nonexistent
income or profit, creating double taxation that cannot be avoided given that tax treaties
are income based and residence jurisdictions do not provide unilateral tax relief for
foreign revenue–based taxes. In sum, turnover taxation is inconsistent with prevailing
tax principles, with tax administration capacity, and with the digital economy.

Other Types of Digital Income
To begin with, not all tax-disruptive digital business models fall within the scope of
either unilateral tax measures or the Unified Approach. None of these initiatives
address capital gains from the indirect sale of user-related goodwill and know-how
arising from the sale (exit strategy) of digital businesses whose value is enhanced by
user-related data, content, and experiences. Moreover, some of these digital companies
did not monetize previously in any other way, since their main purpose was to build a
user base that would help them to improve the user experience, acquire a better
understanding of the business model, and build a comparative advantage that would
position them as leaders in the digital market. Therefore, no tax measure is currently
targeting capital gains from the indirect sale of user-related activity occurring in a
market jurisdiction, which is consistent with traditional tax principles. Any tax claim
over such income would be very difficult to justify, as well as to enforce, since, unlike
profits, capital gains cannot be categorized as routine or residual, especially without
previous monetization. Some famous examples include the sale of YouTube, Waze, or
Fitbit to Google; the acquisition of Instagram and WhatsApp by Facebook; and the
purchase of LinkedIn and Skype by Microsoft.
Other tax-disruptive digital business models that are not within the scope of
unilateral tax measures and tax proposals are virtual banking and virtual insurance.
Indeed, the Unified Approach carves out financial services, which go beyond banking
and insurance to include credit card companies, consumer-finance companies, stock
brokerages, and investment funds, among others. Similarly, no specific tax claims by
market jurisdictions are made to tax foreign digital companies in the business of online
gambling. All of these business models have in common that their activities are
regulated by governments, and it is usually mandatory to obtain a license before legally
operating in the jurisdiction, which often implies incorporating a local subsidiary that is
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taxed as a resident taxpayer. Thus, there is no need for creative tax claims on the basis of
new and revised nexus and profit allocation rules.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to differentiate between tax-disruptive digital business
models conducted by digital companies and digital transactions involving users who
derive income from participating in such business models. For instance, crowdfunding
platforms help to raise small amounts of money online from a large number of users,
who can provide funds either as debt or as equity, assuming that the projects or ventures
are successful and will provide users of online financial or investment activities with
interest or dividends. Similarly, users may contribute intellectual property (designs,
music, videos, webinars, blogs) to digital content platforms in exchange for royalties
paid for distribution or reproduction rights (YouTubers, e-learning, bloggers, influencers), or digital nomads may be hired online through crowdsourcing platforms to
perform digital freelance projects without any fixed place of work. Consequently, tax-
disruptive digital business models generate not only business income for foreign digital
companies but also other types of income (interests, dividends, royalties, remuneration) for users, who are taxed as resident taxpayers in the market country, unless their
location of residence is unknown (for example, digital nomads).
Another important issue raised by the different types of digital income received by
users is their tax regime when both users are tax residents in different jurisdictions. In
that case, both the increase and decrease in income have asymmetrical effects on the
countries, and it is not clear where the underlying digital transaction is deemed to take
place. For instance, donations made by donors and received by donees through funding
websites or platforms, when both are located in different countries, pose a challenge
since the residence country of the donor may not provide a tax deduction or the donee’s
residence country may not provide a tax exemption or some other tax relief. Another
example is the case of users who bet against each other (for example, online poker)
through an online betting platform that acts as a broker: the gains of one player are the
losses of another, and, likewise, the taxable gains in one jurisdiction become losses to
offset in the other jurisdiction. Some websites grant users free-of-charge access to
online content and digital platforms, which could be deemed taxable compensation in
kind in exchange for data. Digital business models that sell physical goods or render
physical services in the market jurisdiction are forced to employ a local workforce and
usually incorporate a local subsidiary for this purpose (Amazon), since the digital company is responsible for distribution (delivery of physical goods). However, some other
businesses only act as brokers (online e-commerce marketplaces) by connecting users
(Airbnb, Uber), which may raise tax compliance and enforcement issues.
Therefore, the cross-border nature of digital transactions has a tax impact not only
on market jurisdictions regarding foreign digital companies operating in their territories without any physical presence but also on other types of digital income obtained by
users across countries. From a policy perspective, users may be taxed on consumption
(purchase of digital content), but they may also be taxed on income. The real tax challenge is to enforce taxation on the digital economy.
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CHAPTER 6

Tax Administration Issues of Taxing
the Digital Economy

The real challenge of taxing the digital economy lies not so much in designing taxes as in
overcoming tax administration constraints, such as ensuring the tax registration of digital
companies without a physical presence in the market jurisdiction, determining the accrual and
assessment of taxes for tax-disruptive digital business models, applying the most effective
collection method in the absence of a taxable presence, defining the nature of the presumptions
on the basis of limited access to information, and enhancing monitoring and enforcement
mechanisms to control and tax the digital activity occurring within the country. This chapter
discusses all of these tax administration issues, focusing on the direct taxation of foreign digital
companies conducting cross-border activities in market jurisdictions. Many of the aspects
analyzed are also applicable to digital companies operating within their domestic jurisdiction.

Tax Registration of Foreign Digital Companies
Tax registration is the first stage in tax administration. It allows the tax administration to
build a taxpayer base that may help to identify and locate taxpayers, monitor their taxable
activity, audit tax compliance, enforce collection and other tax measures, and forecast
tax revenues. Overall, tax registration helps to establish a preliminary scope of taxpayers
who choose to comply voluntarily with their formal tax obligations and who may be
subject to taxation. Tax registration has a central role to play in the administration of
taxing rights arising from residence taxation: all persons domiciled in the taxing
jurisdiction are subject to tax, constituting the primary source of tax revenues for the
country. An additional advantage of resident taxpayers is their physical presence in the
territory, which facilitates the enforcement of tax obligations and sanctions in the event
of tax offenses. This does not imply that tax registration is not relevant for the taxation of
nonresidents—quite the opposite—but it is more challenging, especially in the absence
of any physical presence of the taxpayer or its business, as occurs with digital activities.
In this regard, the difficulties of getting nonresident entities to register for tax
purposes are widely recognized, as happens with the registration of nonresident digital
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suppliers for value added tax (VAT)/goods and services tax (GST) purposes, which in
some countries extend to nonresident tax agents (digital platforms). Nonresident
entities may opt not to register for many reasons, including tax evasion, burdensome
registration procedures resulting in complex and non-cost-effective compliance, or
simply lack of awareness of the legal requirements and regulations in the market
jurisdiction. Regardless of the difficulties, monitoring activities are more challenging
without voluntary tax registration. This is especially true for tax-disruptive digital
business models, which are intangible in nature and may operate without any external
sign of business activity in the market territory.
At this point, and with our focus on direct taxation of foreign digital entities conducting cross-border activities in market jurisdictions, the relevant issue is the extent to
which tax registration is necessary and on what premise tax registration could be
waived or replaced by other mechanisms that would fulfill a similar function. In this
respect, tax registration is the mechanism for establishing communication between a
person and a tax administration; such communication may be necessary to comply with
tax obligations, which can go beyond paying taxes (submitting tax-relevant information, withholding tax amounts, depositing amounts withheld, monitoring compliance
of third parties’ tax obligations). In addition to taxpayers, tax agents and tax
representatives may also be required to register for tax purposes. Having said that, tax
obligations of nonresidents may vary widely, from paying taxes to reporting transactions
or withholding amounts, all of which depend on the nexus for establishing the taxing
right of the source country. For example, nonresidents who are liable based on taxable
presence (permanent establishment) are required to register because their tax liability
arises from their physical presence and usually pertains to all income from activity conducted within the territory.
Taxing rights on digital business income would be based on taxable source, which
would allow taxing source income via withholdings that would be applied by resident
companies or local financial institutions (banks, credit card companies) or by nonresident tax agents (digital platforms), irrespective of whether the foreign digital company
is registered or not. Such withholdings would be final, unless nonresident taxpayers
were allowed to register and claim refunds on any excess income withheld, subject to
submitting a tax return and all supporting documentation (for income-based initiatives, like the Unified Approach of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development [OECD]) or, alternatively, if foreign digital companies were allowed to
rebut the presumption on which turnover taxation is based (for digital services taxes
[DSTs]). Another option would be to introduce a new presumptive tax on the use of
digital data transmission bandwidth collected via withholding by internet service providers (ISPs), as is discussed in chapter 7. Given the extremely high thresholds of current tax measures and proposals, tax registration of foreign digital companies within
scope should not be an issue for direct taxation purposes. Instead, if tax thresholds were
removed, tax registration could be optional for entities conducting exclusively
business-to-business (B2B) transactions and mandatory for entities exceeding a

business-to-consumer (B2C) threshold.
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Accordingly, tax registration is less relevant both for direct taxation purposes and
for nonresident taxpayers, which combined is the exact case of foreign digital companies. While tax registration is important for indirect taxation of B2C transactions
where nonresident digital suppliers act as withholding agents of the indirect tax, the
situation is the opposite for direct taxation, since nonresident digital suppliers are
not withholding agents, but taxpayers. Tax registration also plays a different role for
resident taxpayers than for nonresident taxpayers. Resident taxpayers have a physical
presence in the country, and tax authorities use tax registration information for
enforcement purposes (tax litigation, seizure of property, lien on assets, bank
account freeze). In contrast, any enforcement measures adopted against nonresident
digital companies without a physical presence in the market jurisdiction are most
likely to prove ineffective. As a consequence, the role that tax registration plays for
foreign digital companies is limited to mere communication, since, even if registered,
nonresident entities may choose not to comply with their tax obligations in the market country, without real consequences. For this reason, in the absence of a taxable
presence, source taxation has traditionally been imposed via withholding, and tax
registration has not usually been required.
Another option is to introduce a simplified tax registration procedure for foreign
digital companies that would provide some type of tax benefits or tax incentives, like
expediting refund claims on tax amounts withheld by resident tax agents (private
businesses, financial institutions, public entities) that exceed the tax liability or simply
are not subject to taxation as a result of not exceeding the taxable threshold (one-time
transactions, low-volume B2C businesses) or being exempt. This alternative would be
especially relevant for nonresident digital platforms that intermediate in peer-to-peer
(P2P) digital transactions (online marketplaces like eBay, Airbnb, online poker sites)
and offer payment-processing services, which would result in high amounts withheld,
many of which would probably by exempt and have to be refunded by the tax authorities
of market jurisdictions, upon simplified reporting obligations.
Therefore, if nonresident digital suppliers were subject to direct taxation in market
jurisdictions, tax registration would not be significantly relevant either for compliance
or for enforcement purposes; the real challenge would be to secure the collection of
taxes at the source, before payments leave the country. To this end, financial entities
should act as tax agents and apply withholding on outbound transfers from B2C digital
transactions. Unfortunately, the financial sector is not supportive in this respect. Hence,
the role that tax registration plays in this context is clearly not central to tax compliance.

Assessment and Accrual of Digital Taxes
This section analyzes assessment and accrual aspects of digital taxes and initiatives,
including the link between different tax bases and possible assessment methods as well
as the impact of source taxation nexus on the timing of tax accrual, which is also
connected to collection mechanisms. Collection mechanisms are addressed in the
following section. As already discussed, according to traditional tax principles, market
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jurisdictions have no basis for claiming taxing rights on income from foreign digital
companies, neither on taxable presence, given the lack of a physical presence of
nonresident digital suppliers, nor on taxable source, since digital activity neither takes
place within the territory nor obtains any benefits from its government. For the sake of
discussion, we examine the impact of nexus rules on the timing of accrual of unilateral
measures and initiatives to tax the digital economy (DSTs, Unified Approach).
In this regard, we have established that the new nexus based on sales bears a closer
correlation with taxable source than with taxable presence. This correlation is relevant because, usually, taxable presence results in periodic accrual of the tax, with the
fiscal year being the most common accrual period (permanent establishments are
taxed on their yearly income). The accrual period is independent of the timing of tax
collection, which may require partial payments on account of the final tax liability or
even automatic application of tax withholding on account, to secure liquidity for the
government throughout the year. In contrast, taxable source normally results in
instantaneous tax accrual, which is reflected in the common tax withholding mechanism applicable to outbound payments made to nonresidents, mostly passive income.
It may also affect active income from business activities conducted within the country without a fixed place of business, as analyzed in chapter 5. In this case, tax accrual
is transaction based, and tax collection is designed to secure payment irrespective of
voluntary tax compliance, since nonresident taxpayers do not play any active role in
the process.
However, it is very important to distinguish between source taxation of different
types of income based on the need for further computation to assess the tax. Certain
types of passive income (dividends, interests, royalties) may be subject to a final withholding tax without additional calculation, while other types of passive income (capital
gains, rental income) may require subtracting acquisition costs or maintenance costs to
assess the final tax, which may differ from the amount of tax initially withheld. The
latter is also the case for source taxation of active income (income from building sites
and construction or installation projects for a duration not exceeding the statutory time
period required to create a permanent establishment). Under the new sales nexus,
source taxation would be applicable to active income from business activities conducted
by nonresident digital companies in market jurisdictions without any physical p
 resence.
In this scenario, unless turnover taxation is deemed final and the tax presumption is
nonrebuttable (DSTs), to assess the final income tax liability, the initial amount of tax
withheld on the basis of revenue would be adjusted by subtracting all operating costs
from the business activity. Alternatively, to assess the final income tax under Amount A
of the Unified Approach, routine profit would be subtracted and a share of residual
profit would be allocated to the market country based on local sales, which would result
in either additional tax payments or refunds.
A different approach could involve amending turnover-based taxes to allow taxpayers to compute their taxable income according to tax regulations applicable to
permanent establishments; all foreign digital companies would be given the opportunity to register a taxable presence in market jurisdictions. This option would solve any
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tax discrimination issues between foreign suppliers with a taxable presence and digital
suppliers without a physical presence. It also would encourage foreign digital companies to incorporate local subsidiaries or to establish branches in the market countries,
solving the troublesome lack of a physical presence. This alternative system would rely
on rebuttable presumptions, as opposed to current digital services taxes, which do not
allow companies to refute the turnover tax.
It is very important to understand the rationale and implications behind the use of
rebuttable presumptions, especially in the context of digital economy taxation, where
access to the financial and tax information of foreign digital companies is extremely
limited. Such a constraint is due to the lack of applicable exchange of information
mechanisms, since most instruments like tax treaties and tax information exchange
agreements are only applicable in connection with income-based taxes, while current
unilateral taxes (DSTs) are revenue based and fall outside the scope of application.
Indeed, this is the exact same reason why those taxes are assessed on turnover: to avoid
any overlap or conflict with the network of income tax treaties. However, the use of
rebuttable presumptions, also known in legal terminology as iuris tantum presumptions,
provides an opportunity for taxpayers to provide voluntarily the information needed to
assess their tax liability and claim any refund that may be due. In contrast, irrebuttable
presumptions, also known as iuris et de iure, have traditionally been used either as minimum taxes or as exclusive taxes, as discussed next.

Application of Presumptive Digital Taxes
Not only digital services taxes but also Amounts A and B under the Unified Approach are
based on presumptions (formulaic approaches, allocation keys, fixed percentages) that,
in the event they are finally implemented, could be applied in many different ways.
These differences would depend on whether such tax presumptions are rebuttable or
not and whether they are mandatory, optional, or merely a safe harbor, as proposed by
the United States. Several options for applying such presumptions are available under
traditional tax theory and international tax practice and should be considered, such as
minimum taxes, exclusive taxes, alternative taxes, or optional taxes. Furthermore,
presumptive taxes may be determined collectively or individually. Depending on the
degree of discretion allowed to tax officials in the application of presumptive methods,
the determination can be mechanical or discretionary, which may affect the flexibility
for negotiation.
At a domestic level, irrebuttable presumptions provide neutrality in terms of
application, since both tax administrations and taxpayers must accept the resulting
legal assessment of the tax liability, without any possibility for making unilateral
changes. In contrast, rebuttable presumptions favor the dominant position of tax
administrations by shifting the burden of proof to taxpayers, who need to provide
supporting evidence of the real tax liability. As a consequence, in the context of
domestic taxation, the use of rebuttable presumptions is discouraged, since it is
assumed that tax administrations have sufficient information on which to make a tax
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assessment based on real activity without pushing the burden to taxpayers. However,
the situation is the opposite in a cross-border scenario, where market jurisdictions may
face great difficulties obtaining information from the countries where digital
companies operating in their territories are tax resident. Indeed, rebuttable
presumptive assessments have traditionally been used as a means of ascertaining
taxpayers’ income in the face of inadequate data (when taxpayers either do not fully
disclose their financial situations on their returns or fail to file a return). This is the
same situation experienced by market jurisdictions when trying to tax foreign digital
companies. Accordingly, in an international taxation environment, the use of rebuttable
presumptions is recommended over the use of irrebuttable ones. Unfortunately,
current tax measures and initiatives to tax the digital economy apply irrebuttable
presumptions that prevent taxpayers from proving that their actual income, calculated
under tax accounting rules, is less than their income calculated under the presumptive
method, which should be revised in light of the circumstances.
As mentioned, irrebuttable presumptions can be divided into two types: minimum
taxes, where tax liability is no less than the liability determined according to the presumptive rules, and exclusive taxes, where tax liability is assessed under the presumption alone, even if the regular rules might lead to higher liability. If taxpayers are not
given the right to claim a refund, then the withholding tax is in effect a minimum tax
collected via withholding. This would be the case for both DSTs and Amounts A and B of
the Unified Approach, which also share traits with exclusive taxes, since their tax liabilities are determined under presumption alone. Yet neither is a pure minimum tax,
which would be the second-best option—after the use of rebuttable presumptions—for
taxing foreign digital companies at a wider scale. The preference for using a minimum
tax is that it would serve the function of a license to operate in the market territory,
while still being an income tax, unlike exclusive taxes, which are not income taxes, but
taxes levied on whatever is used to determine the tax presumption.
On a different note, rebuttable presumptions are closely related to alternative
taxes, which can be defined as taxes that allow for multiple ways of calculating the tax
base, as opposed to nonalternative taxes, which do not contemplate optional methods
of tax assessment. Given the complexity of digital business models and their disparity
with both legal and economic structures, it would be preferable to design a tax that
comprises alternative methods of tax assessment, which may be useful for tailoring
the tax liability to the circumstances of the digital business model and to the specific
industry.
Similarly, presumptive digital taxes should be determined individually because tax
liabilities are significantly high—especially if the current thresholds are kept, which
greatly reduces the number of taxpayers—as are the associated costs of tax administration. Under collective assessment, the tax administration establishes presumptive
income for groups of taxpayers, corresponding to different activities, and assigns each
taxpayer to a group, which determines the taxpayer’s tax liability. Although collective
assessment has the advantage of administrative simplicity, the individual assessment
method has the advantage of greater accuracy, which should prevail when creating new
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taxing rights. Indeed, DSTs are not applied by groups, which is even less accurate than
collective assessment. Amount A would apply collective assessment to define different
thresholds and fixed percentages by groups, but it is not clear whether taxpayers would
be given the opportunity to contest the classification of their business activity, which in
some countries can be done in court. In sum, individual assessment should replace
collective assessment when establishing presumptive income from digital business
models, particularly since, under individual assessment, taxpayers can negotiate with
tax administrations or appeal through the judicial system, which could lead to income
taxation and increased tax compliance.
Another aspect that needs to be analyzed is the degree of discretion that p
 resumptive
methods allow tax officials. Some methods are quite mechanical, allowing no discretion,
while others involve a high degree of discretion for the agent applying them. Turnover
taxes, like digital services taxes and the Unified Approach, are applied mechanically and
do not allow for any discretion, which is aligned with collective assessment and the use
of irrebuttable presumptions. As explained, these traits are not the most appropriate
ones for newly created taxing rights on digital activities. They should be replaced by
rebuttable presumptions, individual assessments, and discretionary application to
limit the risk of arbitrary action on the part of tax administrations, while introducing
some flexibility for negotiation between foreign digital companies and market
jurisdictions. Unless tax measures and initiatives are revised in this direction and some
compromise is reached, the application of presumptive digital taxes will depend
entirely on effective tax collection and tax enforcement mechanisms, without any
involvement of taxpayers’ voluntary compliance. This approach may ultimately result
in digital multinationals discontinuing their business operations in certain countries
solely for economic reasons.
Recently, the United States has suggested that the Unified Approach may be used as
a safe harbor, leaving to digital multinationals the decision on whether or not to adhere
to it. This approach is different from optional taxation. Traditionally, optional taxes
have allowed taxpayers to choose between tax assessment methods, including
presumptive ones. For example, the taxpayer may only be allowed to choose if certain
requirements (recordkeeping) are met and the tax administration authorizes the
taxpayer’s option; alternatively, the tax administration may be given the power to
choose the applicable method. These alternatives are usually considered appropriate
for a context where tax administrations apply residence taxation and the option
affects the choice of tax assessment method, but the tax is levied either way, irrespective
of the method chosen. In contrast, the safe harbor approach has a radically different
meaning and tax implications. Basically, it would affect the exercise of the market
jurisdiction’s taxing right itself and would give taxpayers the power to opt out of
application of the taxing right, turning the Unified Approach into a voluntary tax, only
applicable if companies want to benefit from both mandatory, time-limited, and
binding dispute resolution mechanisms and a more formulaic approach to transfer
pricing. This voluntary safe harbor approach would be aligned with traditional tax
theory principles.
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Effective Tax Collection of Digital Taxes
Tax collection is, by far, the most challenging phase of tax administration, especially for
digital transactions involving nonresidents, which bear a higher tax evasion risk as a
result of the greater difficulty of using traditional local tax enforcement mechanisms to
reach residents in other countries. For the purpose of this section, tax collection refers
to any mechanism that secures payment of the tax liability during the voluntary period
of compliance. Afterward, once the voluntary period has expired, any further action
aimed at securing payment of the pending tax liability is considered tax enforcement.
Accordingly, tax collection may comprise direct tax payment by the taxpayer or tax
withholding and subsequent payment by a tax agent, usually the payor (customer,
buyer, employer, financial institution, intermediary), independent of the timing, periodicity, and installment schedules of such tax payments, which are conditioned by the
government’s need for liquidity to meet its financial obligations.
Given the lack of a physical presence of foreign digital companies in market jurisdictions, the option of direct tax payment may not be the most appropriate. Absent voluntary tax compliance, the options for tax recovery once the income has been paid out
abroad are minimal, and effectiveness of tax enforcement mechanisms is limited.
Therefore, applying tax withholding seems to be the most promising mechanism for
collecting taxes from foreign digital companies, but it is necessary to establish the scope
of digital transactions subject to withholding and the identity of the tax agents. In this
regard, some lessons may be drawn from the experience of applying withholding to
indirect taxation of digital services. For instance, in B2C transactions, nonresident digital suppliers act as withholding agents of the indirect tax that needs to be paid to the tax
administration of the market jurisdiction. This situation creates a greater incentive for
tax evasion, since withheld indirect taxes derive from transactions with consumers,
who are much harder to trace and to monitor. In contrast, in B2B transactions, the
reverse charge mechanism applies, and resident customers must withhold the output
indirect tax (VAT) and declare in their VAT returns both their purchases (input VAT)
and their suppliers’ sales (withheld output VAT), which offset each other from a cash
payment viewpoint, minimizing the risk of tax evasion.
The situation is the opposite for direct taxation at source of digital businesses, since
foreign digital companies are not withholding agents, but, instead, are taxpayers. In B2B
transactions, corporate customers resident in the market jurisdiction would act as
withholding agents and would apply tax withholdings on digital transactions. Similarly,
local digital platforms, acting as distributors or intermediaries in the territory, would
act as withholding agents on behalf of the nonresident digital suppliers. Contrary to the
comprehensive B2B withholding mechanism, B2C digital transactions raise some
issues. For example, engaging consumers to act as withholding agents is not a practicable option, since it would impose a disproportionate burden on them, and tax compliance would be extremely hard to monitor, at least using conventional tax tools. These
limitations create an opportunity for foreign digital companies conducting B2C transactions not only to evade direct taxes at source but also to misappropriate input
indirect taxes collected from consumers. The rampant use of technology and the digital
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nature of transactions may help to solve this situation in the near future. For example,
technology-enabled automated withholding software does not require consumer
intervention to apply and process tax withholdings on merchants.
Meanwhile, until technology enables the application of the B2B withholding
mechanism to B2C digital transactions, alternative tax-withholding agents may be
needed to collect taxes from nonresident digital suppliers. To this end, tax policy
legislators should focus their attention on the internet (digital communication,
distribution channel) and on the financial sector (digital payment). Although some
digital payments do not require the intervention of traditional financial institutions
(cryptocurrencies, virtual currencies, stored-value cards), the majority of digital
payments are channeled through banks and credit card companies, since most users still
earn their income outside the internet and receive their salary through banks. Only
those users whose economy relies exclusively on digital payment methods that are
outside the traditional financial sector may escape such financial sector control. Having
said this, engaging the financial sector as withholding agent, at least for B2C digital
transactions, would help to overcome the constraints described, since financial
institutions have full control over outbound payments and may easily apply withholding
on qualifying outbound transfers of funds. Indeed, this alternative could potentially be
applicable to all types of digital transactions (B2C, B2B, P2P, business-to-government
[B2G]), which would facilitate taxing other streams of digital income (P2P lending).
Unfortunately, the financial sector is not always willing or eager to collaborate on tax
enforcement tasks (applying tax withholdings), because they fear losing clients to
financial institutions located abroad that may not abide by the same national legal duties
or simply not be within their scope. Therefore, any effort in this direction should be at
the global level and within the scope of the G-20 mandate to align the national interests
of worldwide governments under a common tax framework.

Tax Enforcement of Digital Tax Claims
Taxpayers do not fear tax audit; taxpayers fear effective tax enforcement, which may
ultimately result in loss of assets (property seizure, funds freeze, judicial foreclosure)
and loss of freedom (imprisonment). Such penalties are effectively implemented in the
country where assets are located and where taxpayers have their tax residence and are
physically present. Furthermore, tax enforcement has much higher success rates for
resident taxpayers, since they can be identified and located more easily, and information on their assets and execution procedures is readily available (bank account freeze,
tax litigation, property seizure, lien on assets, judicial foreclosure), which contrasts
with the bureaucratic procedures for exchange of information and with the burdensome processes for cross-border execution. Hence, we should not be surprised that tax
evasion is not exclusively a domestic issue; indeed, it is quite the opposite.
Accordingly, most digital economy–related tax evasion schemes involve nonresident suppliers, which means that any enforcement action requires assistance from
the other countries where the noncompliant taxpayer is a tax resident or its assets
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are located. Usually, most jurisdictions tend to provide administrative and judicial
cooperation to other countries in the assessment and collection of taxes, ranging from
the exchange of information, including even automatic exchanges, to the recovery of
foreign tax claims. However, enforcement of the tax claims of market jurisdictions
based on new nexus and profit attribution rules may not be so well received, especially
by residence countries where digital multinationals are domiciled. The explanation is
that traditional cross-border tax cooperation does not normally pose any conflicting
tax claims between the two jurisdictions (the one requesting assistance and the one
providing assistance), since taxing rights are founded on internationally accepted tax
theory principles, and requests for cooperation are supported by legal instruments
(Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, tax treaties, exchange
of information agreements, multilateral conventions for the recognition and
enforcement of foreign judgments). Therefore, providing tax assistance to a foreign
country does not undermine residence-based taxing rights, and, most of the time, such
cooperation is not left to the discretion of tax authorities but, instead, is mandated by
agreed legal instruments.
Under the new digital scenario and assuming no amendments are made to the
existing legal instruments, which would require approval by participating jurisdictions,
any request for international tax cooperation to enforce abroad tax claims arising from
newly created taxing rights based on new and revised nexus and profit attribution rules
(DSTs, significant economic presence, Amount A of the Unified Approach, virtual service permanent establishment, equalization levies) would most probably result in a
denial of assistance if the country receiving the request is the country of tax residence of
the digital company, as a consequence of the conflicting tax claims of both jurisdictions.
Such a negative response would be logical given that assisting the market jurisdiction
would go against the country’s residence-based taxing rights, either because the residence country would be forced to grant unilateral tax relief to the taxpayer affected by
the enforced compliance, which would reduce its national tax revenue base, or because
it would facilitate and enable double taxation of its resident taxpayer, indirectly harming its national economy. Moreover, no obligation to provide the assistance would exist,
since the scope of application of existing legal instruments would not cover such new
tax claims (tax treaties cover income-based taxes, not revenue-based taxes). The only
scenario where such tax assistance might be provided would be if the jurisdiction
receiving the request is not the residence country of the digital company, but assets
(including bank accounts) are still located therein and the market country’s tax authorities are aiming to recover their tax claims by realizing such assets. Without an exchange
of information from residence countries, it would be very difficult to identify the assets
and their foreign location. Even so, in the absence of any legal obligation, most c ountries
would be reluctant to intervene, since they would be indirectly harming their foreign
investors and, consequently, their reputation and ability to attract foreign direct investment, without any legal basis for it or benefit in return.
Therefore, market jurisdictions’ tax claims arising from newly created taxing rights
based on new and revised nexus and profit allocation rules would hardly benefit from
cross-border tax assistance from foreign countries, especially from those where the
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digital companies affected by the request are tax residents. As a consequence, if digital
taxes are finally implemented, enforcement will depend on market jurisdictions’
capabilities to monitor and control the digital activity happening within their borders.
Once tax collection mechanisms fail, the only enforcement alternative left will be to ban
any future digital activity of the noncompliant foreign digital supplier in the territory;
such a ban would require cooperation between tax administrations and ISPs that
control access and digital activity in the country. Internet access would be suspended
until pending tax claims are satisfied. From a technical perspective, such an enforcement
measure is fully practicable, and nowadays it is used to prevent criminal activities as
well as to screen certain digital content (block sites).
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CHAPTER 7

Tax Proposal for Taxing the
Digital Economy

So far, we have analyzed the tax-disruptive aspects of digital business models, the application of
tax principles to taxing the digital economy, and the implications of economic, legal, tax policy,
and tax administration perspectives. This chapter presents a proposal for taxing the digital
economy, based on the creation of a specialized global internet tax agency (GITA), which would
be entrusted with supporting countries in administering a new digital data tax (DDT). It
explains and analyzes the defining elements of this original tax proposal, which would overcome the challenges posed by current tax measures and initiatives, while abiding by traditional
tax theory.

Creation of a New Global Internet Tax Agency
In the absence of an international tax legal system and a global tax authority, the digital
debate comes down to a clash of national economic interests, where market countries
claim new taxing rights at the expense of eroding the tax bases of residence countries.
In this context, we propose the creation of a specialized global internet tax agency,
which would be responsible for providing tax administration technical support to all
jurisdictions that may choose to enact and implement a digital data tax in their territories (box 7.1). Given that the digital economy is a global phenomenon and internet users
operate worldwide, national tax authorities would need to gain access to information
on digital transactions and internet activity to administer the new DDT. The GITA
would provide such support, along with assistance in tax administration matters.
Furthermore, the GITA’s information resources would prove useful for administering
indirect taxes on digital transactions (value added tax [VAT]/goods and services tax
[GST] on digital services, tariffs on the trade of digital goods in case the World Trade
Organization ban is eventually lifted), especially in low-tax-capacity countries, where
access to information and technical expertise are limited.
The decision to introduce a new DDT would be made at the national level, so each
country would choose whether or not to apply it. The GITA would provide technical
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Box 7.1 Comparison between the Digital Data Tax Proposal and Federal
Schemes
The proposed digital data tax (DDT) bears a resemblance to “equalization” schemes
in federal countries. Such schemes must, in effect, always be run by the federal government, but they usually require the agreement of subnational governments on
how the size of the pool is determined and especially on how it is allocated. Such
agreement is difficult to obtain, even within a country, which is why some scholars
are skeptical about the viability of achieving the required degree of consensus
among nations. In fact, if the functioning of such a structure is challenging within a
federal context, it is even more challenging within the global context, where incentives are diffused, not just between resident countries and market participation
economies but also within each group of countries. Once broad agreement on creating such an institution is reached, other even more thorny questions regarding
financing, governance structure, or creation of a work plan risk a clash of opposing
ideas that will threaten its ability to function.
The proposed global internet tax agency (GITA) also has a lot in common with
the United States Multistate Tax Commission (MTC). Both are intergovernmental tax
agencies whose mission is to promote uniform and consistent tax policy and administration among their members, to assist taxpayers in achieving compliance, and to
advocate for tax sovereignty in the development of tax policy. However, some
scholars do not think that the MTC’s structure is appropriate for the GITA. They note
that the existence of the MTC does not preclude the freedom of choice or design
of state tax policy. In particular, the design of a range of issues—specifically the type
of taxes, tax rates, and tax incentives—is not aligned with the proposed functions
and responsibilities of a GITA, which will make it difficult for the GITA to handle DDT.

support and information to countries; in some cases, upon request and tax delegation,
it also could assist in some tax administrative matters. Yet the DDT would be levied on
all internet users with a significant digital presence (SDP) in the country, which would
capture both the domestic and the international digital economy. It would be assessed
on the basis of contracted internet bandwidth and be allocated to market jurisdictions
according to their volume of internet data inflows.
The responsibilities of the GITA would be determined by each country’s delegation,
including, but not limited to, the following:
• Monitoring worldwide internet activity
• Compiling in a single database all tax-relevant data on digital transactions
• Centralizing all tax registration procedures from internet businesses and c ustomers
in a unique official online portal
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• Characterizing income from digital business models
• Assessing digital taxing rights by jurisdiction
• Coordinating with national tax authorities and internet service providers (ISPs) on
collection and enforcement of the DDT
• Allocating to market jurisdictions the assigned share of tax revenues from the DDT
• Assisting national tax authorities in resolving any DDT-related tax disputes
• Providing technical assistance to low-tax-capacity countries in tax policy and tax
administration of digital taxes other than the DDT
• Acting as a clearinghouse between countries on the basis of the previous allocation
of DDT revenues worldwide
• Supervising the compliance of transfers of DDT revenues between countries
• Auditing the tax practices of countries administering the DDT.
National tax authorities would perform tax administration functions in application
of the new DDT within their respective jurisdictions and in connection with their resident taxpayers on the basis of all tax-relevant information provided by the GITA. In this
sense, national tax authorities would retain and manage tax responsibilities related to
the following:
•
•
•
•

Collecting DDT voluntary payments and withholdings
Processing DDT refund claims
Auditing DDT taxpayers and tax agents
Enforcing all other DDT tax obligations.

This technically specialized agency would have a mandate from all member countries
to provide tax support and to coordinate the exchange of information with financial institutions and internet service providers (tier-1 through tier-3 ISPs). It would be equipped
with all of the necessary means, resources, and powers to fulfill this mission. Moreover,
similar to the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the GITA would be fully independent and free
from any kind of national, regional, and political interference. At the same time, it would
need to have the full support of the global community and should be created under the
auspices of the United Nations (UN) as a new specialized agency in charge of addressing
the tax challenges posed by digitalization of the economy.
As part of the United Nations, the GITA would benefit from the UN institutional
network, technical expertise, and resources. Even more important, the United Nations
would ensure that all countries join as members and participate on a truly equal footing,
which would guarantee the agency’s political neutrality and the global community’s
support. Indeed, no other international organization is better positioned than
the United Nations to lead this global initiative: the United Nations brings
together the entire international community and contributes the experience and
infrastructure of its specialized agencies (International Monetary Fund, International
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Telecommunication Union, World Bank Group), which will prove decisive in fulfilling
the missions of this new agency.
The GITA would have three main missions:
• To provide technical support and coordination in the tax administration of the new
digital data tax
• To provide technical assistance to low-tax-capacity countries in the administration
of indirect taxes on the digital economy (VAT/ GST on digital services)
• To serve as a global registry of all digital economy–related information that
facilitates cross-border administration and monitoring of taxable internet activity.
To fulfill these missions, financial sector institutions (banks, credit card companies,
insurance companies) would have to cooperate fully with national tax authorities and
with the GITA to ensure that all financial transactions connected to digital activities are
characterized properly and subject to tax withholding, if needed. These institutions
would also need to support countries in the collection of digital taxes from business-toconsumer (B2C) transactions and assist the GITA and ISPs in the enforcement of pending tax claims from the DDT.
In order to process online payments directly or through payment platforms, financial institutions would require internet users conducting online business operations

Box 7.2 Previous Proposals for Creating a Global Tax Authority
Article 82 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea obligates coastal
states to make payments to a United Nations body called the International Seabed
Authority for the exploitation of nonliving resources of the extended continental shelf
beyond 200 nautical miles. To date, Article 82 has not been triggered, although it
may be soon.
Vito Tanzi proposed creating a world tax authority (WTA), a concept that evolved
over time. Initially, in 1988, Tanzi proposed that the WTA would have the power to
levy taxes on the citizens of sovereign countries (Tanzi 1988). Later, in 1999, domestic
tax problems were excluded from the list of WTA responsibilities, which were conceived as providing technical assistance, especially to poorer countries when they
require it, as, for example, in their dealings with multinational corporations (Tanzi
1999). The GITA resembles the latter version of WTA more than the former.
Richard Ainsworth and Xiuyuan (Tony) Hu proposed creating a supranational tax
authority in charge of taxing cryptocurrencies. El Hadji Dialigue Ba (Ba 2019) proposed creating a global transfer pricing observatory. French president Jacques
Chirac proposed creating a global tax system to fund development projects that
might include a tax on aviation and maritime shipping fuel or a tax on the worldwide
sale of airplane tickets. Finally, the European Union proposed imposing a “Tobin
tax” on international currency exchanges, an idea that has recently reemerged from
the past and been adopted by some countries (Spain).
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(digital supplies and services) and economic activities over the internet (virtual
financial services, online gambling, software licensing, crowdfunding) to provide both
their internet protocol (IP) address and their new internet tax identification number
(ITIN), which the GITA would assign to them at the time of registration. Financial institutions would then share this additional set of banking data with national tax authorities and with the GITA, via the new automatic exchange of information (AEOI) global
standard currently in place or through any other legal mechanism (such as the Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act). This information would be cross-checked and matched
with information that ISPs provide on the use of internet bandwidth of registered
internet users, for DDT assessment purposes.
This new proposal for creating a GITA is radically different from previous proposals
that advocated creating a global tax authority in charge of administering its own taxing
rights with autonomous powers (box 7.2). Unlike those proposals, the GITA would only
provide specialized technical support upon request to assist countries in administering
a new DDT and any other digital taxes they have introduced.

Introduction of a New Digital Data Tax
Internet businesses with significant digital activity require sufficient server bandwidth
to ensure that their websites do not crash or slow down and can absorb internet traffic
flow. Therefore, while internet data have a value, transferring or receiving data has a
cost, derived from paying servers for internet bandwidth (box 7.3). This cost increases

Box 7.3 Bandwidth Explained
Bandwidth describes the maximum data transfer rate of a network or internet
connection. It measures how much data can be sent over a specific connection in a
given amount of time. While bandwidth is used to describe network speeds, it does
not measure how fast bits of data move from one location to another. Since data
packets travel over electronic or fiber optic cables, the speed of each bit transferred
is negligible. Instead, bandwidth measures how much data can flow through a
specific connection at one time.
When visualizing bandwidth, it may help to think of a network connection as a
tube and each bit of data as a grain of sand. If you pour a large amount of sand into
a skinny tube, it will take a long time for the sand to flow through it. If you pour the
same amount of sand through a wide tube, the sand will flow through the tube much
faster. Similarly, a download will finish much faster when you have a high-bandwidth
connection rather than a low-bandwidth connection.
Data often flow over multiple network connections, which means that the connection with the smallest bandwidth acts as a bottleneck. Generally, the internet
backbone and connections between servers have the most bandwidth, so they
rarely become bottlenecks. The most common internet bottleneck is the connection to an internet service provider.
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proportionally to bandwidth capacity, which is only justified if the increase in internet
traffic creates more value for the internet business. Why would internet businesses
incur server bandwidth costs if they were not making money from internet traffic?
Based on this assumption, market jurisdictions are encouraged to explore introducing a digital license-type tax on foreign digital suppliers that wish to access and operate
remotely in their digital markets, which is the backbone of our DDT proposal (box 7.4).
The DDT would consist of two components, one acting as a toll tax and one acting as a
service charge for contracted internet bandwidth (in the global DDT) or for significant
digital presence (in national DDTs). Such a DDT would not be a presumptive income
tax1 in any manner: source income taxation of nonresident companies without a physical presence is not compatible with traditional tax theory principles. The DDT would
overcome this obstacle by operating as a digital license-type tax that would be
deductible as a business operating cost in the residence jurisdiction of the digital
supplier. It would not be creditable, as income taxes usually are. The DDT also would
be modulated depending on the degree of significant digital presence.
The global DDT would be introduced at a national level2 as a newly created standalone3 tax that would be levied on all internet users with a significant digital presence in
the jurisdiction. SDP would be based on the volume of internet data flow with the territory, measured by two indicators, which would also serve as allocation keys for distributing global DDT revenues among market jurisdictions: (a) the number of digital transactions conducted with users physically located in the territory and (b) the number of
visits to the online websites from users physically located in the country. The first
indicator aims to measure the economic activity arising from the paid supply of
digital content and digital services (digital business models as well as the following
tax-disruptive digital business models, detailed in table 2.3 in chapter 2: sale of nonuser
digital content, licensing of digital content, subscription to digital content, virtual banking, virtual insurance, online gambling, online e-commerce marketplace). The second
indicator targets the economic activity arising from the monetization of user-related
data and content contributed in exchange for free access to digital content and digital
platforms (the remaining tax-disruptive digital business models: sale of user-related
data and user-contributed digital content, online user-targeted advertising, sale of userrelated goodwill as part of the sale of a digital business). Therefore, the new DDT would
capture the digital presence of domestic and foreign internet users operating in market
jurisdictions without a physical presence. The defining trait of such targeted users is
their monetization-oriented economic activity in the form of a digital business model,
regardless of whether they end up generating income or not and irrespective of whether
they operate the business model as legal entities or as individuals.
The DDT would not be a presumptive income tax. It would be a digital license-type
tax, which is totally different. The former assumes the existence of some sort of income,
while the latter does not necessarily require any income (the DDT would tax contracted
internet data bandwidth, irrespective of whether it is effectively used or not or whether
any income is generated or not from such use), as happens with business licenses and
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Box 7.4 Comparison of the Proposed Digital Data Tax to a Bit Tax
The digital data tax (DDT) bears some resemblance to the groundbreaking bit tax,
which was proposed by visionary tax expert Arthur Cordell and originally presented
in 1995 as a form of consumption tax that would tax the flows of digital information
between global networks (Cordell 1996, 1997). It would apply to the number of computer bits of information received by the user through the intermediary of the internet
service provider (ISP). Later in 1999, the United Nations Development Programme
included in the Human Development Report a simplified version of the bit tax that
was limited to taxing internet e-mail (UNDP 1999).
In 2000, several countries, including Australia and Canada, as well as the
European Union rejected the bit tax. The European Union argued that a bit tax would
not be in accordance with basic principles of international taxation. Canada stated
that the concept of a transaction tax on the flow of electronic information, without
regard to the value of that information, could create economic anomalies and
impede the growth of electronic commerce. For example, valuable data contained in
a relatively small volume of digital information would, under a bit tax, be subject to a
correspondingly small tax, while the transfer of a movie, involving large amounts of
digital information, would be subject to a large bit tax. Even the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), in 2014, considered a bit tax
based on the volume of bandwidth used by multinationals’ websites, but later abandoned it. Similarly, Hungary’s bit tax of Ft 150 (US$0.60) per gigabyte of data traffic,
introduced in 2014, attracted massive protests and was ultimately repealed. For all of
these reasons, the bit tax proposal was abandoned.
The DDT proposal aims to overcome the deficiencies and weaknesses of the bit
tax and significantly differs from it in various aspects:
•
The DDT would not depend on the amount of digital data (bits) sent via
the internet, but instead on the contracted internet bandwidth, irrespective of whether such capacity is used or not, which is much easier to
assess and to implement (the DDT would be levied by ISPs at the time of
contracting the internet bandwidth, even if not one single bit is later sent
via the internet).
The DDT would only apply to internet users conducting business online,
•
not to private users, as the bit tax would have done.
The DDT would be in accordance with the basic principles of interna•
tional taxation since taxpayers would receive a benefit in return—they
would gain access to the digital market of a given jurisdiction to conduct
business remotely—in contrast to the bit tax, which would apply without
any benefit in return.
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other operating business costs and investments. The key would be the intention to
conduct business, similar to a lease or rental of office space, which is a cost for any
company that intends to conduct business, even if, at the end, no profits are generated
or the physical facilities are not used. In this sense, the DDT would be a fixed cost for any
internet user who intends to operate a digital business model in a given country. It
would operate as a mandatory toll tax to use the internet “highways” to access the
“digital market” of a market jurisdiction and be levied according to the degree of
significant digital presence. Since it would not be an income tax, it would not be
creditable, but it might be deductible as a business operating expense if residence
countries allow it.
Thus the DDT would be characterized as a digital license-type tax (not presumptive,
since presumptive taxation only applies to income taxes), which would be assessed on
the basis of the global volume of contracted internet bandwidth and on having internet
access to a certain number of market jurisdictions and, therefore, having a significant
digital presence therein. This approach would incorporate a new notion of digital protection, arising from the mandatory authorization required from national telecommunication authorities to operate in their territories in exchange for a license-type tax, which
would include a toll tax as the national component of it. Each country would be able to
establish the amount of toll tax, and the tax revenues from it would belong to each jurisdiction granting internet access. This would be one of the two components of the tax base
used to calculate DDT liability. The other component would be the amount of internet
bandwidth contracted with ISPs, which would follow a proportional tax rate structure;
internet users would be taxed according to their need for internet capacity. Such a tax rate
schedule would be agreed upon yearly by all GITA member countries, subject to previous
consultation with other relevant internet actors (ISPs, financial sector entities). Different
internet bandwidth thresholds could be set to distinguish between small and medium
internet businesses and large internet multinationals, the latter being subject to a progressive tax rate schedule, more exhaustive monitoring based on enhanced risk assessment, and reinforced tax enforcement mechanisms by tax authorities in connection with
other tax obligations (tax withholding agents for VAT on business-to-business [B2B]
transactions, foreign suppliers for VAT on B2C transactions).
Alternatively, if the GITA is not created immediately, the digital data tax could also
be introduced unilaterally and implemented by national tax authorities, which could be
done as either an interim or a permanent measure. Obviously, this option would involve
changing the design of the DDT somewhat to overcome the lack of information on
the global amount of internet bandwidth contracted, which is usually only known by
the local or regional ISP of the internet user, which in most cases is located outside the
market jurisdiction. At the same time, this option would allow countries to have exclusive control over the entire tax administration of the DDT. They would not need to wait
for the GITA to calculate and allocate each country’s share of the global amount of contracted internet bandwidth, and they would not need to operate as a clearinghouse.
Therefore, the national version of the DDT, without intervention of the GITA, would
have two components. The first one would be a toll tax for gaining internet access to the
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country, which has already been discussed. The second one would be a measure of the
size of the digital presence. It would be assessed on the basis of the two indicators previously used as allocation keys and now serving as tax bases: (a) the number of digital
transactions conducted with users physically located in the territory and (b) the number of visits to online websites from users physically located in the country. This second
component would be calculated differently from country to country, depending on the
weight assigned to each indicator. Certain tax thresholds could be introduced to exempt
internet users without a significant digital presence in the taxing jurisdiction (low volume of digital transactions, small number of visits). Certain types of users also could be
exempted from the entire DDT or any of its two components, like those acting as mere
contributors of digital content without deriving any economic gain from digital activities (bloggers, nonprofit organization sites, charities, crowdsourcing sites) or public
entities (government sites, public universities, public service initiatives), unless they
use the internet to collect revenue or for any other monetization strategy that may generate value for them.
Given that the DDT aims to capture a significant digital presence, which requires
some kind of website or web page through which internet users interact, the DDT would
initially be assessed for those internet users that contract not only internet bandwidth
and servers but also web-hosting services associated with a domain name. This assessment would require any of the two DDT modalities (global or national) to establish
cooperation mechanisms between the tax authorities or the GITA and web-hosting
providers and ICANN. This multiparty system would allow greater control of internet
presence, especially for tax monitoring within a jurisdiction and for tax enforcement in
case of noncompliant taxpayers, which would facilitate banning their online websites.
As a disadvantage, focusing on internet businesses operating through websites may
make it more difficult to detect other internet users whose businesses do not rely on
online websites, such as digital entrepreneurs concluding contracts over the internet or
digital nomads providing high-value services over e-mail (information technology consultancy services, legal services, financial advisory services, accounting services), without any need for having special servers or transferring high volumes of digital data. In
these cases, their digital presence would be registered, but not taxed, by the mandatory
registration procedure under the global version of the DDT.
Another important difference between the global DDT version (which involves the
GITA) and the national DDT version is that only the global version applies the fractional apportionment method for allocating and distributing to member jurisdictions
the tax revenues from the contracted internet bandwidth component of the global
DDT; these tasks can only be coordinated by the GITA, given its global reach. This same
constraint prevents national tax authorities from using contracted internet bandwidth
as the tax base of national DDTs, since such information is not readily available to
national tax authorities from international ISPs. If the DDT is implemented unilaterally
without global coordination, residence countries would not grant tax relief to their taxresident taxpayers subject to one or more foreign DDTs as a result of their online business operations abroad. However, if a global DDT is applied by national tax authorities
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and supported by the GITA, then member countries could be required to provide tax
relief in the form of a tax credit or a tax deduction. Deduction would probably be the
preferred choice, allowing internet business users to deduct as a business operating
expense the global DDT paid (box 7.5).
Any of the two DDT modalities shown in figure 7.1 would replace turnover-based taxes
(digital services taxes, equalization levies) and tax initiatives aimed at creating direct taxing rights in favor of market jurisdictions for digital activity conducted within their borders
(Amount A of the OECD’s Unified Approach). The DDT also would take into account all
types of digital transactions (B2B, B2C, business-to-government [B2G], peer-to-peer
[P2P]), either for global allocation of DDT by the GITA or as a tax base for national DDT
assessment. Indeed, most B2B and B2C transactions are conducted via websites or web
pages, even when digital content may also be delivered digitally via other channels (e-mail).

Box 7.5 Would the Digital Data Tax Be Creditable?
Some scholars have stressed the importance of the digital data tax (DDT) being
creditable. However, given that the DDT is not an income tax, not even a presumptive
one, the option for tax credit is very limited. This trade-off requires a three-way
compromise. For example, the fact that the DDT would not be creditable against
residence taxation may prompt multinational enterprises to oppose it, as happens
with current digital taxes (digital services taxes, equalization levies). In contrast, if the
DDT were fully creditable, then residence jurisdictions would be the ones to fight it,
since they would have to absorb the entire DDT, which would erode their tax base,
as suggested by current proposals (Unified Approach). Therefore, the half-way
compromise would be to stress that the DDT is not an income tax (because traditional
tax theory principles do not support income taxation by source countries without a
brick-and-mortar permanent establishment), so residence jurisdictions would not
have to give away part of their tax base (via income tax credits). At the same time, a
new taxing right would be recognized for market jurisdictions in the form of a digital
license-type tax, which would be tax deductible as an operating expense by
multinational enterprises against their income taxes back in their residence countries.
Consequently, nobody would win, which is the best possible compromise:
•
Multinational enterprises would not be subject to a full income tax (or,
even worse, to a presumptive turnover-based version of it), which most
probably would not be creditable. Instead, they would be subject to the
DDT, which would be tax deductible.
•
Market jurisdictions would get substantial revenues from the DDT, as
shown in the case study presented later in this chapter.
•
Residence countries would not surrender taxing rights, but would grant a
tax deduction for DDT as an operating cost.
To sum up, the DDT proposal offers the best compromise out of all current digital
taxes and tax initiatives, since it takes into account not only the interests of both
source and residence countries, but also the interests of digital multinationals.
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Figure 7.1 Tax Design of Global and National Modalities of Digital Data Tax
GLOBAL DIGITAL DATA TAX
What is the tax base?
Internet users from GITA member countries

Tax collection by ISPs

DIGITAL TOLL TAX
Component 1
(country specific)

INTERNET BANDWIDTH TAX
Component 2
(global; set by GITA members)

How are tax revenues allocated to countries?

Fractional apportionment
By country of
significant digital
presence (SDP)

Allocation key 1
Number of transactions
with local users

Allocation key 2
Number of website
visits from local users

NATIONAL DIGITAL DATA TAX
What is the tax base?
Internet users with significant digital presence in national territory
Tax collection by ISPs or tax authorities

DIGITAL ACCESS
Component 1

Digital toll tax
to local market

SIGNIFICANT DIGITAL PRESENCE
Component 2

Number of transactions
with local users

Number of website
visits from local users

Source: Original figure for this publication.
Note: GITA = global internet tax agency; ISP = internet service provider.

This proposal would assign value to binary-code (digital) data transferred over the
internet. In some way, internet bandwidth is the new soil. Historically,
presumptive taxation was first used in ancient Egypt, where farmers were taxed based
on the surface area they cultivated, not on their actual harvested crops, plus a variable
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element like the annually changing water level of the Nile River. Similarly, even if the
DDT is not a presumptive tax, it operates in the same way in some aspects: the surface
area would be the geographic scope of internet access, and the variable element would
be the amount of contracted internet bandwidth, which together determine the DDT
liability, irrespective of the actual income generated from digital transactions.
The DDT would be designed as a mandatory license-type tax, whose first component
would be a toll tax in exchange for internet access to market countries. Depending on
the DDT modality, different design options would be available. For example, a global
DDT would probably be implemented as a nonrebuttable exclusive tax, which would
render it a tax on the amount of contracted internet bandwidth rather than a tax on
estimated income, as stated by traditional tax theory. In contrast, national DDTs could
allow rebuttable presumptions and establish the DDT as a minimum income tax, which
would be compared to the regular income tax that would have been due if the internet
user had operated through a permanent establishment in the market jurisdiction. In
addition, a global DDT would only be assessed collectively and applied mechanically,
while national DDTs would allow for individual determination and discretionary application of the tax.
Hence, the design of national DDTs would be more flexible than the design of a
global DDT, while the application and administration of a global DDT would be more
restrictive. Both types would be technically feasible, since the technology and information required are fully available; only a proper cooperation framework is missing, which
would be solved by creating the GITA and tax collaboration agreements.

Mandatory Registration of a Digital Presence
The introduction of the DDT would be accompanied by a new mandatory registration
obligation that would affect all internet users, not only those conducting business, but
also those acting as mere customers, viewers, or contributors and irrespective of the
geographic location and reach of the internet access and digital interaction of each user.
Basically, any individual or entity with a digital presence, understood as a simple
internet connection, would have to be registered. This new obligation would build a
comprehensive, updated registry of internet users, which would provide valuable information on the internet activities of and interaction between all participants in the digital economy. Additionally, such a user database could be used to educate users on their
internet tax obligations and digital responsibility, which would help to advance tax
administration practices, especially in B2C and P2P digital transactions, where private
internet users could eventually become tax agents and support the tax authorities. Such
educational programs would be subsidized and offered by national governments and
other specialized agencies, under the guidance of the GITA.
Management of this new digital presence registry would be shared between the
GITA and national tax authorities, unless the global DDT is rejected and countries
introduce national DDTs unilaterally in an uncoordinated manner. Obviously, the
scope of information under each scenario would be different. On the one hand, the
GITA would have access to global data from worldwide ISPs, financial institutions,
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ICANN, IETF, web-hosting providers, dedicated server hosting providers, and, most
important, all member countries’ tax authorities. On the other hand, national tax
authorities that unilaterally introduce a DDT would only have access to the share of
information that concerns their territory, their tax residents, and the nonresidents
operating therein; obtaining the data and enforcing the obligation to register would
prove time-consuming. From the perspective of internet users, the existence of one
global centralized registry, jointly coordinated by the GITA and national tax authorities,
would have many benefits. The main benefit would be a drastic reduction in tax compliance costs for users as a result of having to register once worldwide instead of having to
register country by country. Furthermore, this global registry would facilitate tax
administration, not only of the DDT, but also of any other taxes related to digital transactions (VAT/GST, corporate income tax, personal income tax). For example, national
tax authorities could use this information to audit resident taxpayers conducting all or
part of their business over the internet (digital business models).
As refers to the registration process, all internet users would be required to submit
their tax residence address and national tax identification number (TIN), while
business-type users would also be required to provide the IP address and domain name
of their websites or the web pages through which they operate online. This information
would suffice if the registration process is conducted at a national level for a national
DDT. If the registration is coordinated at a global level by the GITA, then each internet
user would be assigned a unique internet tax identification number (ITIN) that would
serve to identify each internet user across countries under a single identification code
for tax purposes. This would be similar to the legal entity identifier (LEI), which is a
unique global identifier for legal entities participating in financial transactions.
The newly created ITIN would consolidate information on all internet users from all
different sources, including, but not limited to, ISPs, web-hosting services, national tax
authorities, and financial entities. To this end, all internet operators would be asked to
request and obtain the ITIN from all of their existing and new clients wishing to contract
their digital services and carry out financial transactions online. The information should
be exchanged automatically among the GITA, the national tax authorities, ISPs, and
financial entities, including banks and credit card companies. Member countries would
agree to exchange such information upon joining the GITA, while ISPs would be compelled to amend the terms of their standard service contract to include the right to share
with the GITA and national tax authorities information on the services provided (contracted internet bandwidth, geographic scope of internet service, IP address, domain
name, number and volume of online transactions, number of visits, nature of financial
transactions). If needed, contracts would also cover the right to collect the DDT, either
as part of their services or through withholdings on financial transactions, when
instructed by national tax authorities. In addition, contracts would cover the right to
suspend the provision of digital services when required to enforce pending DDT claims
and upon official request by the national tax authorities or by the GITA acting by delegation of the national authorities. In practice, such suspension would imply interrupting
internet service connection or web-hosting services for internet users that have not
complied with their DDT and other tax obligations (tax registration, tax reporting,
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tax withholding). Finally, simplified registration mechanisms could be established for
nonbusiness users or for small and medium internet businesses, based on tax thresholds
(amount of contracted internet bandwidth, volume and number of digital transactions),
which the GITA would review periodically in consultation with all member countries.

Tax Collection, Enforcement, and Clearinghouse Mechanisms
Collection and enforcement of the DDT would be the most challenging part of administering this new tax, which would vary depending on whether it is applied globally or
unilaterally.4 While unilateral DDTs would differ from each other, which implies the
existence of different national DDTs, the global DDT would be a single, uniform levy
that would be imposed worldwide and later allocated to member countries that would
ultimately have a tax claim over a share of it. Additionally, the global DDT would benefit
from the GITA’s technical support and coordination, including acting as a clearinghouse for allocating global DDT revenues to all member countries and monitoring tax
enforcement tasks across jurisdictions.
Although both national and global DDTs would arise from sovereign taxing rights,
their collection and enforcement mechanisms would be significantly different. While
unilaterally introduced national DDTs would be administered entirely by each jurisdiction, the global DDT would be administered jointly by the GITA and its member countries, with the assistance of ISPs, web-hosting service providers, and financial entities,
which would act as tax agents by collecting the global DDT via withholding.5 ISPs and
web-hosting providers would play a key role in tax collection since these entities would
have access to the information needed to assess the global DDT (countries with a digital
presence and contracted internet bandwidth). In the subsequent tax allocation p
 rocess,
valuable information on the allocation keys needed to apply the fractional a pportionment
method (number of digital transactions conducted with each country, number of visits
to online websites by country) would be provided by these and other collaborating entities. For example, the International Telecommunication Union, which is the oldest
international organization and a UN specialized agency, would be a valuable partner of
the GITA, since it is active in broadband internet, internet access, latest-generation
wireless technologies, and next-generation networks.
Furthermore, these entities would assist national tax authorities and the GITA in tax
enforcement tasks, like facilitating information about their clients’ operations within
the territory (number of digital transactions conducted with local users, number of local
visits to online websites) or suspending the access of noncompliant users to regional or
local internet networks and preventing further online business, until pending DDT
liabilities are paid, which would apply to both global DDT and national DDT liabilities.
Finally, if DDT is applied unilaterally, DDT revenue collection would belong entirely
to the national tax authority, since, as already explained, the tax base of national DDTs
incorporates the indicators that are used as allocation keys under the global DDT. If
the DDT is applied globally, the GITA could act as a clearinghouse by calculating the
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share of DDT revenues to be allocated to each country using fractional apportionment
on the basis of the allocation keys mentioned. The most efficient scenario would be to
have ISPs remit all DDT revenue collected to the GITA; at the end of the fiscal year, the
GITA would automatically redistribute and transfer the DDT share allocated to each
market jurisdiction. Alternatively, if countries collected DDT revenues, the GITA would
compute the DDT transfers necessary to balance DDT collections with the DDT share
allocated. Such transfers, either positive or negative, would be made to the GITA, which
would redistribute DDT among market jurisdictions, and amounts would be due to the
GITA irrespective of actual collections.6

Case Study: Global Digital Data Tax Collection and Clearinghouse
Mechanisms
This case study illustrates the functioning of the global DDT through tables. It shows
how the proposed global DDT and GITA would function, including the information to
be collected on GITA member countries, the amount of revenues collected, and the
clearinghouse mechanism related to apportioning and distributing the revenues
collected (tables 7.1–7.5).

Table 7.1 Information Relevant to a Global Digital Data Tax (by GITA Member Countries)
Country

Digital toll tax

Number of users with SDP

Transactions

Visits

Country A

$500

150,000

20%

40%

Country B

$300

220,000

35%

10%

Country C

$200

70,000

15%

20%

Country D

$800

130,000

25%

5%

Country E

$1,000

180,000

5%

25%

—

750,000

100%

100%

GITA

Source: Original table for this publication.
Note: GITA = global internet tax agency, comprising countries A, B, C, D, and E; SDP = significant digital presence.
Number of users may include users with multiple SDPs. Transactions = percentage of global digital transactions
conducted with local users. Visits = percentage of global visits from local users.

Table 7.2 Global Digital Data Tax Revenues Collected (by Collaborating Entities)a
DDT component

DDT collected

Digital toll tax (country specific)

$439 million

Internet bandwidth tax (global)

$3,750 million

Source: Original table for this publication.
Note: DDT = digital data tax. Assumption: average bandwidth tax per user with significant digital presence =
$5,000 per year per market jurisdiction.
a. internet service providers.
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Table 7.3 Step 1: Fractional Apportionment (by GITA) of Global Digital Data Tax Collected
Indicator

DDT allocated

Digital toll tax (sum of countries)

$439 million

Allocation key 1: Percentage of transactions

$1,875 million

Allocation key 2: Percentage of visits

$1,875 million

Source: Original table for this publication.
Note: GITA = global internet tax agency; DDT = digital data tax. Assumption: 50% weight of each allocation key
for internet bandwidth (component 2). Allocation key 1 = tax proxy for transactions like online marketplaces and
digital supplies. Allocation key 2 = tax proxy for online advertising and user-related business models.

Table 7.4 Step 2: Allocation (by Country) of Global Digital Data Tax Collected by GITA
Country

Component 1:
digital toll tax

Component 2: internet bandwidth tax
Allocation key 1

Allocation key 2

Total DDT allocated

Country A

$75 million

$375 million

$750 million

$1,200 million

Country B

$66 million

$656 million

$188 million

$910 million

Country C

$14 million

$282 million

$375 million

$671 million

Country D

$104 million

$468 million

$94 million

$666 million

Country E

$180 million

$94 million

$468 million

$742 million

GITA

$439 million

$1,875 million

$1,875 million

$4,189 million

Source: Original table for this publication.
Note: GITA = global internet tax agency; DDT = digital data tax. Component 1 = digital toll tax allocated to countries
by number of users with a significant digital presence.

Table 7.5 Step 3: Clearinghouse Mechanism (by GITA) of Global Digital Data Tax Allocated
Country

DDT allocated

DDT remitted by ISPs

Balance with GITA

Country A
Country B

$1,200 million

$75 + $750 =      $825 million

+ $375 million (credit)

$910 million

$66 + $1,100 =    $1,166 million

− $256 million (debit)

Country C

$671 million

$14 + $350 =      $364 million

+ $307 million (credit)

Country D

$666 million

$104 + $650 =    $754 million

− $88 million (debit)

Country E

$742 million

$180 + $900 = $1,080 million

− $338 million (debit)

Source: Original table for this publication.
Note: GITA = global internet tax agency; DDT = digital data tax; ISP = internet service provider. Assumption: ISPs
remit to countries global DDT withheld from users with significant digital presence therein.

Benefits of the Digital Data Tax Proposal
The tax proposal comprises two versions of the new digital data tax, depending on
whether it is introduced unilaterally by some jurisdictions in an uncoordinated manner
(national DDTs) or is applied jointly by most countries worldwide under the
coordination of the global internet tax agency (the global DDT). This section examines
the benefits of both types of DDT that recommend their adoption.
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Among the common benefits, compliance with tax theory principles is the most fundamental. Both DDT modalities comply with the following tax principles:
• Horizontal equity principle. Internet users with a similar digital business presence are
taxed alike and vice versa.
• Benefit principle. In exchange for paying the DDT, users gain the right to access a digital market and to receive the digital protection of national authorities and the
GITA, to the benefit of any internet business operator in new markets.
• Neutrality principle. The DDT does not distort investment decisions and can be considered an operating expense and be deductible from residence income taxation,
eliminating any disincentive to operate online, including double taxation.
• Tax sovereignty principle. The DDT would be levied by national tax authorities.
• Administrative feasibility principle. Assessment of the DDT is much simpler than in
residual approaches (Amount A).
Therefore, both DDTs are better aligned with traditional tax theory principles than
other current tax measures and tax initiatives.
The other important benefit is that the consensual approach required to create the
global DDT and the GITA would facilitate the avoidance of double taxation since all
member countries would have to agree to provide tax relief, preferably as a tax deduction, for the amount of global DDT paid. Unfortunately, national DDTs would not benefit from this relief, at least at a global scale, and other legal instruments would be
required to address this issue. Indeed, the cooperative spirit behind the global DDT
would also have an impact on the technical assistance offered to low-tax-capacity countries by the GITA and any other volunteer member countries, which would complement
the mission of initiatives like the Platform for Collaboration on Tax. Accordingly, the
newly created GITA would act as the global coordinating body on digital taxation and
would provide a global forum for countries and organizations worldwide (International
Monetary Fund, International Telecommunication Union, OECD, United Nations,
World Bank Group, World Trade Organization) to debate on and advance in this area.
Both modalities of the digital data tax, compared to other tax measures like the digital services tax, have several advantages. First, the DDT does not discriminate against
entities from specific jurisdictions (China, United States) as a consequence of intended
targeting or extremely high revenue thresholds; it applies to all internet users conducting online businesses, irrespective of their turnover or any other threshold. Second, the
DDT covers all digital business models, including all tax-disruptive business models,
analyzed in chapter 2, preventing any kind of tax discrimination based on the selection
of covered services. For example, most digital services taxes and similar taxes focus on
taxing only user-related and platform-based tax-disruptive digital business models
(online advertising, sale of user-related data, e-commerce marketplaces), while other
unilateral taxes (withholding taxes) also cover the supply of digital content (sale, licensing, subscription). However, certain business models are neglected and left outside the
scope of application, like regulated online activities (gambling, banking, insurance) and
transfers of user-related goodwill. Third, the DDT does not tax nonexistent income as
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revenue-based taxes do (digital services taxes), because it is a license-type tax that consists of two components, one acting as a toll tax and one acting as a service charge for
contracted internet bandwidth (in the global DDT) or for significant digital presence
(in national DDTs). Hence, the DDT is consistent with international tax principles and
does not unduly increase the tax burden on affected internet users because it constitutes a business operating expense, as already discussed. Lastly, the DDT is not an extraterritorial tax: it only targets online businesses with a significant digital presence in a
market country; only businesses that voluntarily decide to conduct online activities
therein are subject to paying DDT, which is more of an entrance fee than an income tax.
In fact, the DDT resembles a public fee more than a tax, as public fees are satisfied in
exchange for a public good or service provided by the government, and the DDT gives
access to both the digital market and the digital protection of a market jurisdiction.
Both the global DDT and the GITA would effectively address not only the direct but
also the indirect tax challenges of digitalization of the economy in the terms and within
the scope of the G-20 mandate. Additionally, this solution would enjoy broad global
consensus, since all countries would be invited to join the GITA on a truly equal footing,
under the auspices of the United Nations, without giving away any sovereign taxing
rights. Instead, the GITA would offer technical support and a global coordination
framework to advance digital taxation, to improve tax capacity, and to solve tax disputes, from a fully practicable solution.7 If the DDT were introduced unilaterally, all of
these benefits would also be applicable.

Notes
1.

Apart from considerations of tax theory, the DDT would not be a good presumptive income
tax because contracted internet bandwidth is not a representative factor of the income
ultimately generated by digital companies. For example, some tax-disruptive digital
business models may require higher bandwidth capacity (video-streaming services, cloud
storage services), but may be less profitable than others that do not need so much internet
bandwidth capacity (e-commerce marketplaces, sale and licensing of digital content,
online gambling).

2. Professor Hiroshi Kaneko’s proposal for an international humanitarian tax, consisting of
creating a new personal consumption tax on international airfare, resembles the DDT,
since both would be introduced at a national level (Kaneko 1998). However, the revenues
raised from the new international humanitarian tax would go into an international fund
dedicated to the relief of disaster victims, as opposed to the DDT, which would go into each
country’s national budget.
3.

The DDT would bear no connection to any other taxes, and it would operate as a standalone digital license-type tax (not an income tax) that would be independent from the
existing GST/VAT indirect tax approach.

4. Some scholars have expressed doubts about how the global version of the DDT would be
applied to nonparticipant jurisdictions, if only some countries joined the GITA. In that
case, among GITA member countries, the global DDT would be applied, and the GITA
would manage the clearinghouse mechanism between its members. However, each of the
GITA member countries could opt to apply or not the national version of the DDT to some
or all of the nonmember countries worldwide, independently from the GITA.
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5.

The DDT payment collection function could be made through a “smart contract.” The
contract would be embedded in the service contract with the ISP (by law), and the funds
would transfer automatically on use. This would be a cost of doing internet business, and it
could include personal e-mail and social media.

6. The global version of the DDT should be collected in a single currency, to prevent exchange
rate and other related issues. The currency should be global, and all internet users, especially
DDT taxpayers and tax agents (ISPs) should have access to digital means of exchange: one
option could be to use cryptocurrencies to process the DDT payments. However, the choice
of cryptocurrency would have to be negotiated. Alternatively, a UN-specific cryptocurrency
could be created for DDT purposes. Furthermore, if blockchain technology were to be used,
then DDT compliance could be easily monitored globally and remotely, without any need for
tax auditors or for costly infrastructure. Obviously, the national version of the DDT would be
collected in the national currency, either by ISPs or directly by the local tax administration.
7.

All GITA functions would require a strong legal framework, which means that the creation
and operations of the GITA would require some form of multilateral convention between
all GITA member countries.
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Conclusion

The G-20 mandate is clear: to reach a global and consensus-based solution on the tax
challenges of the digitalization of the economy. Unfortunately, unilateral taxes and tax
initiatives currently under debate do not meet any of the terms of the G-20 mandate.
Some exceed the scope (Amount B and Pillar 2 of the Unified Approach of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD]), while others
have limited coverage (digital services taxes, equalization levies), which is a direct
consequence of the lack of understanding of what the digital economy is. None is the
result of consensual decision making, since some countries have unilaterally introduced
tax measures (significant economic presence, digital services taxes), while more than
one-third of the international community has not had a say in the main proposal (the
Unified Approach) because, to do so, they would have to join the Inclusive Framework
on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). Joining the Inclusive Framework requires
committing to implementing the four minimum standards, which have nothing to do
with taxation of the digital economy. Lastly, for current options to be truly global,
political buy-in by national stakeholders worldwide would be required to guarantee an
effective and global implementation of the solution. Such buy-in is very improbable
without a forum that brings together all countries—even more so, given the clash of
national economic interests, where market jurisdictions claim new taxing rights at the
expense of eroding the tax bases of residence countries.
As analyzed in this book, market jurisdictions’ tax aspirations are unsubstantiated
and contravene the most basic traditional tax theory principles, giving rise to a series of
legal, economic, tax policy, and tax administration issues that policy makers cannot
overlook. Ultimately, they must devise a solution that the global community can
support, which requires meeting some minimum standards in terms of scope, tax
fairness, nondiscrimination, administrative feasibility, and tax sovereignty. Otherwise,
the solution will fail. Sadly, nowadays, many governments are in great need of a dditional
sources of tax revenue. Rather than incurring the political cost of raising taxes on their
citizens, they opt for claiming new taxing rights over foreign businesses, even if the
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ultimate tax burden will surely be shifted to and borne by their own citizens.
This approach raises serious concerns, not only from the perspective of traditional tax
theory, but also from the standpoint of tax sovereignty, since market jurisdictions are
trying to alleviate their fiscal deficits by overburdening foreign online businesses,
generating double taxation, harming competitiveness, and discouraging digital

entrepreneurship. This is not tax competition, but a totally different ball game, where
countries are willing to undermine the very foundations of the international tax order
and to invade and usurp sovereign taxing rights in order to cover up the deficiencies of
their failed domestic fiscal policies.
In fairness, no country should dip into other countries’ efforts, which is exactly what
market jurisdictions aim to do when claiming new taxing rights outside the framework
of traditional tax theory. Indeed, countries where technological companies are resident
have been supporting, promoting, and investing in research, development, and innovation for decades, which obviously has a significant economic cost for such countries in
the form of tax incentives, public subsidies, tax credits and deductions, or loss writeoffs. Banks and venture capitalists also bear significant costs because they provide funding via debt or equity for high-risk investments, since just a handful of start-ups bloom
and even fewer become profitable. Ultimately, failed internet ventures affect their
countries’ economies, which absorb bad debts from banks and capital losses from
investors and even bail out the financial sector and failed industries when economic
downturns occur.
Therefore, market countries cannot expect to share only in gains and not in losses,
which is exactly what these new tax claims aspire to do. Interestingly enough, unilateral
taxes (digital services taxes, equalization levies) do not tax profits; instead, they tax
specified services on a gross basis, which may result in taxation of nonexistent profits.
Such tax measures are only addressed to share in gains, even if no gains exist.
Understandably, internet companies and their countries of tax residence are reluctant
to accept new taxing rights that disrupt the tax status quo on which the international tax
order is based and functions. If internet businesses were also to be taxed from now on
by market jurisdictions and no tax relief were provided, the consequences would be
extremely damaging to the global economy, since companies would shift whenever possible the additional tax burden from double taxation to their customers worldwide.
Alternatively, if they were to absorb this additional tax cost, their profitability would be
drastically reduced, which would increase their cost of capital as a result of their
increased business risk and lower rates of return. Such a situation would cause adverse
economic effects at a global scale.
Although we started the tax technical analysis of this book without any preconceived
ideas, we found ourselves with a very straightforward conclusion: traditional tax theory
does not support income taxation of remote digital suppliers by source jurisdictions.
Aware of market countries’ need to raise revenue from the digital economy, we decided
to explore alternative untaxed digital transactions that could increase their fiscal space.
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We came up with the international supply of internet bandwidth to access digital markets, which is
the digital transaction that our digital data tax (DDT) would tax. The proposed DDT is a license-type
consumption tax, rather than an income tax. It is aligned with tax principles and, as a consequence,
does not conflict with any other income tax proposals (OECD’s Unified Approach). It aims to tax
different transactions from the opposite tax perspective: our DDT proposal taxes foreign digital
companies as consumers, while income tax proposals tax them as suppliers.
Finally, our proposal involves the creation of a global internet tax agency (GITA) in which all countries may participate as equals. This agency would bring together the entire global community and
provide a neutral forum for political discussion and technical assistance in the area of digital taxation.
The digital economy is a global phenomenon that requires a global solution: the creation of global taxing mechanisms and global institutions that provide technical assistance and support for successful
global implementation.
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Digital technology allows businesses to operate in a country without a physical presence, which poses
challenges for traditional taxation. The digital debate focuses on direct taxation and the creation of new
taxing rights arising from the tax claims of market jurisdictions on income obtained by foreign digital
suppliers conducting business therein without any physical presence.
Tax Theory Applied to the Digital Economy analyzes the tax-disruptive aspects of digital business
models and reviews current tax initiatives in light of traditional tax theory principles. The analysis
concludes that market countries’ tax claims are unsubstantiated and contravene the most basic
foundations of tax theory, giving rise to a series of legal, economic, tax policy, and tax administration
issues that policy makers cannot overlook.
The authors propose establishing a digital data tax (DDT) that is a license-type consumption tax, rather
than an income tax, on the international supply of internet bandwidth to access digital markets. The DDT
can be applied either globally or unilaterally, and could become a significant source of tax revenues for
market jurisdictions. It is aligned with tax principles and it does not conflict with other tax initiatives: the
DDT taxes foreign digital companies as consumers, while income tax proposals tax them as suppliers.
The authors also propose creating a new global internet tax agency (GITA) under the auspices of the
United Nations that would provide a neutral forum for political discussion and technical assistance in
the area of digital taxation. The digital economy is a global phenomenon that requires a global solution:
the creation of global taxing mechanisms and global institutions that provide technical assistance and
support for successful global implementation.
The book explains difficult technical concepts in plain language and contributes to the digital tax
debate in a way that can be understood by anyone. Such understanding is essential to obtaining global
support, achieving tax compliance, and fostering multilateral tax cooperation.

“The book provides a solid account and well-taken critique of many recent proposals that have been floating
around with respect to international income taxation and that seem to have been navigating through these difficult
waters without making use of some basic guidelines to good tax policy. The book correctly suggests that from
a principled perspective, much of what has been said about this issue is perhaps little more than an attempt to
dress up what is in some respects a simple (unprincipled?) ‘tax grab.’ And, most importantly, the book presents an
interesting alternative approach: the digital data tax.”
RICHARD BIRD
Professor emeritus of economics
Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

“The book is ‘ahead of the curve.’ Frequently, we lament that the tax administration lags behind the private sector.
This is the way to jump out front. This proposal changes the tax administration into a Tech and Data Administration.
As Larry Lessig observed, ‘Code is law.’ Making the tax system digital is to regulate the tax that is collected and
remitted. This approach will merge value added tax and income tax compliance in the not-too-distant future. This
is the future.”
RICHARD AINSWORTH
Adjunct professor of law
New York University

“The authors provide a set of solid justifications for the innovative design of a digital data tax (DDT), stating that it
is an indirect tax (not a direct income tax), which would offer the ‘best compromise’ out of all current digital taxes
and tax initiatives. This is based on the arguments that the proposed tax takes into account not only the interests
of both source and residence countries, but also those of digital multinationals; therefore, this is a trade-off that
requires a three-way compromise. And this is critically important and highly relevant in the global debate on the
highly contentious issues of taxing digital.”
TUAN MINH LE
Lead economist
World Bank
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